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The purpose of this book is only to make the
people aware of thoughts of
Baba Sehib Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and other
great personalities and not in anyway
to hurt the sentiments of any person or community.
Any person will be ready to sacrifice his life for anything
to which he believes to be right, though his beliefs may be
completely wrong. But he is not ready to die for that
which he thinks is wrong
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A message to Students
“The prabudh bharat foundation presents this year 12th
competition book like before. The main purpose of these
competition exams is to make the coming generations aware
of the Indian democracy, Indian Constitution and the chief
architect of Indian constitution Babasaheb Dr. Ambedkar.
“It's worth mentioning here that the unique identity of India
in the whole world, is because of its constitution and it's
democracy. Dr. Ambedkar's philosophy is in fact the
philosophy of Indian democracy and it's constitution. each
one of these three can not be seen as separately, all three are
synonymous of each other. As the people of India
understand the importance of democracy. so as the
understanding of the people of India will get matured, as the
people of India also realizing the importance of the
constitution of India.
Dr. Ambedkar says, "I do not agree with this saying that
good ideas never die but I am of the view that good ideas are
like delicate plants, so as a plant needs continous watering,
nurturing and good care, without this plant will wither away
so holds true about great ideas. if great ideas are not
preached and propagated at mass level, great ideas also get
fade away". The idea of democracy is one of the most
precious idea ever invented by mankind, if the principles of
democracy and constitution propagated at mass level then it
will further strengthen our democracy and constitution.
There is no doubt about it, that 21st century belongs to
Ambedkarism and in other words that 21st century belongs
to the high moral values and principles of democracy. It is
true that India has endless possibilities of becoming a great
nation, but we can become strong and great nation only
when the principles of democracy become a part of day to
day life of Indian masses. It is of utmost necessity that
citizens of India specially new generation must be taught
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about the importance of democracy and Indian constitution,
because democracy contains that strength which can help in
bringing the most deprived and common man into the main
stream and can effectively helpful in their mental,
economical, social and physical growth. No other than the
person could be a great lier and anti national, who believes
that by dumping the constitution the nation can grow strong.
Thus we all need to work tirelessly to understand the
importance of democracy and to strengthen it more. If we
could not make it to happen then the antidemocracy forces
can destroy the fabric of the values of democracy thus every
citizen specially the most deprived one will also become
helpless, and this nation can never aspires to become a
powerful one. In this book Dr Ambedkar has given his views
throughly about the great men and who all can be called
great in true sense, his views in today's times also hold true
and of equal importance because democracy faces different
problems with different names repeating itself in different
times. Although the names of the organizations and
individuals have changed but the challenges are the same. To
strengthen the democracy the philosophy of constitution
must be made to understand to each and every citizen of
India. We must remember the following lines exactly
presenting the wise and mature man.
“The illiterate of the twenty-first century will not be
those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot
learn, unlearn and relearn.” –Alwin Toffler
We extend our good wishes to all the participants to become
successful in this competition. At the same time we also wish
that all the participants keep their efforts on going to
understand and strengthen the values and principles of
constitution and democracy to become helpful to make this
nation grow strong and great.
- Prabuddh Bharat Foundation
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Part - 1
Important Life-Events of
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
1848
1891

Apr 14

1894
1896
1898
1900
1904

Nov

1907

1908

Jan

1912
1913

Dec 12

1913

Feb 2

1913

July

1915

1916

June 5

May

: Ramji Maloji Sakpal (Dr. Ambedkar's Father)
was born.
: Born at Mhow (Madhya Pradesh), the fourtenth
child of Subhedar Ramji Sakpal and Ms Bhimbai
Ambedkar.
: Subedar Ramji Sakpal retired from the military.
: Death of the mother, Ms Bhimbai Ambedkar at
Satara.
: Subedar Ramji Sakpal married Jijabai.
: Entered the Goverment High School at Satara.
: Entered the Elphinstone High School at Bombay
in the 9th standerd.
: Passed Matriculation Examination, secured 382
marks out of 750.
: Married Ramabai daughter of Mr. Bhikhu
Walangkar, one of the relations of Gopal Baba
Walangkar.
: Honoured in a meeting presided over by Mr. S.K
Bole, Mr. K.A (Dada) Keluskar Guruji presented
a book on the life of Gautam Buddha, titled
'Buddha Charita' written by him. Entered the
Elphinstone College, Bombay.
: Birth of the son Yeshwant.
: Passed B.A. Examination with Persian and
English from university of Bombay.
: Death of father Subedar Ramji Maloji Ambedkar
at Bombay.
: Gaikwar's scholarship for study in the Columbia
University, New York, in the Faculty of Political
Science.
: Passed M.A Examination majoring in
Economics with Sociology, History Philosphy,
Anthropology and Politics as the other subjects
of study.
: Read a paper on the 'Castes in India' before Prof.
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1916

June

:

1917
1917

June

:
:

1917

July

:

:
1917

:

1918

:

1918

Nov

:

1920

Jan 31 :

1920

Mar 21 :

A.A. Goldernweiser's Anthroplogy Seminar in
Columbia University. The paper was later
published in The Indian Antiquary in May 1917.
It was alos republished in the form of a brochure,
the first published work of Dr. Ambedkar. Wrote
a Thesis entitled 'The National Divident of India' A Historical and Analytical Study' for the Ph.D
Degree.
Left Colombia University after completing Ph.D.
to join the London School of Economics and
Political Science, London as a graduate student.
Colombia University conferred a Degree of Ph.D
Return to India after spending a year in London
working on the thesis for the M.Sc (Econ.)
Degree. The return before completion of the
work was necessitated by the termination of the
scholarship granted by the Baroda State.
Appointed as Military Secratery to H.H. the
Maharaja Gaikwar of Baroda with a view to be
the Finance Minster. But left shortly due to ill
treatment meted out to him because of his lowly
caste.
Published "Small Holdings in India and Their
Remedies."
Jijabai, the stepmother of Dr. Ambedkar, died
(November).
Gave evidence before the Southborough
Commission on Franchise. Attended the
Conference of the depressed Classes held at
Nagpur.
Prof. of Political Economy in the Sydenham
College of Commerce & Economics, Bombay.
Started a Marathi Weekly poaper Mooknayak to
champion the cause of the depressed classes. Shri
Nandram Bhatkar was the editor, later Mr.
Dyander Gholap was the editor.
Attend depressed classes Conference held under
the presidency of Chhatrapati Shahu Maharaj at
Kolhapur.
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1920

Mar

: Resigned professorship at Sydenham College to
resume his studies in London.
1920 May : Memorable speech in Nagpur, criticised
Karmaveer Shinde and Depressed Classes
Mission.
1920 Sept : Rejoined the London School of Economics. Also
entered Gray's Inn to study for the Bar.
1921 June : The thesis 'Provincial Decentralisation of
Imperial Finance in British India' was accepted
for M.Sc. (Econ.) Degree by the London
University.
1922-23
:
Spent some time in studying economics
in the University of Bonn in Germany.
1923 Mar : The Thesis 'The Problem of the Rupee- Its origin
and its solution'. was accepted for the degree of
D.Sc. (Econ.). The thesis was published in Dec.
1923 by P S King & Company, Bombay in May
1947 under the titile 'History of Indian Currency
and Bankin Vol, 1'.
1923
: Called to the Bar.
1923 Apr
: Returned to India.
1924 June : Started practice in the Bombay High Court.
1924 July 20 : Founded the 'Bahishkrit Hitkarni Sabha' for the
upliftment of the depressed classes. The aims of
the Sabha were educate, agitate, organise.
1925
: Published 'The Evolution of Provincial Finance
in British India' -dissertation on the provincial
decentralisation of Imperial Finance in India'.
: Opened a hostel for untouchable students at
Barshi.
1926
: Gave evidence before the Royaln Commission
on Indian Currency (Hilton Young Commission).
: Nominated Member of the Bombay Legislative
Council.
1927 Mar 20 : Started Satyagraha at Mahad (Dist. Kolaba) to
secure to the untouchables the right of access to
the Chavdar Tank.
1927 Apr 3 : Started a fortnightly Marathi paper Bahiskrit
Bharat. Dr Ambedkar himself was the editor.
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Sept 4 : Established 'Samaj Samata Sangh'.
Dec : Second Conference in Mahad.
Mar : Introduced the 'Vatan Bill in the Bombay
Legislative Council.
1928 May : Gave evidence before the Indian Stautory
Committee (Simon Commission).
1928 June : Prof. Govt. Law College Bombay.
: Principal Govt. Law College Bombay.
1928-29
:
M e m b e r, B o m b a y P r e s i d e n c y
Committee of the Simon Committee.
1930 Mar : Satyagraha at Kalaram Temple. Nasik to secure
for the Untouchables the right of entry into the
temple.
1930-32
:
Delegate Round Table Conference
representing Untouchables of India.
1932 Jan 29 : Dr. Ambedkar returned to India after attending
the second Round Table Conference at London.
1932 Jan 31 : Dr. Ambedkar left for Delhi to take part in the
proceedings of the Lothian Committee.
1932 Aug 17 : The communal Award was announced by the
British Prime Minister.
1932 Sept : Signed with Mr. M.K. Gandhi the Poona Pact
giving up, to save Gandhi;'s life. seprate
electrorates granted to the Depressed Classes by
Ramsay MacDonald's Communal Award, and
accepting, Instead representation through joint
electorates.
1932-34
:
Member Joint Parliamentary Committee
on the Indian Constitutional Reform.
1933
: Dr. Ambedkar was awarded the fellowship of the
Department of Arts and Law of the University of
Mumbai.
1934
: Left Parel, Damodar Hall and came to stay in
'Rajagriha' Dadar (Bombay). This was done in
order t get more accommodation for his library
which was increasing day by day.
1935 May 27 : Death of wife Ms. Ramabai Ambedkar.
1935 June : Dr. Ambedkar was appointed as Principal of
Govt. Law College, Bombay. He was also
1927
1927
1928
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1936

appointed Perry Prof. of Jurisprudence.
Oct 13 : Historical Yeola Conversion Conference held
under the Presidentship of Dr. Ambedkar at Yeola
Distt., Nasik. He exhorted the Depressed Classes
to leae Hinduism and embrace another religion.
He declared: "I was born as a Hindu but I will not
die as a Hindu'. He also advised his followers to
abandom the Kalaram Mandir entry Satyagraha,
Nasik.
Dec : Dr. Ambedkar was invited by the Jat pat Todak
Mandal of Lahore to preside over the Conference
Dr. Ambedkar prepared his historical speech:
The ' Annihilation of Caste' The Conference was
cancelled by the Mandal on the ground that Dr.
Ambedkar's thoughts were revolutionary.
Finally. Dr. Ambedkar refused to preside and
publishe his speech in a book form in 1937.
Jan 12-13:
The Depressed Classes Conference was
held at Pune.
: Dr. Ambedkar reiterated his resolve of the Yeola
Conference to leave Hinduism. The conference
was preside over by Rao Bahadur N.Shiva Raj.,
Feb 29 : Dr. Ambedkar's Conversion Resolution was
supported by the Chamars (Cobblers) of East
Khandesh.
May 30 : Bombay Presidency Conversion Conference
(Mumbai Elaka Mahar Panshad) of Mahars was
held at Naigaun (Dadar) to sound their opinion on
the issue of Conversion. Mr. Subba Rao,
popularly known as Hydrabadi Ambedkar.
presided over the Conference. In the mroning the
Ascetics shaved their beards, moustaches and
destoryed their symbols of Hinduism in an
Ascetic's Conference.
June 15 : Conference of Devadasis was held in Bombay to
support Dr. Ambedkar's Resolution of
Conversion.
June 18 : Ambedkar-Moonie talks on conversion to
Sikkhism.
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1938
1938

June 23: Matang Parishad in support of Conversion.
Aug : Dr. Ambedkar founded the Independent Labour
Party, a strong opposition party in Bombay's
Legislative Council.
Sep 18 : Dr. Ambedkar sent a delegation of 13 members to
the Golden Temple Amritsar to study Sikkhism.
Nov 11 : Dr. Ambedkar left for Geneva anbd London.
: Dr. Ambedkar organised the 'Municipal Workers
union' Bombay in 1937.
Jan 14 : Dr. Ambedkar returned to Bombay.
Feb 17 : The First General Elections were held under the
Govt. of India Act of 1935. Dr. Ambedkar was
elected Member of Bombay Legislative
Assembly (Total Seats 175. Reserved Seats 15.
Dr. Ambedkar's Independent Labour Party won
17 seats.)
Mar 17 : The Mahad Chawdar Tank case was decided in
favour of Depressed Classes by which they got a
legal right to use the public wells and tanks.
July 31 : Dr. Ambedkar received a grand reception at
Chalisgaon Railway station.
Sept 17 : Dr. Ambedkar introduced his Bill to abolish the
Mahar Watan in the Assembly.
Dec 31 : Reception at Pandhapur on the way to Sholapur,
where he was going to preside over the Sholapur
District D.C. Conference.
Jan 4 : Reception given by the Sholapur Municipal
Council.
Jan
: The Congress Party introduced a Bill making a
change in the name of Untouchables i.e. they
would be called Harijans meaning sons of God.
Dr. Ambedkar criticised the Bill, as in his opinion
the change of name would make no real change in
their conditions. Dr. Ambedkar and B.K Gailwad
protested against the use of the term Harijan in
legal matters. When the ruling party by sheer
force of numbers defeated the I.L.P., the LabourParty group walked out of the Assembly in
protest under the leadersship of Dr. Ambedkar.
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1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938

1938

1938

1938

1938

He organised peasants march on Bombay
Assembly. The peasants demanded the passing of
Dr. Ambedkar's Bill for abolition of the Khoti
system.
Jan 23 : Dr. Ambedkar addressed a Peasants' Conference
at Ahmedabad.
Feb 12-13:
Dr. Ambedkar addressed a historical
Conference of Railway workers at Manmad
(Dist. Nasik).
Apr
: Dr. Ambedkar opposed creation of a separate
Karnataka State in the national interest.
May : Dr. Ambedkar resigned from the Principalship of
the Govt. Law College, Bombay.
May 13-21:Dr. Ambedkar went on tour of Konkan Region.
The also went to Nagpur in connection with a
court case.
Aug : a meeting was held at R.M. Bhat Singh High
School, Bombay for exposing Gandhiji's attitude
in disallowing a D.C. man being taken into the
Central Ministry.
Sept : Dr. Ambedkar spoke on the Industrial Disputes
Billn in the Bombay Assembly. He bitterly
opposed it for its attempt to outlaw the right of
workers to strike. He said: If Congressmen
believe that Swaraj is their birth-right, then the
right to strike is the birth-right of workers.
Oct 1 : Dr. Ambedkar addressed a large gathering at
Bawala, near Ahmedabad, On return he
addressed anothe meeting at Prembhai Hall,
Ahmedabad.
Nov 6 : The Industrial Workers strike. The procession
(under the leadership of Dr. Ambedkar, Nirnkar,
Dange, Pasulkar etc) was organised from
Kamgar Maidan to Jambori Maidan, Worli. Dr.
Ambedkar toured the workers areas with
Jamnadas Mehta.
Nov 10 : Dr. Ambedkar moved a Resolution for adoption
of the methods for birth-control in the Bombay
Assembly.
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1938
1939

1940
1940
1940

1941
1941
1941
1941

Dec

: Dr. Ambedkar adressed the first Depressed Class
Conference in Nizam's dominion at Mahad.
Jan 18 : Dr. Ambedkar addressed a large gathering at
Rajkot.
Jan 19 : Ambedkar-Gandhi talks.
Jan 29 : Kale Memorial Lecture of Gorkhale School of
Politics and Economics, Pune reviewing
critically the All India Federation Scheme set our
in the Govt. of India Act of 1935. The speech was
issued in March 1939 as a tract for the times
under the title 'Federation v/s Freedom'.
July : Dr. Ambedkar addressed a meeting organised for
Rohidas Vidya Committee.
Oct
: Dr. Ambedkar-Nehru first meeting.
Dec : The Conference at Haregon was held under the
Presidentship of Dr. Ambedkar to voice the
grievances of Mahar and Mahar Watandass.
May : Dr. Ambedkar founded the 'Mahar Panchayat'.
July 22 : Netaji Subash Chandra Bose met Dr. Ambedkar
in Bombay.
Dec : Dr. Ambedkar published his Thoughts on
Pakistan. The second edition with the title
Pakistan or Partition of India was issued in
February 1945. A third impression of the book
was published in 1946 under the title India's
Political What's What: Pakistan or Partition of
India.
Jan
: Dr. Ambedkar pursued the issue of recruitment of
Mahars in the Army. As a result the Mahars
Battalion was formed.
May 25 : Mahar Dynast Panchayat Samiti was formed by
Dr. Ambedkar.
July : Dr. Ambedkar was appointed to sit on the
Defence Advisory Committee.
Aug : The Conference was held at Sinnar in protest of
tax on Mahar Watans. Dr. Ambedkar launched a
no-tax campaign. He saw the Governor, Finally,
the tax was abolished. The Mumbai Elaka
Conference of Mahars, Mangs and Devdasis was
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1942

Apr

1942

July 18 :

1942

July 20 :

1942

Dec

1943

:

:

Jan 19 :

1944

:

1944

May 6 :

1944

June

:

1944

July

:

1946
1946

:
Apr

:

organised under the Chairmanship of Dr.
Ambedkar.
Dr. Ambedkar founded the 'All India Scheduled
Castes Federation' In Nagpur.
Dr. Ambedkar addressed All India D.C.
Conference at Nagpur.
Dr. Ambedkar joined the Vicerony's Executive
Council as a Labour Member.
Dr. Ambedkar submitted a paper on "The
problems of the Untouchables in India' to the
Institue of Pacific Relations at its Conference
held in Canada. The paper is printed in the
proceedings of the Conference. The paper was
subessembly published in December 1942 in the
book form under the title Mr.Gandhi and
Emancipation of Untouchables.
Dr. Ambedkar delivered a Presidential address on
the occasion of the 101st Birth Anniversary of
Justice Mahadev Govind Ranade. It was
published in a book form in April 1943 under the
title 'Ranade. Gandhi and Jinnah'.
Dr. Ambedkar founded "The Building Trust and
the Scheduled Caste Improvement Trust".
Dr. Ambedkar addressed the Annual Conference
of the All India S.C. Federation at Parel
(Bombay) The speech was later published under
the title 'The Communal Deadlock and a way to
solve it.'
Dr. Ambedkar published his book 'What congres
and Gandhi have done to the Untouchables?' a
complete compendium of information regarding
the movement of the Untouchables for political
safeguards. Dr. Ambedkar attented the Simla
Conference.
Dr. Ambedkar founded 'People's Education
Society' in Bombay.
Dr. Ambedkar gave evidence before the British
delegation.
Opening of Siddharth College of Arts and
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1946

May

:

1946

June 20 :
Sept :

Oct 13 :
:
Nov

:

1947

Mar

:

1947

Apr 29 :

1947

Aug 15 :

1948

Feb

1948

Apr 15 :

1948

Oct

:

:

Science in Bombay.
The Bhrart Bhushan Printing Press (founded by
Dr. Ambedkar) was burnt down in the clashes
between D.C and the Caste-Hindus.
Siddarth College started.
Dr. Ambedkar went to London to urge before the
British Goverment and the Opposition Party the
need to provide safeguards for the D.C., on grant
of Independence to India and thus to rectify the
wrong done to the D.C by the Cabinet Mission.
Dr. Ambedkar published his book. 'Who were the
Shudras?' An enquiry into how the Shudras came
to be the fourth Varna in the Indo-Aryan Society.
Dr. Ambedkar was elected Member of the
Consitution Assembly of India.
Dr. Ambedkar's First Speech in the Constituent
Assembly. He called for a 'strong and United
India.'
Published 'States and Minorties'. A
memorandum of Fundamental Rights, Minorty
Rights, safeguards for the D.C. and on the
problems of India states.
Article 17 of the Consitution of India for the
abolition of Untochablility was moved by Sardar
Vallabhai Patel in the Constituent Assembly and
it was passed.
India obtained her Independence. Dr. Ambedkar
was elected to the Constituent Assembly by the
Bombay Legislature Congress Party. Dr.
Ambedkar joined Nehru's Cabinet. He became
the First Law Minister of Independent India. The
Constituent Assembly appointed him to the
Drafting Committee, which elected hum as a
Chairman on 29th August 1947.
Dr. Ambedkar completed the Draft Constitution
of Indian Republic.
Second marriage — Dr. Ambedkar married Dr.
Sharda Kabir in Delhi.
Published his book The untouchables. A thesis on
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1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1950

the origin of Untouchability. Dr. Ambedkar
submitted his Memorandum. 'Maharashtra as a
injustice province' to the Dhar Commission. (The
Linguistic Provinces Commission).
Oct 4 : Dr. Ambedkar presented the Draft Consitution to
Consitution Assembly.
Nov 20 : The Constituent Assembly adopted Article 17 of
the Constitution for the abolition of
Untouchabiliy.
Jan
: Dr. Ambedkar, Law Minister of India, visited
Hydrabad (Deccan)
Jan 15 : Dr. Ambedkar was presented with a Purse at
Manmand by his admires. The adressed a large
gathering.
Jan 21 : He stayed at Aurangabad in connection with his
opening proposed College. During the stay he
visited Ajanta- Ellora Caves.
Mar/May:Dr. Ambedkar visited Bombay in connection
with College work and for a medical check-up.
Sept : Meeting between Dr. Ambedkar and Madhavrao
Golvalker, Chief of RSS at the residence of Dr.
Ambedkar at Delhi.
Nov : Dr. Ambedkar came to Bombay for college work
meeting and medical check-up.
Nov : Dr. Ambedkar addressed the Constituent
Assembly.
Nov 26 : Constituent Assembly adopted the Constitution.
Dr. Ambedkar came to Bombay for Check-up.
Jan 11 : Dr. Ambedkar addressed the Siddharth College
Parliament on the Hindu Code Bill. In the
evening he was presented with a silver casket
containing a copy of the Indian Constitution at
Nare Park Maidan, Bombay.
May : Dr. Ambedkar's article. 'The Buddha and the
Future Of His Religion.' was published in the
journal of Mahabodhi Society, Calcutta. Dr.
Ambedkar addressed on 'The Rise and Fall of
Hindu Women'. Dr. Ambedkar spoke on the
'Merits of Buddhism' at the meeting arranged on
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1950

Sept 1 :

1950

Dec

1951

Feb 5 :

1951

Apr 15 :

1951

July

:

1951

Sept

:

1951

Sept 9 :

:

:
1951

Sept 19 :

1951
1952

Oct 11 :
Jan
:

1952

Mar

1952

June 1 :

:

the occasion of Buddha Jayanti in Delhi.
Dr Rajendra Prasad, the first President of the
Indian Republic laid the foundation stone of
Miling Mahavidhalaya, Aurangabad. Dr.
Ambedkar delivered a speech on the occasion
(The printed speech is available with Mr.
Surwade, Mumbai)
Dr. Ambedkar went to Colombo s a Delegate to
the World Buddhist Conference.
Dr. Ambedkar, Law Minister' introduced his
"Hindu Code Bill'' in the Parliament.
Dr. Ambedkar laid the foundation stone of " Dr.
Ambedkar Bhavan" New Delhi.
Dr. Ambedkar founded "The Bartiya Buddha
Jansangh".
Dr. Ambedkar compiled a Buddhist prayer book
'Buddha Upasana Palha'.
Dr. Ambedkar resigned from the Nehru Cabinet
because, among other reasons, the withdrawlk of
Cabinet support to the Hindu Code Bill in spite of
the earlier declaration in the Parliament by the
Prime Minister Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru, that his
Goverment would stand or fall with the Hindu
Code Bill. Apart from this, Nehru announced that
he will sink or swim with the Hindu Code Bill.
Dr. Ambedkar published his speech in a book
form under the title The Rise and Fall of Hindu
Women.
The Marriage and Divorce Bill was discussed in
the Parliament.
Dr. Ambedkar left the Cabinet.
Dr. Ambedkar was defeated in the first Lok
Sabha elections held under the Consitution of
Indian Republic. Congress candidate N.S.
Kajrolkar defeated Dr. Ambedkar.
Dr. Ambedkar was introduced into Parliament as
a member of the Council (Rajya Sabha) of States,
representing Bombay.
Dr. Ambedkar left for New York from Bombay.
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1952

1952
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953

1952
1952

1954
1954
1954
1954
1954

June 15 : Columbia University (USA) conferred the
honorary Degree of LL.D. in its Bi-Centennial
Celebrations Special Convocation held in New
York.
June 16 : Dr. Ambedkar returned to Bombay.
Dec 16 : Dr. Ambedkar addressed Annual Social
Gethering of Elphinstone College, Bombay.
Dec 22 : Dr. Ambedkar delivered a talk on "Conditions
Precedent to the Successful working of
Democracy" at the Bar Council, Pune.
Jan 12 : The Osmania University conferred the honorary
Degrer of LL.D. on Dr. Ambedkar.
Mar : The Untouchability (offences) Bill was
introduced in the Parliament by the Nehru
Goverment.\
Apr
: Dr. Ambedkar contested the By-Election for Lok
Sabha from Bhandra Constituency of Vidarbha
Region but was defeated by the congress
candidate Mr. Borkar.
May : Opening of Siddharth College of Commerce and
Economics in Bombay.
Dec : Dr. Ambedkar inaugurated the All India
Confernece of Sai devotees at the St. Xavier's
Maidan Parel Bombay (His inagural speech is
available with Mr. Surwade)
May : Dr. Ambedkar visited Rangonn to attendn the
function arranged on the occassion of Buddha
Jayanti.
June : The Maharaja of Mysore donated 5 acres of land
for Dr. Ambedkar's proposed Buddhist Seminary
to be started at Bangalore.
Sept 16 : Dr. Ambedkar spoke on the Untouchability
(Offences) Bill in the Rajya Sabha.
Oct 3 : Dr. Ambedkar broadcast his talk 'My Personal
Philosophy'.
Oct 29 : Mr. R.D. Bhandare, President of Bombay
Pradesh S.C. Federation presented a purse of Rs.
1,18,000 on behalf of S.C.F to Dr. Ambedkar at
Purandare Stadium, Naigaum (Bombay).
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1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956

1956

1956
1956

1956
1956
1956

Dec 3 : Dr. Ambedkar participated as deglegate to the 3rd
World Buddhist Conference ar Rangoon.
April 3 : Delivered a speech 'Why Religion is necessary'.
May : Dr. Ambedkar estabished Bhartiya Bauddha
Mahasabha (The Buddhist Society of India).
Aug : Founded 'Mumbai Rajya Kanishtha Garkamgar
Association'.
Dec : Published his opinions on linguistic states in
book from under the title 'Thoughts on linguistic
states'.
Dec : Dr. Ambedkar installed an image of Buddha at
Dehu Road (near Pune).
Dec 27 : Dr. Ambedkar spoke against reservation of seats
in the State and Central Legislatures.
Feb
: Dr. Ambedkar completed his ''The Buddha and
His Dhamma',and 'Revolution &
Counterrevolution in Ancient India'.
Mar 15 : Dr. Ambedkar wrote and dictated the Preface of
'The Buddha and His Dhamma.'
May 1 : Dr. Ambedkar spoke on Linguistic states in the
Council of States.
: Dr. Ambedkar spoke on BBC London on 'Why I
like Buddhism'. Also, he spoke for Voice of
America on 'The Future of Indian Democracy'.
May 24 : Dr. Ambedkar attended a meeting at Nare Park
organised on the eve of Buddha Jayanti; Mr. B.G.
Kher, Prime Minister of Bombay was Chief
Guest. This meeting was the last meeting of Dr.
Ambedkar in Bombay.
June : Opening of Siddarth College of Law in Bombay.
Oct 14 : Dr. Ambedkar embraced Buddhism at an historic
ceremony at Diksha Bhoomi, Nagpur with his
millions of followers. Announced to desolve
S.C.F and establish Republican Party.
Nov 20 : Delegate, 4th World Buddhist Conference,
Kathmandu, where he delivered his famous
speech 'Buddha or Karl Marx'.
Dec 6 : Parinirvana at his residence, 26 Alipore Road.
New Delhi.
Dec 7 : Cremation at Dadar Chawpati, Mumbai, Now
Known as Chaitya Bhoomi.
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PREFACE
Soon after it became definite that the framing of the
future Constitution of India was to be entrusted to a Constituent
Assembly, the Working Committee of the All-India Scheduled
Castes Federation asked me to prepare a Memorandum on the
Safeguards for the Scheduled Castes for being submitted to the
Constituent Assembly on behalf of the Federation. I very gladly
undertook the task. The results of my labour are contained in this
brochure.
The Memorandum defines Fundamental Rights;
Minority Rights and Safeguards for the Scheduled Castes. Those
who hold the view that the Scheduled Castes are not a minority
might say that. in this matter I have gone beyond prescribed
bounds. The view that the Scheduled Castes are not a minority is a
new dispensation issued on behalf of the High and Mighty Hindu
Majority which the Scheduled Castes are asked to submit to. The
spokesmen of the Majority have not cared to define its scope and
its meaning. Anyone with a fresh and free mind, reading it as a
general proposition, would be justified in saying that it is capable
of double interpretation. I interpret it to mean that the Scheduled
Castes are more than a minority and that any protection given to
the citizens and to the minorities will not be adequate for the
Scheduled Castes. In other words it means that their social,
economic and educational condition is so much worse than that of
the citizens and other minorities that in addition to protection they
would get as citizens and as minorities the Scheduled Castes
would require special safeguards against the tyranny and
discrimination of the majority. The other interpretation. is that the
Scheduled Castes differ from a minority and therefore they are
not entitled to the protection which can be claimed by a minority.
This interpretation appears to be such unmitigated nonsense that
no sane man need pay any attention to it. The Scheduled Castes
must be excused if they ignore it. Those who accept my
interpretation of the view that the Scheduled Castes are not a
minority will, I am sure, agree with me that I am justified in
demanding for the Scheduled Castes, all the benefit of the
Fundamental Rights of citizens, all the benefit of the Provisions
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for the Protection of the minorities and in addition special
Safeguards.
The memorandum was intended to be submitted to the
Constituent Assembly. There was no intention to issue it to the
public. But my caste Hindu friends who have had the opportunity
to read the typescript have pressed me to give it a wider
circulation. Although it is meant for members of the Constituent
Assembly, I do not see any breach of decorum in making it
available to the general public. I have therefore agreed to fall in
line with their wishes.
Instead of setting out my ideas in general terms, I have drafted the
Memorandum in the form of Articles of the Constitution. I am
sure that for the sake of giving point and precision this method
will be found to be more helpful. For the benefit of the Working
Committee of the Scheduled Castes Federation, I had prepared
certain explanatory notes and other statistical material. As the
notes and the statistical material are likely to be useful to the
general reader, I have thought it better to print them along with the
Memorandum rather than keep them back.
Among the many problems the Constituent Assembly
has to face, there are two which are admittedly most difficult. One
is the problem of the Minorities and the other is the problem of the
Indian. States. I have been a student of the problem, of the Indian
States and I hold some very definite and distinct views on the
subject. It was my hope that the Constituent Assembly would
elect me to the States Committee Evidently, it has found men of
superior calibre for the work. It may also be because I am one of
those who are outside the tabernacle and therefore undesirable. I
am not sorry to find myself left oat. My only regret is that I have
lost an opportunity to which I was looking forward for placing my
views for the consideration of the Committee. I have therefore
chosen to do the next best thing—namely, to incorporate them in
this brochure along with the Rights of Citizens, of Minorities and
of the Scheduled Castes so that a wider public may know what
they are, may value them for what they are worth and may make
such use of them as it may deem fit.
"Raja Graha”
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Dadar, Bombay-14
B. R. AMBEDKAR
15-3-47
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF INDIA
PROPOSED PREAMBLE
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
We the people of the territories of British India distributed into
administrative units called Provinces and Centrally Administered
Areas and of the territories of the Indian States with a view to
form a more perfect union of these territories do-- ordain that the
Provinces and the Centrally Administered Areas (to be hereafter
designated as States) and the Indian States shall be joined
together into a Body Politic for Legislative, Executive and
Administrative purposes under the style The United States of
India andthat the union so formed shall be indissoluble
and that with a view :
(i) to secure the blessings both of self-government and good
government throughout the united States of India to ourselves
and to out posterity,
(ii) to maintain the right of every subject to life, liberty and pursuit
Of happiness and to free speech and free exercise of religion,
(iii) to remove social, political and economic inequality by
providing better opportunities to the submerged classes,
(iv) to make it possible for every subject to enjoy freedom from
want and freedom from fear, and
(v) to provide against internal disorder and external aggression,
establish this Constitution for the United States of India.
PROPOSED ARTICLE I
DETAILED ANALYSIS
Article I, Section I—Admission of Indian States into the Union :
Clause 1. Qualified Indian States and their admission
into the Union.
Clause 2. Relation of Qualified Indian States which
have not entered the Union and of the
Disqualified Indian States to the United
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States of India.
Clause 3. Power of the United States of India to
reorganise the territory of the Disqualified
Indian States into suitable Administrative
Units with a view to qualify them for
admission into the Union as States of the U n i o n . C l a u s e 4 .
Formation of new States within the Union.
Article I, Section II—United States of India and New Territory :
Clause 1. Incorporation of Foreign States into the
Union.
Clause 2. Acquisition of new territory by the United
States of India and its retention as
unincorporated territory of the Union.
ARTICLE I—Section I
ADMISSION OF INDIAN STATES INTO THE UNION
Clause I
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
The United States of India may, on application and on fulfilment
of the terms prescribed by an Enabling Act of the Union
Legislature laying down the form of the Constitution admit an
Indian State into the Union provided the Indian State seeking
admission is a Qualified State.
For the purposes of this clause a list of Qualified Indian States
shall be drawn up. A State shall not be deemed to be a Qualified
State unless it is proved that it is of a standard size prescribed by
the Union Legislature and is endowed with natural resources
capable of supporting a descent standard of living for its people
and can, by reason of its revenues and population function as an
autonomous State, protect itself against external aggression,
maintain Law and Order against internal disturbance and
guarantee to its subjects minimum standards of administration
and welfare which are expected from a modern State.
Clause 2
The territory of an Indian State which is a Qualified State but
which has not entered the Union and the territory of the Indian
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States which are disqualified shall be treated as incorporated
territories of the United States of India and shall at all times form
integral parts thereof and shall be subject to such parts of the
Constitution of the United States of India as may be prescribed by
the Union Legislature.
Clause 3
The United States of India shall have power to reform, rearrange,
redistribute and amalgamate the territories of Disqualified Indian
States into suitable Administrative Units for admission into the
Union as States of the Union.
Clause 4
After a State has been admitted into the Union as a State no new
State shall be formed or created within its jurisdiction nor any
new State shall be formed by the junction of two or more States or
parts of States without the consent of the Legislatures of the
States concerned as well as of the Union Legislature.
ARTICLE I—Section II
Clause 1
For explanation see Explanator The United States of India may
admit into the Union any territory which forms a natural part of
India or which is on the border of India on terms and conditions
mutually agreed upon. Provided that the terms shall not be
inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States (For
explanation, see page 406) of India and the admission is
recommended by the Legislatures of one half of the States
comprising the. United States of India in the form of a resolution.
Clause 2
The United States of India may acquire territory and may treat it
as unincorporated territory. The provisions of the Constitution of
the United States of India shall not apply to the unincorporated
territory unless a provision to the contrary is made by the
Legislature of the United States of India.
PROPOSED ARTICLE II
DETAILED ANALYSIS
Article II, Section I—Fundamental Rights of Citizens.
Article II, Section II—Remedies against Invasion of
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Fundamental Rights:
Clause 1. Judicial Protection.
Clause 2. Protection against Unequal Treatment.
Clause 3. Protection against Discrimination.
Clause 4. Protection against Economic Exploitation.
Article II, Section III—Provisions for the Protection of
Minorities:
Clause 1. Protection against Communal Executive.
Clause 2. Protection against Social end Official
Tyranny.
Clause 3. Protection against Social Boycott.
Clause 4. Authority and obligation of the Union and
State Governments to spend money for public
purposes including purposes beneficial to
Minorities.
Article II, Section IV—Safeguards for the Scheduled Castes.
Part I—Guarantees :
Clause 1. Right to Representation in the Legislature
and in the Local Bodies,
Clause 2. Right to Representation in the Executive.
Clause 3. Right to Representation in Services.
Part II—Special Responsibilities:
Clause 1. For Higher Education. Clause 2. For
Separate Settlements.
Part IIl- Sanction for Safeguards and Amendment of Safeguards :
Clause 1. Safeguards to be embodied in the
Constitution. Clause 2. Amendment of Safeguards.
Part IV—Protection of Scheduled Castes in Indian States.
Part V—Interpretation.
ARTICLE II—Section I
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS
The Constitution of the United States of India shall recognize the
following as Fundamental Rights of citizenship:
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
1. All persons born or naturalised within its territories are citizens
of the United States of India and of the State wherein they
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reside. Any privilege or disability arising out of rank, birth,
person, family, religion or religious usage and custom is
abolished.
2. No State shall make or enforce any law or custom which shall
abridge the privilegesor immunities of citizens; nor shall any
State, deprive any person of life, liberty and property without
due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction equal protection of law.
3. All citizens are equal before the law and possess equal civic
rights. Any existing enactment, regulation, order, custom or
interpretation of law by which any penalty, disadvantage or
disability is imposed upon or any discrimination is made
against any citizen shall, as from the day on which this
Constitution comes into operation, cease to have any effect.
4. Whoever denies to any person, except for reasons by law
applicable to persons of all classes and regardless of their
social status, the full enjoyment of any of the
accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges of inns,
educational institutions, roads, paths, streets, tanks, wells and
other watering places, public conveyances on land, air or
water, theatres or other places of public amusement, resort or
convenience, whether they are dedicated to or maintained or
licensed for the use of the public, shall be guilty of an offence.
5. All citizens shall have equal access to all institutions,
conveniences and amenities maintained by or for the public.
6. No citizen shall be disqualified to hold any public office or
exercise any trade or calling by reason of his or her religion,
caste, creed, sex or social status.
7. (i) Every citizen has the right to reside in any part of India. No
law shall be made abridging the right of a citizen to reside
except for consideration of public order and morality.
(ii) Every citizen has the right to settle in any part of India, subject
to the productionof a certificate of citizenship from the State
of his origin. The permission to settle shall not be refused or
withdrawn except on grounds specified in sub-clause (iv) of
this clause.
(iii) The State in which a citizen wishes to settle may not impose
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any special charge upon him in respect of such settlement
other than the charge imposed upon its own inhabitants. The
maximum fees chargeable in respect of permits for
settlement shall be determined by laws made by the Union
Legislature.
(iv) The permission to settle may be refused or withdrawn by a
State from persons—
(a) (a) who have been habitual criminals;
(b) (b) whose intention to settle is to alter the communal balance
of the State;
(c) who cannot prove to the satisfaction of the State in which they
wish to settle that they have an assured means of subsistence
and who are likely to became or have become a permanent
burden upon public charity;
(d) whose State of origin refuses to provide adequate assistance
for them when requested to do so,
(v) Permission to settle may be made conditional upon the
applicant being capable of work and not having been a
permanent charge upon public charity in the place of his
origin, and able to give security against unemployment. (vi)
Every expulsion must be confirmed by the Union
Government.
(vii)Union Legislature shall define the difference between
settlement and residence and at the same time, prescribe
regulations governing the political and civil rights of persons
during their residence.
8. The Union Government shall guarantee protection against
persecution of a community as well as against internal
disorder or violence arising in any part of India.
9. Subjecting a person to forced labour or to involuntary servitude
shall be an offence.
10. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.
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11. The right of a citizen to vote shall not be denied or abridged on
any account other than immaturity, imprisonment and
insanity.
12. No law shall be made abridging the freedom of Speech, of the
Press, of Association and of Assembly except for
consideration of public order and morality.
13. No Bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed.
14. The State shall guarantee to every Indian citizen liberty of
conscience and the free exercise of his religion including the
right to profess, to preach and to convert within limits
compatible with public order and morality.
15. No person shall be compelled to become a member of any
religious association, submit to any religious instruction or
perform any act of religion. Subject to the foregoing
provision, parents and guardians shall be entitled to determine
the religious education of children up to the age of 16 years.
16. No person shall incur any penalties of any kind whatsoever by
reason of his caste, creed or religion nor shall any person be
permitted to refuse to fulfil any obligation of citizenship on the
ground of caste, creed or religion.
17. The State shall not recognise any religion as State religion.
18. Persons following a religion shall be guaranteed freedom of
association and shall have, if they so desire, the right to call
upon the State to pass legislation in terms approved by them
making them into a body corporate.
19. Every religious association shall be free to regulate and
administer its affairs, within the limits of the laws applicable
to all.
20. Religious associations shall be entitled to levy contributions
on their members who are willing to pay them if their law of
incorporation permits them to do so. No person may be
compelled to pay taxes the proceeds of which are specifically
appropriated for the use of any religious community of which
he is not a member.
21. Ail offences under this section shall be deemed to be
cognizable offences. The Union Legislature shall make laws
to give effect to such provisions as require legislation for that
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purpose and to prescribe punishment for those acts which are
declared to be offences.
ARTICLE II-Section II
REMEDIES AGAINST INVASION OF FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS
The United States of India shall provide :
Clause I
Judicial Protection against Executive tyranny
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
(1) That the Judicial Power of India shall be vested in a Supreme
Court.
(2) The Supreme Court shall have the power of superintendence
over all other Courts or officers exercising the powers of a
Court, whether or not such Courts or officers are subject to its
appellate or revisional jurisdiction.
(3) The Supreme Court shall have the power on the application of
an aggrieved party to issue what are called prerogative writs
such as Hebeas Corpus, Quo Warranto Prohibition, Certiorari
and Mandamus, etc. For purposes of such. writs the Supreme
Court shall be a Court of general jurisdiction throughout
India.
(4) The right to apply for a writ shall not be abridged or suspended
unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety
may require it.
Clause 2
Protection against Unequal Treatment
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
That the Authority of the Legislature and the Executive of the
Union as well as of every State throughout India shall be subject
to the following limitations:
It shall not be competent for any Legislature or Executive in India
to pass a law or issue an order, rule or regulation so as to violate
the following rights of the subjects of the State :
(1) to make and enforce contrasts, to sue, be parties, and give
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evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real
and personal property.
(2) to be eligible for entry into the civil and military employ and to
all educational institutions except for such conditions and
limitations as may be necessary to provide for the due and
adequate representation of ail classes of the subjects of the
State.
(3) to be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the
accommodations, advantages, facilities, educational
institutions, privileges of inns, rivers, streams, wells, tanks,
roads, paths, streets, public conveyances on land, air and
water, theatres and other places of public resort or amusement
except for such conditions and limitations applicable alike to
all subjects of every race, class, caste, colour or creed.
(4) to be deemed fit for and capable of sharing without distinction
the benefits of any religious or charitable trust dedicated to or
created, maintained or licensed for the general public or for
persons of the same faith and religion.
(5) to claim full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for
the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by other
subjects regardless of any usage or custom or usage or custom
based on religion and be subject to like punishment, pains and
penalties and to none other.
Clause 3
Protection against Discrimination.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
(1) Discrimination against citizens by Government officers in
Public administration or by private employers in factories
and (For explanation see page 408) commercial concerns on
the ground of race or creed or social status shall be treated as
an offence. The jurisdiction to try such cases shall be vested
in a tribunal to be created for the purpose.
(2) The Union Legislature shall have the right as well as the
obligation to give effect to this provision by appropriate
legislation.
Clause 4
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Protection against Economic Exploitation.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
The United States of India shall declare as a part of the law of its
constitution—
(1) That industries which are key industries or which may be
declared to be keyindustries shall be owned and run by the
State ;
(2) 'That industries which are not key industries but which are
basic industries shall be owned by the State and shall be run by
the State or by Corporations established by the State ;
(3) That Insurance shall be a monopoly of the State and that the
State shall compel every adult citizen to take out a life
insurance policy commensurate with his wages as may be
prescribed by the Legislature;
(4) That agriculture shall be State Industry;
(5) That State shall acquire the subsisting rights in such
industries, insurance and agricultural land held by private
individuals, whether us owners, tenants or mortgagees and
pay them compensation in the form of debenture equal to the
value of his or her right in the land. Provided that in reckoning
the value of land, plant or security no account shall be taken of
any rise therein due to emergency, of any potential or
unearned value or any value for compulsory acquisition;
(6) The State shall determine how and when the debenture holder
shall be entitled to claim cash payment;
(7) The debenture shall be transferable and inheritable property
but neither the debenture holder nor the transferee from the
original holder nor his heir shall be entitled to claim the return
of the land or interest in any industrial concern acquired by the
State or be entitled to deal with it in any way;
(8) The debenture-holder shall be entitled to interest on his
debenture at such rate as may be defined by law, to be paid by
the State in cash or in kind as the State may deem fit;
(9) Agricultural industry shall be organized on the following
basis:
(i) The State shall divide the land acquired into farms of
standard size and let out the farms for cultivation to residents
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of the village as tenants (made up of group of families) to
cultivate on the following conditions:
(a) (a)The farm shall be cultivated as a collective farm ;
(b) (b)The farm shall be cultivated in accordance with rules and
directions issued by Government;
(c) The tenants shall share among themselves in the manner
prescribed the produce of the farm left after the payment of
charges properly leviable on the farm;
(ii) The land shall be let out to villagers without distinction of
caste or creed and in such manner that there will be no
landlord, no tenant and no landless labourer ;
(iii) It shall be the obligation of the State to finance the cultivation
of the collective farms by the supply of water, draft animals,
implements, manure, seeds, etc.;
(iv) The State shall be entitled to—
(a) (a) to levy the following charges on the produce of the farm: (i)
a portion for land revenue; (ii) a portion to pay the
debenture-holders ; and (iii) a portion to pay for the use of
capital goods supplied; and
(b) (b) to prescribe penalties against tenants who break the
conditions of tenancy or wilfully neglect to make the best
use of the means of cultivation offered by the State or
otherwise act prejudicially to the scheme of collective
farming;
(10) The scheme shall be brought into operation as early as
possible bat in no case shall the period extend beyond the
tenth year from the date of the Constitution coming into
operation.
ARTICLE II – Section III
PROVISIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
MINORITIES
The Constitution of the United States of India shall provide:
Clause 1
Protection against Communal Executive.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
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(1) That the Executive-Union or State—shall be nonparliamentary in the sense that it shall not be removable
before the term of the Legislature.
(2) Members of the Executive if they are not members of the
Legislature shall have theright to sit in the Legislature, speak,
vote and answer questions.
(3) The Prime Minister shall be elected by the whole House by
single transferable vote.
(4) The representatives or the different minorities m the Cabinet
shall be elected by members of each minority community in
the Legislature by single transferable vote.
(5) The representatives of the majority community in the
Executive shall be elected by the whole House by single
transferable vote.
(6) A member of the Cabinet may resign his post on a censure
motion or otherwise but shall not be liable to be removed
except on impeachment by the House on the ground of
corruption or treason.
Clause 2
Protection against social and official tyranny.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
(1) (1) That there shall be appointed an Officer to be called the
Superintendent of Minority Affairs.
(2) (2) His status shall be similar to that of the Auditor General
appointed under section 166 of the Government of India
Act of 1935 and removable m like manner sad on the like
grounds as a Judge of the Supreme Court,
(3) it shall be the duty of the Superintendent to prepare an annual
report on the treatment of minorities by the public, as well as
by the Governments, Union and State and of any
transgressions of safeguards or any miscarriage of justice due
to communal bias by Governments or their Officers.
(4) The Annual Report of the Superintendent shall be placed on
the Table of the Legislatures—Union and State, and the
Governments—Union and State, shall be bound to provide
time for the discussion of the Report.
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Clause 3
Protection against social boycott.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
That Social Boycott, Promoting or Instigating a Social Boycott or
Threatening a Social Boycott as defined below shall be declared
to be an offence :
(i) Boycott Defined.—A person shall be deemed to boycott
another who—
(a) refuses to let or use or occupy any house or land, or to deal
with, work for hire, or do business with another person, or to
render to him or receive from him any service, or refuses to do
any of the said things on the terms on which such things should
commonly be done in the ordinary course of business, or
(b) abstains from such social, professional or business relations as
he would, having regard to such existing customs in the
community which are not inconsistent with any fundamental
right or other rights Of citizenship declared m the
Constitution, ordinarily maintain
with such person, or
(c) in any way injuries, annoys or interferes with such other
person in the exercise of his lawful rights.
(ii) Offence of Boycotting—-Whoever, in consequence of any
person having done any act which he was legally entitled to
do or of his having omitted to do any act which he was legally
entitled to omit to do, or with intent to cause any person to do
any act which he is not legally bound to do or to omit to do any
act which he is legally entitled to do, or with intent to cause
harm to such person in body, mind, reputation or property, or
in his business or means of living, boycotts such person or
any person in whom such person, is interested, shall be guilty
of offence of boycotting
Provided that no offence shall be deemed to have been
committed under this Section, if the Court is satisfied that the
accused person has not acted at the instigation of or in
collusion with any other person or in pursuance of any
conspiracy or of any agreement or combination to boycott.
(iii) Offence of Instigating or Promoting a Boycott—
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Whoever(a) (a) publicly makes or publishes or circulates a proposal for. or
(b) (b) makes, publishes or circulates any statement, rumour or
report with intent to, or which he has reason to believe to be
likely to cause, or
(c) in any other way instigates or promotes the boycotting of any
person or class of persons, shall be guilty of the offence of
instigating or promoting a boycott.
Explanation— An offence under this clause shall be deemed
to have been committed although the person affected or likely
to be affected by any action of the nature referred to herein is
not designated by name or class but only by his acting or
abstaining from acting in some specified manner.
(iv) Offence of Threatening a Boycott—Whoever, in
consequence of any person having done any act which he was
legally entitled to do or of his having omitted to do any act.
which he was legally entitled to omit to do. or with intent to
cause any person to do any act which he is not legally bound to
do, or to omit to do any act which he is legally entitled to do
threatens to cause such person or any person in whom such
person is interested, to be boycotted shall be guilty of the
offence threatening a boycott.
Exception.—It is not boycott—
(i) (i) to do any act in furtherance of a bona fide labour dispute ;
(ii) (ii) to do any act in the ordinary course of business
competition.
(2) All these offences shall be deemed to be cognizable offences.
The Union Legislature shall make laws prescribing
punishment for these offences.
Clause 4
Power of Governments to spend money for any purposes
connected with Government of India including purposes
beneficial to the Minorities
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
That the Power of the Central and Provincial Governments to
make grants for any purpose, notwithstanding that the purpose is
not one for which the Union or State Legislature as the case may
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be make laws, shall not be abridged taken away.
ARTICLE II - Section IV
SAFEGUARDS FOR THE SCHEDULED CASTES
PART I—Guarantees
Right to Representation in the Legislature.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
The Constitution of the United States of India shall guarantee to
the Scheduled Castes the following Rights :
Clause I
Right to Representation in the Legislature
(1) (1) Quantum of Representation.—
(a) (i) The Scheduled Castes shall have minimum representation
in the Legislature— Union and State—and if there be a
group Constitution then in the group Legislature equal to
the ratio of their population to the total population.
Provided that no other minority is allowed to claim more
representation than what is due to it on the basis of its
population.
(ii) The Scheduled Castes of Sind and N.W.F. Provinces shall be
given their due share of representation.
(iii) Weightage where it becomes necessary to reduce a huge
communal majority to reasonable dimensions shall come out
of the share of the majority. In no case shall it be at the cost of
another minority community.
(iv) Weightage carved out from the share of majority shall not be
assigned to one community only. But the same shall be
divided among all minority communities equally or in inverse
proportion to their—
(1) economic position,
(2) social status, and
(3) educational advance.
(b) There should be no representation to special interests. But if
the same is allowed it must be taken out of the share of
representation given to that community to which the special
interest belongs.
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(2) Method of Election—
(A) For Legislative Bodies
(a) (a) The system of election introduced by the Poona Pact shall
be abolished.
(b) (b) In its place, the system of Separate Electorates shall be
substituted.
(c) (c) Franchise shall be adult franchise.
(d) (d) The system of voting shall be cumulative.
(B) For Local Bodies
The principles for determining the quantum of representation and
the Method of election for Municipalities and Local Boards shall
be the same as that adopted for the Union and State Legislatures.
Clause 2
Right to Representation in the Executive.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
(1) The Scheduled Castes shall have minimum representation in
the Executive—Union and State—and if there, be a group
Constitution then in the group Executive equal to the ratio of
their population that no minority community is allowed to
claim more
than its population ratio.
(2) Weightage where it becomes necessary to reduce a huge
majority to reasonable dimensions shall come out of the share
of the majority community. In no case shall it be at the cost of
another minority community.
(3) Weightage carved out from the share of the majority shall not
be assigned to one community only. But the same shall be
divided among all minorities equally or in inverse proportion
to:
(i) (i) their economic position.
(ii) (ii) social status, and
(iii) (iii) educational advance.
Clause 3
Right to Representation in the Services
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
(a) The quantum of representation of the Scheduled Castes in the
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Services shall be as follows :
(i) In the Union Services.—In proportion to the ratio of their
population to the total population in India or British India as
the case may be.
(ii) In the State and Group Services.—in proportion to their
population in the State or Union.
(iii.) In the Municipal and Local Board Services.—In
proportion to their population in the Municipal and Local
Boards areas :
Provided that no minority community is allowed to claim more
than its population ratio of representation, in the Services.
(b) Their right to representation in the Services shall not be
curtailed except by
conditions relating to minimum qualifications, education, age,
etc.
(c) The conditions prescribed for entry in Services shall not
abrogate any of theconcessions given to the Scheduled Castes
by the Government of India in their Resolutions of 1942 and
1945.
(d) The method of filling up the vacancies shall conform to the
rules prescribed in the Government of India Resolutions of
1942 and 1946.
(e) On every Public Services Commission or a. Committee
constituted for filling vacancies, the Scheduled Castes shall
have at least one representative.
PART II—SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Provisions for Higher Education
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
That the United States of India shall undertake the following
special responsibilities for
the betterment of the Scheduled Castes:
Clause I
(1) Governments—Union and State—shall be required to assume
financial responsibility for the of the Scheduled Castes and
shall be required to make adequate provisions in their budgets.
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Such Provisions shall form the first charge on the Education
Budget of the Union and State; Government.
(2) The responsibility for finding money for secondary and
college education of the Scheduled Castes in India shall be
upon the State Governments and the different States shall
make a provision in their annual budgets for the said purpose
in proportion to the population of the Scheduled Castes to the
total budget of the States.
(3) The responsibility for finding money for foreign education of
the Scheduled Castes shall be the responsibility of the Union
Government and the Union Government shall make a
provision of rupees 10 lakhs per year in its annual budget in
that behalf.
(4) These special grants shall be without prejudice to the right of
the Scheduled Castes to share in the expenditure incurred by
the State Government for the advancement of primary
education for the people of the State,
Clause 2
provision for New Settlements.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
1 The following provision shall be made in the Constitution of the
Union Government :
(i) There shall be a Settlement Commission under the new
Constitution to hold uncultivated lands belonging to the State
in trust for Settlement of the Scheduled Castes in separate
villages.
(ii) The Union Government shall set apart annually a fund of Rs. 5
crores for the purpose of promoting the scheme of settlement.
(iii) That the. Commission shall have the power to purchase any
land offered for sale and use it for the said purpose.
2. The Union Government shall from time to time pass such
legislation as may be necessary for the Commission to carry out
its functions.
PART III—Sanction for Safeguards and Amendment of
Safeguards
Clause 1
Sanction for Safeguards
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For explanation see Explanatory Notes
The Constitution of the United States shall provide that—
The United States of India undertakes to give the safeguards
contained in Article II Section IV a place in the Constitution and
make them a part of the Constitutional Law of India.
Clause 2
Mode of Amendment of safeguards
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
The provisions for the Scheduled Castes shall not be altered,
amended or abrogated except in the following manner :
Any amendment or abrogation of Section IV of Article II or any
part thereof relating to the Scheduled Castes shall only be made
by a Resolution passed in the manner prescribed below by the
more Popular Chamber of the Union Legislature :
(i) (i) Any proposal for amendment or abrogation shall be
initiated in the form of a Resolution in the more Popular
Chamber of the Union Legislature.
(ii) (ii) No such Resolution shall be moved—
(a) unless 25 years have elapsed after the Constitution has come
into operation and has been worked; and
(b) unless six months' notice has been given to the House by the
mover of his intention to move such a Resolution.
(iii) On the passing of such a Resolution, the Legislature shall be
dissolved and a new election held.
(iv) The original Resolution in the form in which it was passed by
the previous Legislature shall be moved afresh in the same
House of the newly elected Union Legislature,
(v) The Resolution shall not be deemed to have been carried
unless it is passed by a majority of two-thirds of the members
of the House and also two-thirds of members of the Scheduled
Castes who have been returned through separate electorates.
PART IV— protection of scheduled castes in the Indian states
Safeguards for in Indian States.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
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The Constitution of the United States shall provide that the
admission of the Indian States into the Union shall be subject to
the Scheduled Castes following condition :
" All provisions relating to the Scheduled Castes contained in
Section IV of Article II of the Constitution of the United States of
India shall be extended to the Scheduled Castes in the Indian
Slates. Such a provision in the Constitution of an Indian States
shall be a condition precedent for its admission into the Union."
PART V—interpretation
Scheduled Castes a Minority
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
I. For the purposes of Article II the Scheduled Castes, as defined
in the Government of India Scheduled Caste Order, 1936,
issued under the Government of India Act, 1935, shall be
deemed to be a minority.
Scheduled Castes and change of Domicile.
For explanation see Explanatory Notes
II. For the purposes of Article II a Caste which is a Scheduled
Caste in one State shall be treated as Scheduled Caste in all
States of the Union.
Appendix I
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Preamble
The Preamble gives constitutional shape and form to the
Resolution on objectives passed by the Constituent Assembly on
Wednesday the 22nd January 1947.
ARTICLE I—Section I
Clauses I to 4
The admission of the six hundred and odd Indian States into the
Union raises many difficult questions. The most difficult of them
is the one which relates to their admission into the Union. Every
Indian Stale is claiming to be a Sovereign State and is demanding
to be admitted into the Union in its own right. The Indian States
fall into different classes from the view of size, population,
revenue and resources. It is obvious that every State admitted into
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the Union as a State must have the capacity to bear the burden of
modern administration to maintain peace within its own borders
and to possess the resources necessary for the economic
advancement of its people. Otherwise, the United States of India
is likely to be encumbered with a large number of weak States
which, instead of being a help to the Central Government, will be
a burden upon it. The Union Government with such small and
weak States as its units will never be able to pull its full weight in
an emergency. It is therefore obvious that it would be a grave
ganger to the future safety of India if every Indian State were
admitted into the Union without any scrutiny of its capacity to
bear the burden of modern administration and maintaining
internal peace. To avoid this danger, the Article proceeds to
divide the Indian States into two classes: (1) Qualified Indian
States and (2) Unqualified Indian States. It proposes that a list of
Qualified Indian States should be drawn up as a first step in the
procedure to be followed for the admission of the Indian States
into the Union. A Qualified Indian State will be admitted into the
Union on an application for admission and the fulfilment of the
provisions of the Enabling Act which the Union Legislature is
authorised to pass for the purpose of requiring an appropriate
form of internal Government set up within the State which will be
in consonance to the principles underlying the Constitution of the
United States of India. The territory in the occupation of the
Unqualified Indian States will be treated as the territory of the
United States of India and will be reorganised into States of
suitable sizes by the United States of India. In the meantime those
who are rulers of the territory shall continue to administer the
territory under the supervision of the United States of India. The
Act also declares that the Indian territory whether in the
occupation of British Indian Provinces or of the Indian States is
one and integral and will be so even though an Indian State has
not entered into the Union.
Clause 4 provides that once a State is admitted into the Union, its
integrity shall be maintained and it
shall not be liable to sub-division except in accordance with the
provisions contained in the clause.
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ARTICLE I—Section II
Clauses I and 2
Clause 1 permits the United States of India to incorporate
States which are independent but which are on the border and
which desire to join the Union.
Clause 2 enables the United States of India to acquire territory
and to incorporate it or to treat it as separate territory.
ARTICLE II—Section I
The inclusion of Fundamental Rights in the Constitution requires
no justification. The necessity of Fundamental Rights is
recognised in all Constitutions old and new. The Fundamental
Rights included in the Article are borrowed from the constitutions
of various countries particularly from those wherein the
conditions are more or less analogous to those existing in India.
ARTICLE II—Section II
Clause 1
Rights are real only if they are accompanied by remedies. It is no
use giving rights if the aggrieved person has no legal remedy to
which he can resort when his rights are invaded. Consequently
when the Constitution guarantees rights it also becomes
necessary to make provision to prevent the Legislature and the
Executive from overriding them. This function has been usually
assigned to the judiciary and the Courts have been made the
special guardians of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution.
The clause does no more than this. The clause proposes to give
protection to the citizen against Executive tyranny by investing
the Judiciary with certain powers of inquisition against the abuse
of authority by the Executive. This power takes the form of issue
of writs. The High Courts in India possess these powers under the
Government of India and under their letters patent. These powers
are however subject to two limitations. In the first place the
powers given by the Letters Patent are available only to the High
Courts in the Presidency Towns and not to all. Secondly these
powers are subject to laws made by the Indian Legislature.
Thirdly the powers given by the Government of India Act, 1935
are restricted and may prove insufficient for the protection of the
aggrieved person. The clause achieves two objectives: (1) to give
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the fullest power to the Judiciary to issue what under the English
Law are called Prerogative Writs and (2) to prevent the
Legislature from curtailing these powers in any manner
whatsoever.
Clause 2
It is difficult to expect that in a country like India where most
persons are communally minded those in authority will give
equal treatment to those who do not belong to their community.
Unequal treatment has been the inescapable fate of the
Untouchables in India. The following extract from the
Proceedings of the Board of Revenue of the Government of
Madras No. 723 dated 5th November, 1892, illustrates the sort of
unequal treatment which is meted out to the Scheduled Castes by
Hindu Officers.
Says the report:
" 134. There are forms of oppression only hitherto hinted at
which must be at least cursorily mentioned. To punish
disobedience of Pariahs, their masters—
(a) (a) bring false cases in the village Court or in the criminal
Courts ;
(b) (b) obtain, on application, from Government, waste lands
lying all round the paracheri, so as to impound the
Pariahs' cattle or obstruct the way to their temple;
(c) (c) have mirasi names fraudulently entered in the
Government account against the paracheri;
(d) (d) pull down the huts and destroy the growth in the
backyards;
(e) (e) deny occupancy right in immemorial sub-tenancies ;
(f) (f) forcibly cut the Pariahs' crops, and on being resisted
charge them with theft and rioting ;
(g) under misrepresentations, get them to execute documents
by which they are afterwards ruined;
(h) (h) cut off the flow of water from their fields;
(i) (i) without legal notice, have the property of sub-tenants
attached for the landlords' arrears of revenue."
"135. It will be said there are civil and criminal Courts for the
redress of any of these injuries. There are the Courts indeed; but
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India does not breed village Hampdens. One must have courage
to go to the Courts ; money to employ legal knowledge, and meet
legal expenses; and means to live during the case and the appeals.
Further most cases depend upon. the decision of the first Court;
and these Courts are presided over by officials who are
sometimes corrupt and who generally for other reasons,
sympathize with the wealthy and landed classes to which they
belong.".
"136. The influence of these classes with the official world can
hardly be exaggerated, it is extreme with natives and great even
with Europeans. Every office, from the highest to the lowest, is
stocked with their representatives, and there is no proposal
affecting their interests but they can bring a score, of influence to
bear upon it in its course from inception to execution."
The Punjab Land Alienation. Act is another illustration of
unequal treatment of the Untouchables by the Legislature.
Many other minority communities may be suffering from
similar treatment at the hands of the majority community. It is
therefore necessary to have such a provision to ensure that all
citizens shall have equal benefit of Laws, Rules and Regulations.
The provisions of Clause 2 are borrowed from Civil Rights
Protection Act. 1866, and of March 1st, 1875 passed by the
Congress of the United States of America to protect the Negroes
against unequal treatment.
Clause 3
Discrimination is another menace which must be guarded
against if the Fundamental Rights are to be real rights. In a
country like India where it is possible for discrimination to be
practised on a vast scale and in a relentless manner Fundamental
Rights can have no meaning. The Remedy follows the lines
adopted in the Bill which was recently introduced in the Congress
of the U.S.A. the aim of which is to prevent discrimination being
practised against the Negroes.
Clause 4
The main purpose behind the clause is to put an
obligation on the State to plan the economic life of the people on
lines which would lead to highest point of productivity without
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closing every avenue to private enterprise, and also provide for
the equitable distribution of wealth. The plan set out in the clause
proposes State ownership in agriculture with a collectivised
method of cultivation and a modified form of State Socialism in
the field of industry. It places squarely on the shoulders of the
State the obligation to supply capital necessary for agriculture as
well as for industry. Without the supply of capital by the State
neither land nor industry can be made to yield better results. It
also proposes to nationalise insurance with a double objective.
Nationalised Insurance gives the individual greater security than
a private Insurance Firm does inasmuch as it pledges the
resources of the State as a security for the ultimate payment of his
insurance money. It also gives the State the resources necessary
for financing its economic planning in the absence of which it
would have to resort to borrowing from the money market at a
high rate of interest. State Socialism is essential for the rapid
industrialisation of India. Private enterprise cannot do it and if it
did it would produce those inequalities of wealth which private
capitalism has produced in Europe and which should be a
warning to Indians. Consolidation of Holdings and Tenancy
legislation are worse than useless. They cannot bring about
prosperity in agriculture. Neither Consolidation nor Tenancy
Legislation can be of any help to the 60 millions of Untouchables
who are just landless labourers. Neither Consolidation nor
Tenancy Legislation can solve their problem. Only collective
farms on the lines set out in the proposal can help them. There is
no expropriation of the interests concerned. Consequently there
ought to be no objection to the proposal on that account.
The plan has two special features. One is that it proposes State
Socialism in important fields of economic life. The second
special feature of the plan is that it does not leave the
establishment of State Socialism to the will of the Legislature. It
establishes State Socialism by the Law of the Constitution and
thus makes it unalterable by any act of the Legislature and the
Executive.
Students of Constitutional Law will at once raise a protest.
They are sure to ask: Does not the proposal go beyond the scope
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of the usual type of Fundamental Rights ? My answer is that it
does not. If it appears to go beyond it is only because the
conception of Fundamental Rights on which such criticism is
based is a narrow conception. One may go further and say that
even from the narrow conception of the scope of the
Constitutional Law as comprising no more than Fundamental
Rights the proposal can find ample justification. For what is the
purpose of prescribing by law the shape and form of the economic
structure of society ? The purpose is to protect the liberty of the
individual from invasion by other individuals which is the object
of enacting Fundamental Rights. The connection between
individual liberty and the shape and form of the economic
structure of society may not be apparent to everyone. None the
less the connection between the two is real. It will be apparent if
the following considerations are borne in mind.
Political Democracy rests on four premises which may be set
out in the following terms:
(i) The individual is an end in himself.
(ii) That the individual has certain inalienable rights which must
be guaranteed to him by the Constitution.
(iii) That the individual shall not be required to relinquish any of
his constitutional rights as a condition precedent to the receipt
of a privilege.
(iv) That the State shall not delegate powers to private persons to
govern others.
Anyone who studies the working of the system of social
economy based on private enterprise and pursuit of personal gain
will realise how it undermines, if it does not actually violate, the
last two premises on which Democracy rests. How many have to
relinquish their constitutional rights in order to gain their living ?
How many have to subject themselves to be governed by private
employers ?
Ask those who are unemployed whether what are called
Fundamental Rights are of any value to them. If a person who is
unemployed is offered a choice between a job of some sort, with
some sort of wages, with no fixed hours of labour and with an
interdict on joining a union and the exercise of his right to
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freedom of speech, association, religion, etc., can there be any
doubt as to what his choice will be. How can it be otherwise ? The
fear of starvation, the fear of losing a house, the fear of losing
savings if any, the fear of being compelled to take children away
from school, the fear of having to be a burden on public charity,
the fear of having to be burned or buried at public cost are factors
too strong to permit a man to stand out for his Fundamental
Rights. The unemployed are thus compelled to relinquish their
Fundamental Rights for the sake of securing the privilege to work
and to subsist.
What about those who are employed? Constitutional Lawyers
assume that the enactment of Fundamental Rights is enough to
safeguard their liberty and that nothing more is called for. They
argue that where the State refrains from intervention in private
affairs—economic and social—the residue is liberty. What is
necessary is to make the residue as large as possible and State
intervention as small as possible. It is true that where the State
refrains from intervention what remains is liberty. But this does
not dispels of the matter. One more question remains to be
answered. To whom and for whom is thisliberty ? Obviously this
liberty is liberty to the landlords to increase rents, for capitalists to
increasehours of work and reduce rate of wages. This must be so.
It cannot be otherwise. For in an economic system employing
armies of workers, producing goods en masse at regular intervals
some one must make rules so that workers will work and the
wheels of industry run on. If the State does not do it the private
employer will. Life otherwise will become impossible. In other
words what is called liberty from the control of the State is
another name for the dictatorship of the private employer.
How to prevent such a thing happening? How to protect the
unemployed as well as the employed from being cheated out of
their Fundamental Rights to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness
? The useful remedy adopted by Democratic countries is to limit
the power of Government to impose arbitrary restraints in
political domain and to invoke the ordinary power of the.
Legislature to restrain the more powerful individual from
imposing arbitrary restraints on the less powerful in the economic
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field. The inadequacy may the futility of the plan has been well
established. The successful invocation by the less powerful of the
authority of the Legislature is a doubtful proposition. Having
regard to the fact that even under adult suffrage all Legislatures
and Governments are controlled by the more powerful an appeal
to the legislature to intervene is a very precarious safeguard
against the invasion of the liberty of the less powerful. The plan
follows quite a different method. It seeks to limit not only the
power of Government to impose arbitrary restraints but also of
the more powerful individuals or to be more precise to eliminate
the possibility of the more powerful having the power to impose
arbitrary restraints cm the less powerful by withdrawing from the
control he has over the economic life of people. There cannot be
slightest doubt that of the two remedies against the invasion by
the more powerful of the rights and liberties of the less powerful
the one contained in the proposal is undoubtedly the more
effective. Considered in the light of these observations the
proposal is essentially a proposal for safeguarding the liberty of
the individual. No Constitutional Lawyer can therefore object to
it on the ground that it goes beyond the usual scope of
Constitutional Law.
So far as the plan has been considered purely as a means of
safeguarding individual liberty. But there is also another aspect of
the plan which is worthy of note. It is an attempt to establish State
Socialism without abrogating Parliamentary Democracy and
without leaving its establishment to the will of a Parliamentary
Democracy. Critics of State Socialism even its friends are bound
to ask why make it a part of the Constitutional Law of the land?
Why not leave it to the Legislature to bring it into being bythe
ordinary process of Law. The reason why it cannot be left to the
ordinary Law is not difficult to understated. One essential
condition for the success of a planned economy is that it must not
be liable to suspension or abandonment. It must be permanent.
The question is how this permanence can be secured. Obviously it
cannot be securer under the form of Government called
Parliamentary Democracy under the system of Parliamentary
Democracy, the policy of the Legislature and of the Executive is
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the policy of the majority for the time being. Under the system of
Parliamentary Democracy the majority in one election may be in
favour of State Socialism in Industry and in Agriculture. At the
next election the majority may be against it. The anti-State
Socialism, majority will use its Law-making power to undoing
the work of the pro-State Socialism majority and the pro-State
Socialism majority will use its Lawmaking power to doing over
again what has been undone by their opponents. Those who want
the economic structure of society to be modelled on State
Socialism must realise that they cannot leave the fulfilment of so
fundamental a purpose to the exigencies of ordinary Law which
simple majorities—
whose political fortunes are never determined by rational
causes—have a right to make and unmake. For these reasons
Political Democracy seems to be unsuited for the purpose.
What is the alternative? The alternative is Dictatorship. There
is no doubt that Dictatorship can give the permanence which
State Socialism requires as an essential condition for its
fructification. There is however one fact against Dictatorship
which must be faced. Those who believe in individual freedom
strongly object to Dictatorship and insists upon Parliamentary
Democracy as a proper form of Government for a Free Society.
For they feel that freedom of the individual is possible only under
Parliamentary Democracy and not under Dictatorship.
Consequently those who want freedom are not prepared to give
up Parliamentary Democracy as a form of Government.
However, much they may be anxious to have State Socialism they
will not be ready to exchange Parliamentary Democracy for
Dictatorship event though the gain by such an exchange is the
achievement of State Socialism. The problem therefore is to have
State Socialism without Dictatorship, to have State Socialism
with Parliamentary Democracy-The way out seems to be to retain
Parliamentary Democracy and to prescribe State Socialism by
the Law of the Constitution so that it will be beyond the reach of a
Parliamentary
majority to suspend, amend or abrogate it. It is only by this that
one can achieve the triple object, namely, to establish socialism,
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retain Parliamentary Democracy and avoid Dictatorship.
The proposal marks a departure from the existing Constitutions
whose aim is merely to prescribe the form of the political
structure of society leaving the economic structure untouched.
The result is that the political structure is completely set at naught
by the forces which emerge from the economic structure which is
at variance with the political structure. Those who want socialism
with Parliamentary Democracy and without Dictatorship should
welcome the proposal.
The soul of Democracy is the doctrine of one man, one value.
Unfortunately, Democracy has attempted to give effect to this
doctrine only so far as the political structure is concerned by
adopting the rule of one man, one vote which is supposed to
translate into fact the doctrine of one man, one value. It has left
the economic structure to take the shape given to it by those who
are in a position to mould it. This has happened because
Constitutional Lawyers have been dominated by the antiquated
conception that all that is necessary for a perfect Constitution for
Democracy was to frame a Constitutional Law which would
make Government responsible to the people and to prevent
tyranny of the people by the Government. Consequently, almost
all Laws of Constitution which relate to countries which are
called Democratic stop with Adult Suffrage and Fundamental
Right. They have never advanced to the conception that the
Constitutional Law of Democracy must go beyond Adult
Suffrage and Fundamental Rights. In other words, old time
Constitutional Lawyers believed that the scope and function of
Constitutional Law was to prescribe the shape and form of the
political structure of society. They never realised that it was
equally essential to prescribe the shape and form of the economic
structure of society, if Democracy is to live up to its principle of
one man, one value. Time has come to take a bold step and define
both the economic structure as well as the political structure of
society by the Law of the Constitution. All countries like India
which are latecomers in the field of Constitutionmaking should
not copy the faults of other countries. They should profit by the
experience of their predecessors.
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ARTICLE II—Section III
Clause I
In the Government of India Acts of 1919 and 1935 the model
that was adopted for framing the structure of the Executive in the
Provinces and in the Centre was of the British type or what is
called by Constitutional Lawyers Parliamentary Executive as
opposed to the American type of Executive which in
contradistinction of the British type is called Non-Parliamentary
Executive. The question is whether the pattern for the Executive
adopted in the two Acts should be retained or whether it should be
abandoned and if so what model should be adopted in its place.
Before giving final opinion on this issue it would be desirable to
set out the special features of the British type of the Executive and
the consequences that are likely to follow if it was applied to
India.
The following may be taken to be the special features of British
or the Parliamentary Executive:
(1) It gives a party which has secured a majority in the Legislature
the right to form a Government.
(2) It gives the majority party the right to exclude from
Government persons who do not belong to the Party.
(3) The Government so formed continues in office only so long as
it can command a majority in the Legislature. If it ceases to
command a majority it is bound to resign either in favour of
another Government formed out of the existing Legislature or
in favour of a new Government formed out of a newly elected
Legislature.
As to the consequences that would follow if the British System
was applied to India the situation can be summed up in the
following proposition :
(1) The British System of Government by a Cabinet of the
majority party rests on the premise that the majority is a
political majority. In India the majority is a communal
majority. No matter what social and political programme it
may have the majority will retain its character of being a
communal majority. Nothing can alter this fact. Given this fact
it is clear that if the British System was copied it would result
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in permanently vesting Executive power in a Communal
majority.
(2) The British System of Government imposes no obligation
upon the Majority Party to include in its cabinet the
representatives of Minority Party. If applied to India the
consequence will be obvious. It would make the majority
community a governing class and the minority community a
subject race. It would mean that a communal majority will be
free to run the administration according to its own ideas of
what is good for the minorities. Such a state of affairs could
not be called democracy. It will have to be called imperialism.
In the light of these consequences it is obvious that the
introduction of British type of the Executive will be full of
menace to the life, liberty and pursuit of happiness of the
minorities in general and of the Untouchables in particular.
The problem of the Untouchables is a formidable one for the
Untouchables to face. The Untouchables are surrounded by a vast
mass of Hindu population which is hostile to them and which is
not ashamed of committing any inequity or atrocity against them.
For a redress of these wrongs which are matters of daily
occurrence, the Untouchables have to call in the aid of the
administration. What is the character and composition of this
administration ? To be brief, the administration in India, is
completely in the hands of the Hindus. It is their monopoly. From
top to bottom it is controlled by them. There is no Department
which: is not dominated by I them. They dominate the Police, the
Magistracy and the Revenue Services, indeed any and every
branch of the administration. The next point to remember is that
the Hindus in the administration have the same positive antisocial and inimical attitude to the Untouchables which the Hindus
outside the administration have. Their one aim is to discriminate
against the Untouchables and to deny and deprive them not only
of the benefits of Law, but also of the protection of the Law
against tyranny and oppression. The result is that the
Untouchables are placed between the Hindu population and the
Hindu-ridden administration, the one committing wrong against
them and the other protecting the wrongdoer, instead of helping
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the victims.
Against this background, what can Swaraj mean to the
Untouchables ? It can only mean one thing, namely, that while
today it is only the administration that is in the hands of the
Hindus, under Swaraj the Legislature and Executive will also be
in the hands of the Hindus, it goes without saying that such a
Swaraj would aggravate the sufferings of the Untouchables. For,
in addition to an hostile administration, there will be an
indifferent Legislature and a callous Executive. The result will be
that the administration unbridled in venom and in harshness,
uncontrolled by the Legislature and the Executive, may pursue its
policy of inequity towards the Untouchables without any curb. To
put it differently, under Swaraj the Untouchables will have no
way of escape from the destiny of degradation which Hindus and
Hinduism have fixed for them.
These are special considerations against the introduction of the
British System of Executive which have their origin in the
interests of the minorities and the Scheduled Castes. But there is
one general consideration which can be urged against the
introduction of the British Cabinet System in India. The British
Cabinet System has undoubtedly given the British people a very
stable system of Government. Question is will it produce a stable
Government in India ? The chances are very slender. In view of
the clashes of castes and creeds there is bound to be a plethora of
parties and groups in the Legislature in India. If this happens it is
possible, nay certain, that underlie system of Parliamentary
executive like the one that prevails in England under which the
Executive is bound to resign upon an adverse vote in the
legislature, India may suffer from instability of the Executive,
For it is the easiest thing for groups to align and realign
themselves at frequent intervals and for petty purposes and bring
about the downfall of Government. The present solidarity of what
are called the Major Parties cannot be expected to continue.
Indeed as soon as the Problem of the British in India is solved the
cement that holds these parties together will fail away. Constant
overthrow of Government is nothing short of anarchy. The
present Constitution has in it Section 93 which provides a remedy
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against it. But Section 93 would be out of place, in the
Constitution of a free India Some substitute must therefore be
found for Section 93.
Taking all these considerations together there is no doubt that
the British type of the Executive is entirely unsuited to India.
The form of the Executive proposed in the clause is intended to
serve the following purposes:
(i) To prevent the majority from forming a Government without
giving any opportunity to the minorities to have a say in the
matter.
(ii) To prevent the majority from having exclusive control overadministration and thereby make the tyranny of the minority
by the majority possible.
(iii) To prevent the inclusion by the Majority Party in the
Executive representatives of the minorities who have no
confidence of the minorities.
(iv) To provide a stable Executive necessary for good and
efficient administration.
The clause takes the American form of Executive as a model
and adapts it to Indian condition especially to the requirements of
minorities. The form of the Executive suggested in the proposal
cannot be objected to on the ground that it is against the principle
of responsible government. Indians who are used to the English
form of Executive forget that this is not the only form of
democratic and responsible Government. The American form of
Executive is an equally good type of democratic and responsible
form of Government. There is also nothing objectionable m the
proposal that a person should not be qualified to become, a
Minister merely because he is elected to the Legislature. The
principle that, a member of the Legislature before he is made a
Minister should be chosen by his constituents was fully
recognised by the British Constitution for over hundred years. A
member of Parliament who was appointed a Minister had to
submit himself for election before taking up his appointment. It
was only lately given up. There ought therefore to be no objection
to it on the ground that the proposals are not compatible with
responsible Governments. The actual proposal is an improved
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edition of the American form of Government, for the reason that
under it members of the Executive can sit in the Legislature and
have a right to speak and answer questions.
Clause 2
The proposal cannot be controversial. The best remedy against
tyranny and oppression by a majority against the minority is
inquiry, publicity and discussion. This is what the safeguard
provides for. A similar proposal was also recommended by the
Sapru Committee.
Clause 3
Social boycott is always held over the heads of the Untouchables
by the Caste Hindus as a sword of Democles. Only the
Untouchables know what a terrible weapon it is in the hands of
the Hindus. Its effects and forms are well described in the Report
made by a Committee appointed by the Government of Bombay
in 1928 to investigate the grievances of the Depressed Classes
and from which the following extracts are made. It illuminates the
situation in a manner so simple that everybody can understand
what tyranny the Hindus are able to practise upon the
Untouchables. The Committee said:
"Although we have recommended various remedies to secure
to the Depressed Classes their rights to all public utilities we fear
that there will be difficulties in the way of their exercising them
for a long time to come. The first difficulty is the fear of open
violence against them by the orthodox classes. It must be noted
that the Depressed Classes form a small minority in every village,
oppose to which is a great majority of the orthodox who are bent
on protecting their interests and dignity from any supposed
invasion by the Depressed Classes at any cost. The danger of
prosecution by the Police has put a limitation upon the use of
violence by the orthodox classes and consequently such cases are
rare.
The second difficulty arises from the economic position in which
the Depressed Classes are found today. The Depressed Classes
have no economic independence in most parts of the Presidency.
Some cultivate the lands of the orthodox classes as their tenants at
will. Others live on their earnings as farm labourers employed by
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the orthodox classes and the rest subsist on the food or grain given
to them by the orthodox classes in lieu of service rendered to them
as village servants. We have heard of numerous instances where
the orthodox classes have used their economic power as a weapon
against those Depressed Classes in their villages, when the latter
have dared to exercise their rights, and have evicted them from
their land, and stopped their employment and discontinued their
remuneration as village servants. This boycott is often planned on
such an extensive scale as to include the prevention of the
Depressed Classes from using the commonly used paths and the
stoppage of sale of the necessaries of life by the village Bania.
According to the evidence, sometimes small causes suffice for
the proclamation of a social boycott against the Depressed
Classes. Frequently it follows on the exercise by the Depressed
Classes of their right to use the common well, but cases have been
by no mean rare where a stringent boycott has been proclaimed
simply because a Depressed Class man has put on the sacred
thread, has bought a piece of land, has put on good clothes or
ornaments, or has carried a marriage procession with a
bridegroom on the horse through the public street".
This was said in 1928. Lest it should be regarded as a phase
which has now ended I reproduce below a copy of a petition by
the Untouchables of the village Kheri Jessore in the Punjab
addressed to the Deputy Commissioner of the Rohtak District in
February 1947 and a copy of which was sent to me. It reads as
follows:
" From
The Scheduled Caste People (Chamars), Village Kheri Jessore,
Tehsil. and District Rohtak.
To
The Deputy Commissioner,
Rohtak District, Rohtak.
Sir,
We, the following Scheduled Caste (Chamars) of the Village
Kheri Jessore, beg to invite your kind attention to the hard plight,
we are put to, due to the undue pressure and merciless treatment
by the Caste Hindu Jats of this village.
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It was about four months back that the Jats of the village
assembled in the Chopal and told us to work in the fields on a
wage in kind of one bundle of crops, containing only about one
seer of grains per day per man instead of food at both times and a
load of crops, and annas 8 in addition which we used to get before
above announcement was made. As it was too little and
insufficient to meet both ends, we refused to go to work. At this
they were enraged and declared a Social Boy-cotton us. They
made a rule that our cattle would not be allowed to graze in the
jungle unless we would agree to pay a tax not leviable under
Government for the animals, which they call as "Poochhi" They
even do not allow our cattle to drink water in the village pool and
have prevented the sweepers from cleaning the streets where we
live so that heaps of dust and dirt are lying there which may cause
some disease if left unattended to. We are forced to lead a
shameful life and they are always ready to beat us and to tear
down our honour by behaving indecently towards our wives,
sisters and daughters. We are experiencing a lot of trouble of the
worst type. While going to the school, the children were even
beaten severely and in a merciless manner.
We submitted an application detailing the above facts to
yourself but we are sorry that no action has been taken as yet.
It is also for your kind consideration that the Inspector of Police
and Tehsildar of Rohtak, whom we approached in this
connection, made & careless investigation and in our opinion, no
attention was paid to redress the difficulties of the poor and
innocent persons.
We, therefore, request your good self to consider over the
matter and make some arrangement to stop the merciless
treatment and threats which the Jats give us in different ways. We
have no other approach except to knock at your kind door and
hope your honour will take immediate steps to enable us to lead
an honourable and peaceful life which is humanity's birth-right.
We beg to remain, Sir,
Your most obedient servants,
Scheduled Caste People (Chamars)
of Village Kheri Jessore, Tehsil and District Rohtak.
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Thumb Impressions.
Copy forwarded to the Hon'ble Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Western
Court, New Delhi.
Received on 1st February 1947."
This shows that what was true in 1928 is true even today. What
is true of Bombay is true of the whole of India. For evidence of the
general use of boycott by the Hindus against the Untouchables
one has only to refer to the events that occurred all over India in
the last elections to the Provincial Legislatures.Only when
boycott is made criminal will the Untouchables be free from
being the slaves of the Hindus.
The weapon of boycott is nowadays used against other
communities besides the Scheduled Castes. It is therefore in the
interests of ail minor communities to have this protection.
The provisions relating to boycott are taken bodily from the
Burma Anti-Boycott Act, 1922.
Clause 4
Such a provision already exists in Section 150 of the
Government of India Act, 1935.
ARTICLE II-Section IV
PART I—clause I
There is nothing new in this clause. The right to representation in
the Legislature is conceded by the Poona Pact. The only points
that require to be reconsidered relate to (.1) Quantum of
Representation, (2) Weightage and (3) The System of Electorates.
(1) Quantum
The quantum of representation allowed to the Scheduled Castes
by the Poona Pact is set out in Clause I of the Pact. The proportion
set out in the Pact was fixed out of the balance of seats which
remained after (i) the share of the other communities had been
taken out ; (ii) after weightage to other communities had been
allotted, and (iii) after seats had been allocated to special
interests. This allotment of seats to the Scheduled Castes has
resulted in great injustice. The loss due to seats taken out as
weightage and seats given to special interests ought not to have
been thrown upon the Scheduled Castes The allotment of those
seats had already been made by the Communal Award long before
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the Poona Pact. It was therefore not possible then to rectify this
injustice.
(2) Weightage
There is another injustice from which the Scheduled Castes
have been suffering. It relates to their right to a share in
weightage.
As one can see the right to weightage has become a matter of
double controversy. One controversy is between the majority and
the minorities, the other is a matter of controversy between the
different minorities.
The first controversy relates to the principle of weightage. The
majority insists that the minority has no right to representation in
excess of the ratio of its population to the total population Why
this rule is insisted upon by the majority it is difficult to
understand. Is it because the majority wants to establish its own
claim to population ratio so that it may always remain as a
majority and act as a majority ? Or is it because of the fact that a
minority no matter how much weightage was given to it must
remain;-. a minority and cannot alter the fact that the majority will
always be able to impose its will upon it. The first ground leads to
a complete negation of the basic conception of majority rule
which if rightly understood means nothing more than a decision
of the majority to which the minority has reconciled itself. This
cannot be the intention of the majority. One must put a more
charitable construction and assume that the argument on which
the contention of the majority rests is the second and not the first.
That a minority even with weightage will remain a minority has
to be accepted in view of the insistence of a Communal Majority
to remain a majority and to claim the privileges of a political
majority which it is cot. But surely there is a difference between a
defeat which is a complete rout and a defeat which is almost
victory though not a victory. Cricketers know what difference
there is between the defeat of a team by a few runs, a defeat by a
few wickets and a defeat by one whole innings. The defeat by one
whole innings is a complete frustration which a defeat by a few
runs is not. Such a frustration when it conies about in the political
life of a minority depresses and demoralises and crushes the spirit
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of the minority. This must be avoided at any price. Looked at from
this point of view there is no doubt that the rule of
population—ratio—representation insisted upon by the majority
is wrong. What a minority needs is not more representation but
effective representation.
And what is effective representation ? Obviously the
effectiveness of representation depends upon its being large
enough to give the minority the sense of not being entirely
overwhelmed by the majority. Representation according to
population to a minority or to the minorities combined maybe
effective by reason of the fact that the population of a minority
where there is only one or of the combined minorities where there
are many is large enough to secure effective minority
representation. But there may be cases where the population of a
minority or of the minorities combined is too small to secure such
effective representation if the population ratio of a minority is
taken as an inflexible standard to determine its quantum of
representation. To insist upon such a standard is to make mockery
of the protection to the minority which is the purpose behind the
right to representation which is accepted as the legitimate claim
of a minority. In such cases weightage which is another name for
deduction from the quantum of representation which is due to the
majority on the basis of its population becomes essential and the
majority if it wishes to be fair and honest must concede it. There
can therefore be no quarrel over the principle of weightage. On
this footing the controversy becomes restricted to the question,
how is the magnitude of weightage to be determined ? This
obviously is a question of adjustment and not of principle.
There can therefore be no manner of objection to the principle
of weightage. The demand for weightage is however a general
demand of all the minorities and the Scheduled Castes must join
them in it where the majority is too big. What is however wrong
with the existing weightage is unequal distribution among the
various minorities. At present, some minorities have secured a
lion's share and some like the Untouchables have none. This
wrong must be rectified by a distribution of the weightage on
some intelligible principles.
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(3) Electorates
1. The method of election to the seats allotted to the Scheduled
Castes is set out in clauses (2) to (4) of the Poona Pact. It
provides for two elections : (1) Primary election and (2) Final
election. The
Primary election is by a separate electorate of the Scheduled
Castes. It is only a qualifying election and determines who is
entitled to stand in the Final election on behalf of the
Scheduled Castes for the seats reserved to them. The Final
election is by a joint electorate in which both caste Hindus
and the Scheduled Castes can vote and the final result is
determined by their joint vote.
2. Clause 5 of the Poona Pact has limited the system of Primary
election to ten years which means that any election taking
place after 1947 will be by a system of joint electorates and
reserved seats pure and simple.
3. Even if the Hindus agreed to extend the system of double
election for a further period it will not satisfy the Scheduled
Castes. There are two objections to the retention of the
Primary election. Firstly, it does not help the Scheduled
Castes to elect a man who is their best choice. As will be seen
from Appendix III, the Scheduled Caste candidate who tops
the poll in the Primary election fails to succeed in the Final
election and the Scheduled Caste candidate who fails in the
Primary election tops the poll in the Final election. Secondly,
the Primary election is for the most part a fiction and not a
fact. In the last election, out of 151 seats reserved for the
Scheduled Castes there were Primary elections only in 43.
This is because it is impossible for the Scheduled Castes to
bear the expenses of two elections—Primary and Final. To
retain such a system is worse than useless.
4. Things will be much worse under the system of joint electorates
and reserved seats which will hereafter become operative
under the terms of the Poona Pact. This is no mere
speculation. The last election has conclusively proved that
the Scheduled Castes can be completely disfranchised in a
joint electorate. As will be seen from the figures given in
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Appendix III, the Scheduled Caste candidates have not only
been elected by Hindu votes when the intention was that they
should be elected by Scheduled Caste votes but what is more
the Hindus have elected those Scheduled Caste candidates
who had failed in the Primary election. This is a complete
disfranchisement of the Scheduled Castes. The main reason is
to be found in the enormous disparity between the voting
strength of the Scheduled Castes and the caste Hindus in most
of the constituencies as may be seen from figures given in
Appendix III. As the Simon Commission has observed, the
device of the reserved seats ceases to be workable where the
protected community constitutes an exceedingly small
fraction of any manageable constituency. This is exactly the
case of the Scheduled Castes. This disparity cannot be
ignored. It will remain even under adult suffrage. That being
the case, a foolproof and a knave-proof method must be found
to ensure real representation to the Scheduled Castes. Such a
method must involve the abolition of— (i) the Primary
election as a needless and heavy encumbrance; and (ii) the
substitution of separate electorates.
5. One of the issues which has embittered the relations between
the Hindus and the Scheduled Castes in the political field is
the issue of electorate. The Scheduled Castes are insisting
upon separate electorates. The Hindus are equally insistent on
opposing the demand. To arrive at a settlement on this
issue—without which there can be no peace and amity
between the Hindus and the Scheduled Castes—it is
necessary to determine who is right and who is wrong and
whether the opposition is based on rational grounds or is
based on mere prejudice.
6. The grounds which are generally urged against the demand of
the Scheduled Castes for separate electorates are:
(i) that the Scheduled Castes are not a minority;
(ii) that the Scheduled Castes are Hindus and therefore they
cannot have separate electorates;
(iii) that separate electorates will perpetuate untouchability;
(iv) that separate electorates are anti-national; and
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(v) that separate electorates enables British Imperialism to
influence the communities having separate electorates to act
against the interests of the country.
7. Are these arguments valid ?
(i) To say that the Scheduled Castes are not a minority is to
misunderstand the meaning of the word ' minority '.
Separation in religion is not the only test of a minority. Nor is
it a good and efficient test. Social discrimination constitutes
the real test for determining whither a social group is or is
not a minority. Even Mr. Gandhi thought it logical and
practical to adopt this test in preference to that of religious
separation. Following this test, Mr. Gandhi in an editorial
under the heading. * The Fiction of Majority ' in the Harijan
dated 21st October 1939 has given his opinion that the
Scheduled Castes are the only real minority in India.
(ii) To argue that the Scheduled Castes are Hindus and therefore
cannot demand separate electorates is to put the same
argument in a different form. To make religious affiliation the
determining factor for constitutional safeguards is to overlook
the fact that the religious affiliation may be accompanied by
an intense degree of social separation and discrimination. The
belief that separate electorates go with separation in religion
arises from the fact that those minorities who have been given
separate electorates happen to be religious minorities. This,
however, is not correct. Muslims are given separate
electorates not because they are different from Hindus in point
of religion. They are given separate electorates because—and
this is the fundamental fact—the social relations between the
Hindus and the Musalmans are marked by social
discrimination. To put the point in a somewhat different
manner, the nature of the electorates is determined not by
reference to religion but by reference to social considerations.
That it is social considerations and not religious affiliation or
disaffiliation which is accepted as the basis of determining the
nature of the electorates is best illustrated by the
arrangements made under the Government of India Act (1935)
for the Christian community in India. The Christian
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community is divided into three sections—
Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Indian Christians. In spite of the
fact that they all belong to the same religion, each section has a
separate electorate. This shows that what is decisive is not
religious affiliation but social separation.
(iii) To urge that separate electorates prevent solidarity between
the Untouchables and the Caste Hindus is the result of
confused thinking. Elections take place once in five years.
Assuming there were joint electorates, it is difficult to
understand how social solidarity between the Hindus and the
Untouchables can be promoted by their devoting one day for
voting together when out of the rest of the five years they are
leading severally separate lives ? Similarly, assuming that
there were separate electorates it is difficult to understand how
one day devoted to separate voting in the course of five years
can make for greater separation than what already exist ? Or
contrariwise, how can one day in five years devoted to
separate voting prevent those who wish to work for their union
from carrying out heir purposes. To make it concrete, how can
separate electorate for the Untouchables prevent intermarriage or inter-dining being introduced between them and
the Hindus ? It is therefore futile to say that separate
electorates for the Untouchables will perpetuate separation
between them and the Hindus.
(iv) To insist that separate electorates create anti-national spirit is
contrary to experience. The Sikh have separate electorates.
But no one can say that the Sikhs are anti-national. The
Muslims have had separate electorates right from 1909. Mr.
Jinnah had been elected by separate electorates. Yet, Mr.
Jinnah was the apostle of Indian Nationalism up to 1935. The
Indian Christians have separate electorates. Nonetheless a
good lot of them have shown their partiality to the Congress if
they have not been actually returned on the Congress ticket.
Obviously, nationalism and anti-nationalism have nothing to
do with the electoral system. They are the result of extra
electoral forces.
(v) This argument has no force. It is nothing but escapism. Be that
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as it may, with free India any objection to separate electorates
on such a ground must vanish.
8. The reason why the arguments advanced by the opponents of
separate electorates do not stand the scrutiny of logic and
experience is due entirely to the fact that their approach to the
subject is fundamentally wrong. It is wrong in two respects :
(i) They fail to realise that the system of electorates has
nothing to do with the religious nexus or communal nexus.
It is nothing but a mechanism to enable a minority to return
its true representative to the Legislature. Being a
mechanism for the protection of a minority it follows that
whether the electorate should be joint or separate must be
left to be determined by the minority.
(ii) They fail to make any distinction between the demand for
separate electorates by a majority community and a similar
demand made by a minority community. A majority
community has no right to demand separate electorates.
The reason is simple. A right by a majority community to
demand separate electorates is tantamount to a right to
establish the Government of the majority community over
the minority community without the consent of the
minority. This is contrary to the well-established doctrine
of democracy that government must be with the consent of
the governed. No such evil consequence follows from the
opposite principle namely that a minority community is
entitled to determine the nature of the electorates suited to
its interests, because there is no possibility of the minority
being placed in a position to govern the majority.
9. A correct attitude towards the whole question rests on the
following axioms:
(i) The system of electorates being a devise for the protection
of the minority, the issue whether the electoral system
should be the joint electorate or separate electorate must be
left to the wishes of the minority. If it is large enough to
influence the majority it will choose joint electorates. If it is
too small for the purpose, it will prefer separate electorates
for fear of being submerged.
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(ii) The majority, being in a position to rule can have no voice
in the determination of the system of electorates. If the
minority wants joint electorates, the majority must submit
itself to joint electorates. If the minority decides to have
separate electorates for itself the majority cannot refuse to
grant them. In other words, the majority must look to the
decision of the minority and abide by it.
PART I—clause 2
This demand may appear to be outside the Poona Pact in as much
as the Poona Pact made no provision for it. This would not be
correct. As a matter of fact, if no provision was made, it was
because there was no need to make such a provision. This was due
to two reasons : Firstly, it was due to the fact that at the time when
the Poona Pact was made no community was guaranteed by Law
a specific quantum of representation in Executive, Secondly, the
representation of the communities in the Executive was left to a
convention which the Governor by his instrument of instructions
was required to see observed. Experience has shown that the
quantum of representation of the Scheduled Castes in the
Executive should now be fixed.
PART I—clause 3
This is not a new demand. Clause 8 of the Poona Pact guarantees
to the Scheduled Castes fair representation in Public Services. It
does not, however, define the quantum of representation. The
demand has been admitted by the Government of India as
legitimate and even the quantum of representation has been
defined. All that remains is to give it a statutory basis.
PART II—clause I
This is not a new demand. Clause 9 of Poona Pact guarantees that
an adequate sum shall be earmarked for the education of the
Scheduled Castes. It does not define the quantum. All that the
demand does is to define the quantum of liability the State should
take. In this connection reference may be made to Section 83 of
the Government of India Act, 1935, which relates to the education
of the Anglo-Indians and Europeans and to the grants made to the
Aligarh and Benaras Hindu Universities by the Central
Government.
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PART II—clause 2
This a new demand but is justified by circumstances. At present,
the Hindus live in the village and the Untouchables live in the
Ghettoes. The object is to free the Untouchables from the
thraldom of the Hindus. So long as the present arrangement
continues it is impossible for the Untouchables either to free
themselves from the yoke of the Hindus or to get rid of their
Untouchability. It is the close knit association of the
Untouchables with the Hindus living in the same villages which
marks them out as Untouchables and which enables the Hindus to
identify them as being Untouchables. India is admittedly a land of
villages and so long as the village system provides an easy
method of marking out and identifying the Untouchables, the
Untouchable has no escape from Untouchability. It is the system
of the Village plus the Ghetto which perpetuates Untouchability
and the Untouchables therefore demand that the nexus should be
broken and the Untouchables who are as a matter of fact socially
separate should be made separate geographically and territorially
also, and be settled into separate villages exclusively of
Untouchables in which the distinction of the high and the low and
of Touchable and Untouchable will find no place.
The second reason for demanding separate settlements arises
out of the economic position of the Untouchables in the villages.
That their condition is most pitiable no one will deny. They are a
body of landless labourers who are entirely dependent upon such
employment as the Hindus may choose to give them and on such
wages as the Hindus may find it profitable to pay. In the villages
in which they live they cannot engage in any trade or occupation,
for owing to Untouchability no Hindu will deal with them. It is
therefore obvious that there is no way of earning a living which is
open to the Untouchables so long as they live in a Ghetto as a
dependent part of the Hindu village.
This economic dependence has also other consequences
besides the condition of poverty and degradation which proceeds
from it. The Hindu has a Code of life, which is part of his religion.
This Code of life gives him many privileges and heaps upon the
Untouchable many indignities which are incompatible with the
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dignity and sanctity of human life. The Untouchables all over
India are fighting against the indignities and injustices which the
Hindus in the name of their religion have heaped upon them. A
perpetual war is going on every day in every village between the
Hindus and the Untouchables. It does not see the light of the day.
The Hindu Press is not prepared to give it publicity lest it should
injure the cause of their freedom in the eyes of the world. The
existence of a grim struggle between the Touchables and the
Untouchables is however a fact. Under the village system the
Untouchables has found himself greatly handicapped in his
struggle for free and honourable life. It is a contest between the
Hindus who are economically and socially strong and the
Untouchables who are economically poor and numerically small.
That the Hindus most often succeed in suppressing the
Untouchables is due to many causes. The Hindus have the Police
and the Magistracy on their side. In a quarrel between the
Untouchables and the Hindus the Untouchables will never get
protection from the Police and justice from the Magistrate. The
Police and the Magistracy naturally love their class more than
their duty. But the chief weapon in the armoury of the Hindus is
economic power which they possess over the poor Untouchables
living in the village. The proposal may be dubbed escapism. But
the only alternative is perpetual slavery.
PART III—clause 1
No country which has the problem of Communal majority and
Communal minority is without some kind of an arrangement
whereby they agree to share political power. South Africa has
such an understanding. So has Canada. The arrangement for
sharing political power between the English and the French in
Canada is carried to the minutes office. In referring to this fact Mr.
Porritt in his book on the Evolution of the Dominion of Canada
says:
" Conditions at Ottawa, partly due to race and language, and
partly to long-prevailing ideas as to the distribution of all
government patronage, have militated against the Westminster
precedent of continuing a member in the chair for two or three
parliaments, regardless of the fortunes of political parties at
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general elections. There is a new speaker at Ottawa for each new
House of Commons; and it has long been a custom that when one
political party continues in power for two or three parliaments, if
the speaker in one parliament is of British extraction the next one
shall be a French-Canadian.
"It is a rule also that the offices of speaker and of deputy
speaker can at no time be held by men of the same race. If the
speaker is a French-Canadian, the deputy speaker, who is also
Chairman of committees, must be an English-speaking
Canadian; for the rule of the House is that the member elected to
serve as deputy speaker shall be required to possess the full and
practical knowledge of the language which is not that of the
speaker for the time being.
The clerkship and the assistant clerkship of the House, and the
offices of sergeant-at-arms and deputy sergeant-at-arms—all
appointive as distinct from elective offices—are, by usage, also
similarly divided between the two races.
Nearly all the offices, important and unimportant, connected
with parliament, with the Senate as well as with the House, are
distributed in accordance with these rules or usages. A roll call of
the staffs of the two Houses, including even the boys in knickerbockers who act as pages, would contain the names of almost as
many French-Canadians as Canadians of British ancestry.
The rules and usages by virtue of which this distribution of
offices is made are older than Confederation. They date back to
the early years of the United Provinces, when Quebec and
Ontario elected exactly the same number of members to the
Legislature, and when these were the only provinces in the union.
Quebec today elects only 65 of the 234 members of the House
of Commons. Its population is not one-fourth of the peculation of
the Dominion. Its contribution to Dominion revenues does not
exceed one-sixth. But an equal division of the offices of the
House of Commons is regarded by Quebec as necessary to the
preservation of its rights and privileges; and so long as each
political party, when it is in power, is dependent on support from
French-Canada, it will be nearly as difficult to ignore the claim of
Quebec to these parliamentary honours and offices as it would be
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to repeal the clause in the British North America Act that
safeguards the separate schools system.".
Unfortunately for the minorities in India, Indian Nationalism
has developed a new doctrine which may be called the Divine
Right of the Majority to rule the minorities according to the
wishes of the majority. Any claim for the sharing of power by the
minority is called communalism while the monopolizing of the
whole power by the majority is called Nationalism. Guided by
such a political philosophy the majority is not prepared to allow
the minorities to share political power nor is it willing «to respect
any convention made in that behalf as is evident from their
repudiation of the obligation (to include representatives of the
minorities in the cabinet) contained in the Instrument of
Instructions issued to the Governors in the Government of India
Act of 1935. Under these circumstances there is no way left but to
have the rights of the Scheduled Castes embodied in the
Constitution.
PART III—-clause 2
This is not a new demand. It replaces Clause 6 of the Poona
Pact which provides that the system of representation for the
Scheduled Castes by reserved seats shall continue until
determined by mutual consent between the communities
concerned in the settlement. Since there is no safe method of
ascertaining the will of the Scheduled Castes as to how to amend
and alter the safeguards provided for them it is necessary to
formulate a plan which will take the place of Clause 6 of the Pact.
Provisions having similar objectives to those contained in the
proposal exist in the Constitution of Australia, America and
South Africa.
In dealing with a matter of this sort two considerations have to
be borne in mind. One is that it is not desirable to rule out the
possibility of a change in the safeguards being made in the future
by the parties concerned. On the other hand it is by no means
desirable to incessant struggle over their revision. If the new
Union and State Legislatures are to address themselves
successfully to their responsibilities set out in the preamble it is
desirable that they should not be distracted by the acute
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contentions between religions and classes which questions of
change in the safeguards are bound to raise. Hence a period of
twenty-five years has been laid down before any change could be
considered.
PART IV
The object of this provision is to see that whatever safeguards are
provided for the Scheduled Castes in British India are also
provided for the Scheduled Castes in the Indian States. The
provision lays down that an Indian State seeking admission to the
Union shall have to satisfy that its Constitution contains these
safeguards.
PART V—interpretation
Whether the Scheduled Castes are a minority or not has become a
matter of controversy. The purpose of First Provision to set this
controversy at rest. The Scheduled Castes are in a worst position
as compared to any other minority in India. As such they required
and deserve much more protection than any other minority does.
The least one can do is to treat them as a minority.
The purpose of Second Provision is to remove the provincial bar.
There is no reason why a person who belongs to Scheduled
Castes in one Province should lose the benefit of political
privileges given by the Constitution merely because he happens
to change his domicile.
Appendix II
TEXT OF THE POONA PACT
(1) There shall be seats reserved for the Depressed Classes out of
the general electorates seats in the
Provincial Legislatures as follows :
Madras 30
Bombay with Sind 15
Punjab 8
Bihar and Orissa 18
Central Provinces 20
Assam 7
Bengal 30
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United Provinces 20
Total 148
These figures are based on total strength of the Provincial
councils announced in the Prime Minister's decision.
(2) Election to these seats shall be by joint electorates, subject
however, to the following procedure :
All the members of the Depressed Classes registered in the
general electoral roll in a constituency will form an electoral
college, which will elect a panel of four candidates belonging to
the Depressed Classes for each of such reserved seats, by the
method of the single vote; the four getting the highest number of
votes in such Primary election, shall be candidates for election by
the general electorate.
(3) Representation of the Depressed Classes in the Central
Legislature shall likewise be on the principle of joint electorates
and reserved seats by the method of Primary election in the
manner provided for in clause (2) above, for their representation
in the Provincial Legislatures.
(4) In the Central Legislature, eighteen percent of seats allotted to
the general electorate for British India in the said Legislature
shall be reserved for the Depressed Classes.
(5) The system of Primary election to a panel of Candidates for
election to the Central and Provincial Legislature, as herein
before mentioned, shall come to an end after the first ten years,
unless terminated sooner by mutual agreement under the
provision of clause (6) below.
(6) The system of representation of the Depressed Classes by
reserved seats in the Provincial and Central Legislatures as
provided for in clauses (1) and (4) shall continue until determined
by mutual agreement between the communities concerned in the
settlement.
(7) Franchise for the Central and Provincial Legislatures for the
Depressed Classes shall be as indicated in the Lothian Committee
Report.
(8) There shall be no disabilities attaching to anyone on the
ground of his being a member of the Depressed Class in regard to
any elections to local bodies or appointment to the Public
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Services. Every endeavour shall be made to secure fair
representation of the Depressed Classes in these respects,
subject to such educational qualifications as may be laid down for
appointment to the Public Service.
(9) In every Province out of the educational grant an adequate
sum shall be earmarked for providing educational facilities to the
Members of the Depressed Classes.
Appendix III
DISADVANTAGES OF THE POONA PACT
1. 1. The Poona Pact was intended to devise a method whereby the
Scheduled Castes would be able to return to the Legislature
representatives of their choice. This intention has been
completely nullified as will he seen from the following series of
statistics. The series have been constructed from the results of the
last elections which took place in February 1946.
2. 2. The statistical data is arranged in four series of tables :
First series show the votes secured by the successful Caste Hindu
candidate and the successful Scheduled Caste candidate in the
Final election. Second series show in how many cases did
reliance on reservation clause become necessary for the success
of the Scheduled Caste candidate in the Final election and in how
many he succeeded' without the benefit of reservation. Third
series show the relative voting strength of the Caste Hindus and
the Scheduled Castes in constituencies in which seats are
reserved for the Scheduled Castes. Fourth series show the
position in the Primary election of the Scheduled Caste
Candidates who became successful in the Final elections.
3. The conclusions that follow from these figures will not escape
those who care to examine them.
The figures prove the following propositions :
(i) That every of the Scheduled Caste candidate who became
successful in the Final election owed his success to the votes of
the caste Hindus and not of the Scheduled Castes. A great many of
them came to the top of the poll and secured votes equal to and in
some cases larger than those obtained by Caste Hindu candidates
(See Tables in the First Series). Secondly, in very few
constituencies was the successful Scheduled Caste candidate
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required to rely on reservation (See Tables in the Second Series).
This is a most unexpected phenomenon. Anyone who compares
the voting strength of the Scheduled Castes with the. voting
strength of the Caste Hindus in the different constituencies (See
Tables in the Third Series) would realise that the voting strength
of the Scheduled Castes is so small that such a phenomenon could
never have occurred if only the Scheduled Castes voters had
voted for the Scheduled Caste candidates. That they have
occurred is proof positive that the success of the Scheduled Caste
candidate in the Final election is conditioned by the Caste Hindu
votes.
(ii) That comparing the results of the Primary election with those
of the Final election (See Tables in the Fourth series) the
Scheduled Caste candidate who was elected in the Final election
was one who had failed in the Primary election (if the Primary
election be treated as a Final election and the constituency be
treated as a single-member constituency).
(iii) Owing to the extreme disparity between the voting strength
of the Hindus and the Scheduled Castes-disparity which will not
disappear even under adult suffrage—a system of joint
electorates will not succeed in giving the Scheduled Castes the
chances of returning their true representatives.
(iv) The Poona Pact has completely disfranchised the Scheduled
Castes inasmuch as candidates whom they rejected in the Primary
elections— which is a true index of their will—have been
returned in the Final election by the votes of the Caste Hindus.
The Poona Pact is thus fought with mischief. It was accepted
because of the coercive fast of Mr.Gandhi and because of the
assurance given at the time that the Hindus will not interfere in the
ejection of the Scheduled Castes.
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PART - 3
QUOTES OF Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
1.Men are mortal. So are ideas. An idea needs propagation
as much as a plant needs watering. Otherwise both will wither and
die.
2. The conception of secular state is derived from the
liberal democratic tradition of west. No institution which is
maintained wholly out of state funds shall be used for the purpose
of religious instruction irrespective of the question whether the
religious instruction is given by the state or any other body.
3. If you ask me, my ideal would be the society based on
liberty, equality and fraternity. An ideal society should be mobile
and full of channels of conveying a change taking place in one
part to other parts.
4. To idealise the real which more often than not is full of
inequities is a very selfish thing to do. It is only when a person
finds a personal advantage in things, as they are that he tries to
idealise the real. To proceed to make such an ideal real is nothing
short of criminal. It means perpetuating inequity on the ground
that whatever is settled is settled for all times. Such a view is
opposed to all morality. No society with ideal conscience has ever
accepted it. On the contrary whatever progress in improving the
terms of associated life between individuals and classes has been
made in the course of history is due entirely to the recognition of
the ethical doctrine that whatever is wrongly settled is never
settled and must be resettled.
5. A historian ought to be exact, sincere and impartial; free
from passion, unbiased by interest, fear, resentment or affection;
and faithful to the truth, which is the mother of history the
preserver of great actions, the enemy of oblivion, the witness of
the past, the director of the future.
6. In every country the intellectual class is the most
influential class. This is the class which can foresee advice and
lead. In no country does the mass of the people live the life for
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intelligent thought and action. It is largely imitative and follows
the intellectual class. There is no exaggeration in saying that the
entire destination of the country depends upon its intellectual
class. If the intellectual class is honest and independent, it can be
trusted to take the initiative and give a proper lead when a crisis
arises. It is true that the intellect by itself is no virtue. It is only a
means and the use of a means depends upon the ends which an
intellectual person pursues. An intellectual man can be a good
man but he may easily be a rogue. Similarly an intellectual class
may be a band of high-souled persons, ready to help, ready to
emancipate erring humanity or it may easily be a gang of crooks
or a body of advocates of narrow clique from which it draws its
support.
7. My final words of advice to you are educate, agitate and
organize; have faith in yourself. With justice on our side I do not
see how we can loose our battle. The battle to me is a matter of joy.
The battle is in the fullest sense spiritual. There is nothing
material or social in it. For ours is a battle not for wealth or for
power. It is battle for freedom. It is the battle of reclamation of
human personality.
8. You must abolish your slavery yourselves. Do not
depend for its abolition upon god or a superman. Remember that
it is not enough that a people are numerically in the majority. They
must be always watchful, strong and self-respecting to attain and
maintain success. We must shape our course ourselves and by
ourselves.
9. Untouchability shuts all doors of opportunities for
betterment in life for Untouchables. It does not offer an
Untouchable any opportunity to move freely in society; it
compels him to live in dungeons and seclusion; it prevents him
from educating himself and following a profession of his choice.
10. Untouchability has ruined the Untouchables, the
Hindus and ultimately the nation as well. If the depressed classes
gained their self-respect and freedom, they would contribute not
only to their own progress and prosperity but by their industry
intellect and courage would contribute also to the strength and
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prosperity of the nation. If the tremendous energy Untouchables
are at present required to fritter away in combating the stigma of
Untouchability had been saved them, it would have been applied
by them to the promotion of education and development of
resources of their nation as a whole.
11. There have been many Mahatmas in India whose sole
object was to remove Untouchability and to elevate and absorb
the depressed classes, but everyone has failed in their mission.
Mahatmas have come, Mahatmas have gone but the
Untouchables have remained as Untouchables.
12. From the point of view of annihilation of caste, the
struggle of the saints did not have any effects on society. The
value of a man is axiomatic and self-evident; it does not come to
him from the gilding of Bhakti. The saints did not struggle to
establish this point. On the contrary their struggle had very
unhealthy effect on the depressed classes. It provided the
Brahmins with an excuse to silence them by telling them that they
would be respected if they attained the status of Chokhamela.
13. It is mischievously propagated by Hindu scriptures
that by serving the upper classes the Shudras achieve salvation.
Untouchability is another appellation of slavery. No race can be
raised by destroying its self-respect. So if you really want to uplift
the Untouchables, you must treat them in the social order as free
citizens, free to carve out their destiny.
14. What you have lost others has gained. Your
humiliations are a matter of pride with others. You are made to
suffer wants, privations and humiliations not because it was preordained by the sins committed in your previous birth, but
because of the overpowering tyranny and treachery of those who
are above you. You have no lands because others have usurped
them; you have no posts because others have monopolised them.
Do not believe in fate; believe in your strength.
15. Learn to live in this world with self-respect. You
should always cherish some ambition of doing something in this
world. But remember that the age of selflessness has ended. A
new epoch is set in. All things are now possible because of your
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being able to participate in the politics and legislature of your
country.
16. Some people think that religion is not essential to the
society. I do not hold this view. I consider the foundations of
religion are essential to the society. At the roots of Hindu social
system lies a Dharma as prescribed in the Manusmriti. Such being
the case I do not think it is possible to abolish the inequality in the
Hindu society unless foundations of the Smriti-religion is
removed and a better one laid in its place. I however, despair of
Hindu society, being able to reconstruct itself on such a better
foundation.
17. My religious conversion is not inspired by any
material motive. This is hardly anything I cannot achieve even
while remaining an Untouchable. There is no other feeling than
that of a spiritual feeling underlying my religious conversion.
Hinduism does not appeal to my conscience. My self-respect
cannot assimilate Hinduism. In your case change of religion is
imperative for worldly as well as spiritual ends. Do not care for
the opinion of those who foolishly ridicule the idea of conversion
for material ends. Why should you live under the fold of that
religion which has deprived you of honor, money, food and
shelter?
18. I tell you, religion is for man and not man for religion.
If you want to organise, consolidate and be successful in this
world, change this religion. The religion that does not recognise
you as a human being, or give you water to drink, or allow you to
enter in temples is not worthy to be called a religion. The religion
that forbids you to receive education and comes in the way of
your material advancement is not worthy of the appellation
‘religion’. The religion that does not teach its followers to show
humanity in dealing with its co-religionists is nothing but a
display of a force. The religion that teaches its followers to suffer
the touch of animals but not the touch of human beings is not a
religion but a mockery. The religion that compels the ignorant to
be ignorant and the poor to be poor is not a religion but a
visitation!
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19. The basic idea underlying religion is to create an
atmosphere for the spiritual development of the individual. This
being the situation, it is clear that you cannot develop your
personality at all in Hinduism.

one however say that I have borrowed my philosophy from the
French Revolution. I have not. My philosophy has its roots in
religion and not in political science. I have derived them from the
teachings of my master, the Buddha.

20. In Hinduism, conscience, reason and independent
thinking have no scope for development.

26. Indians today are governed by two different
ideologies. Their political ideal set in the preamble of the
Constitution affirms a life of liberty, equality and fraternity. Their
social ideal embodied in their religion denies them.

21. It is your claim to equality which hurts them. They
want to maintain the status quo. If you continue to accept your
lowly status ungrudgingly, continue to remain dirty, filthy,
backward, ignorant, poor and disunited, they will allow you to
live in peace. The moment you start to raise your level, the
conflict starts. Untouchability is not transitory or temporary
feature; it is eternal, it is lasting. Frankly it can be said that the
struggle between the Hindus and the Untouchables is a neverending conflict. It is eternal because the religion which assigns
you the lowest status in society is itself divine and eternal
according to the belief of the so-called high caste Hindus. No
change warranted by change of time and circumstances is
possible.
22. I have never claimed to be a universal leader of
suffering humanity. The problem of the untouchables is quite
enough for my slender strength. I do not say that other causes are
not equally noble. But knowing that life is short, one can only
serve one cause and I have never aspired to do more than serve the
Untouchables.
23. Every man must have a philosophy of life, for
everyone must have a standard by which to measure his conduct.
And philosophy is nothing but a standard by which to measure.
24. Negatively I reject the Hindu social philosophy
propounded in Bhagvad Gita, based as it is on the Triguna of
Sankhya Philosophy which in my judgement is a cruel perversion
of the philosophy of Kapila, and which had made the caste system
of graded inequality the law of Hindu social life.
25. Positively, my social philosophy may be said to be
enshrined in three words: liberty, equality and fraternity. Let no
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27. Unlike a drop of water which loses its identity when it
joins the ocean, man does not lose his being in the society in
which he lives. Man’s life is independent. He is born not for the
development of the society alone, but for the development of his
self.
28. Freedom of mind is the real freedom. A person, whose
mind is not free though he may not be in chains, is a slave, not a
free man. One, whose mind is not free, though he may not be in
prison, is a prisoner and not a free man. One whose mind is not
free though alive, is no better than dead. Freedom of mind is the
proof of one’s existence.
29. What is the proof to judge that the flame of mental
freedom is not extinguished in the mind of person? To whom can
we say that his mind is free? I call him free who with his
conscience awake realises his rights, responsibilities and duties.
He who is not a slave of circumstances and is always ready and
striving to change them in his flavor, I call him free. One who is
not a slave of usage, customs, of meaningless rituals and
ceremonies, of superstitions and traditions; whose flame of
reason has not been extinguished, I call him a free man. He who
has not surrendered his free will and abdicated his intelligence
and independent thinking, who does not blindly act on the
teachings of others, who does not blindly accept anything without
critically analyzing and examining its veracity and usefulness,
who is always prepared to protect his rights, who is not afraid of
ridicule and unjust public criticism, who has a sound conscience
and self-respect so as not become a tool in the hands of others, I
call him a free man. He who does not lead his life under the
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direction of others, who sets his own goal of life according to his
own reasoning and decides for himself as to how and in what way
life should be lead, is a free man. In short, who is a master of his
own free will, him alone I call a free man.
30. Caste cannot be abolished by inter caste dinners or
stray instances of inter caste marriages. Caste is a state of mind. It
is a disease of mind. The teachings of the Hindu religion are the
root cause of this disease. We practice casteism and we observe
Untouchability because we are enjoined to do so by the Hindu
religion. A bitter thing cannot be made sweet. The taste of
anything can be changed. But poison cannot be changed into
nectar.
31. What struck me most was that my community still
continues to accept a position of humiliation only because caste
Hindus persist in dominating over them. You must rely on your
own strength, shake off the notion that you are in any way inferior
to any community.
32. Constitutional morality is not a natural sentiment. It
has to be cultivated. We must realize that our people have yet to
learn it. Democracy in India is only a top dressing on an Indian
soil whish is essentially undemocratic.
33. Majorities are of two sorts: (1) communal majority
and (2) political majority. A political majority is changeable in its
class composition. A political majority grows. A communal
majority is born. The admission to a political majority is open.
The door to a communal majority is closed. The politics of
political majority are free to all to make and unmake. The politics
of communal majority are made by its own members born in it.
34. The minorities in India have loyally accepted the rule
of the majority whish is basically a communal majority and not a
political majority. It is for the majority to realize its duty not to
discriminate against minorities. Whether the minorities will
continue or will vanish must depend upon this habit of majority.
The moment the majority looses the habit of discriminating
against the minority, the minorities can have no ground to exist.
They will vanish.
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35. We want our own people, people who will fight tooth
and nail for our interest and secure privilege for the underprivileged; people who will undo the wrongs done to our people
;people who will voice our grievances fearlessly; people who can
think, lead and act; people with principles and character. Such
people should be sent to the legislatures. We must send such
people to Legislatures who will be slaves to none but remain free
to their conscience and get our grievances redressed.
36. Why does a human body become deceased? The
reason is that as long as the human body is not free from suffering,
mind cannot be happy. If a man lacks enthusiasm, either his body
or mind is in a deceased condition…. Now what saps the
enthusiasm in man? If there is no enthusiasm, life becomes
drudgery – a mere burden to be dragged. Nothing can be achieved
if there is no enthusiasm. The main reason for this lack of
enthusiasm on the part of a man is that an individual looses the
hope of getting an opportunity to elevate
37. Himself. Hopelessness leads to lack of enthusiasm.
The mind in such cases becomes deceased…. When is
enthusiasm created? When one breaths an atmosphere where one
is sure of getting the legitimate reward for one’s labor, only then
one feels enriched by enthusiasm and inspiration.
38. The fundamental principle of Buddhism is equality…
Buddhism was called the religion of Shudras. There was only one
man who raised his voice against separatism and Untouchability
and that was Lord Buddha.
39. The teachings of Buddha are eternal, but even then
Buddha did not proclaim them to be infallible. The religion of
Buddha has the capacity to change according to times; a quality
which no other religion can claim to have…Now what is the basis
of Buddhism? If you study carefully, you will see that Buddhism
is based on reason. There is an element of flexibility inherent in it,
which is not found in any other religion.
40. I am myself a believer in Animas (non-violence). But I
make a distinction between Animas and meekness. Meekness is
weakness and weakness is voluntarily imposed upon oneself is
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not a virtue. I am believer in Animas but in the sense defined by
the saint Takuma. Takuma has quite rightly said that Animas
consisted of two things: (1) love and kindness towards all
creatures and (2) destruction of evil doers. The second part of this
definition is often lost sight of that the doctrine of Animas
becomes so ridiculous.
41. Religion must mainly be a matter of principles only. It
cannot be a matter of rules. The moment it degenerates into rules,
it ceases to be a religion, as it kills responsibility which is an
essence of the true religious act.
42. We must begin by acknowledging that there is a
complete absence of two things in Indian Society. One of these is
equality. On the social plane we have an India based on the
principles of graded inequality, which means elevation for some
and degradation for others. On the economic plane we have a
society in which there are some who have immense wealth as
against many who live in abject poverty.
43. The second thing we are wanting in is the recognition
of the principle of fraternity. What does fraternity mean?
Fraternity means a sense of common brotherhood of all Indians,
all Indians being one people. It is a principle that gives solidarity
to social life. It is difficult thing to achieve. It seems to me that
there lies a heavy duty to see that democracy does not vanish from
the earth as a governing principle of human relationship. If we
believe in it, we must both be true and loyal to it. We must not only
be staunch in our faith in democracy but we must resolve to see
that whatever we do, we do not help the enemies of democracy to
uproot the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity. It follows
that we must strive along with other democratic countries to
maintain the basis of democratic civilization. If democracy lives
we are sure to reap the benefit of it. If democracy dies it will be our
doom. On that there can be no doubt.
44. The basis of my politics lies in the proposition that the
Untouchables are not a sub-division or sub-section of Hindus,
and that they are a separate and distinct element in the national
life of India.
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45. The true function of law consists in repairing the faults
in society. Unfortunately ancient societies never dared to assume
the function of repairing their own defects; consequently they
decayed. This country has seen the conflict between
ecclesiastical law and secular law long before Europeans sought
to challenge the authority of the Pope. Kautilya’s Arthshastra lays
down the foundation of secular law. In India unfortunately
ecclesiastical law triumphed over secular law. In my opinion this
was the one of the greatest disasters in the country. The
unprogressive nature of the Hindu society was due to the notion
that the law cannot be changed.
46. Civilization has never been a continuous process.
There were states and societies which at one time had been
civilized. In the course of time something happened which made
these societies stagnant and decayed. This could be illustrated by
India’s history itself. There could be no doubt that one of the
countries which could boast of ancient civilization is India. When
the inhabitants of Europe were living under the barbaric
conditions, this country had reached the highest peak of
civilization, it had parliamentary institutions when the people of
Europe were mere nomads.
47. I measure the progress of a community by the degree
of progress which women have achieved.
48. Justice has always evoked ideas of equality, of
proportion of compensation. Equity signifies equality. Rules and
regulations, right and righteousness are concerned with equality
in value. If all men are equal, then all men are of the same essence,
and the common essence entitles them of the same fundamental
rights and equal liberty… In short justice is another name of
liberty, equality and fraternity.
49. Anyone who studies working of the system of social
economy based on private enterprise and pursuit of personal gain
will realize how it undermines, if it does not actually violate the
individual rights on which democracy rests. How many have to
relinquish their rights in order to gain their living? How many
have to subject themselves to be governed by private employers?
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50. I hate injustice, tyranny, pompousness and humbug,
and my hatred embraces all those who are guilty of them. I want to
tell my critics that I regard my feelings of hatred as a real force.
They are only the reflexes of love I bear for the causes I believe in
and I am in no wise ashamed of it.
51. Indifferentism is the worst kind of disease that can
affect people.
52. Political tyranny is nothing compared to the social
tyranny and a reformer who defies society is a more courageous
man than a politician who defies Government.
53. Every man who repeats the dogma of Mill that one
country is no fit to rule another country must admit that one class
is not fit to rule another class.
54. One cannot have any respect or regard for men who
take the position of the reformer and then refuse to see the logical
consequences of that position, let alone following them out in
action.
55. History shows that where ethics and economics come
in conflict, victory is always with economics. Vested interests
have never been known to have willingly divested themselves
unless there was sufficient force to compel them.
56. Slavery does not merely mean a legalized form of
subjection. It means a state of society in which some men are
forced to accept from others the purposes which control their
conduct.
57. This condition obtains even where there is no slavery
in the legal sense. It is found where as in caste system, some
persons are forced to carry on the prescribed callings which are
not their choice.
58. India is a peculiar country and her nationalists and
patriots are a peculiar people. A patriot and a nationalist in India is
one who sees with open eyes his fellow men treated as being less
than man. But his humanity does not rise in protest. He knows that
men and women for no cause are denied their rights. But it does
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not prick his civil sense of helpful action. He finds a whole class
of people shut out from public employment. But it does not rouse
his sense of justice and fair play. Hundreds of evil practices that
injure man and society are perceived by him. But they do not
sicken him with disgust. The patriot’s one cry is power for him
and his class. I am glad I do not belong to that class of patriots. I
belong to that class which takes its stand on democracy and which
seeks to destroy monopoly in every form. Our aim is to realize in
practice our ideal of one man one value in all walks of life –
political, economical and social.
59. There is no nation of Indians in the real sense of the
world; it is yet to be created. In believing we are a nation, we are
cherishing a great delusion. How can people divided into
thousand of castes be a nation? The sooner we realize that we are
not yet a nation, in a social and psychological sense of the world,
the better for us.
60. It is not enough to be electors only. It is necessary to be
law-makers; otherwise those who can be law-makers ill be the
masters of those who can only be electors.
61. Walter Bagehot defined democracy as ‘ Government
by discussion’. Abraham Lincoln defined democracy as ‘ A
Government of the people, by the people and for the people’.
62. My definition of democracy is – A form and a method
of Government whereby revolutionary changes in the social life
are brought about without bloodshed. That is the real test. It is
perhaps the severest test. But when you are judging the quality of
the material you must put it to the severest test.
63. Democracy is not merely a form of Government. It is
primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint communicated
experience. It is essentially an attitude of respect and reverence
towards our fellow men.
64. A democratic form of Government presupposes a
democratic form of a society; the formal framework of
democracy is of no value and would indeed be a misfit if there was
no social democracy. It may not be necessary for a democratic
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society to be marked by unity, by community of purpose, by
loyalty to public ends and by mutuality of sympathy. But it does
unmistakably involve two things. The first is an attitude of mind,
and attitude of respect and equality towards their fellows. The
second is a social organization free from rigid social barriers.
Democracy is incompatible and inconsistent with isolation and
exclusiveness resulting in the distinction between the privileged
and the unprivileged.
65. Democracy is not a Form of Government, but a form
of social organization.
66. What we must do is not to content ourselves with mere
political democracy. We must make our political democracy a
social democracy as well. Political democracy cannot last unless
there is at the base of it, a social democracy. What does social
democracy mean? It means a way of life which recognizes liberty,
equality and fraternity as the principles of life. These principles of
liberty, equality and fraternity are not to be treated as separate
items. They form a union in the sense that, to divorce one from the
other is to defeat the very purpose of democracy. Liberty cannot
be divorced from equality, nor can liberty and equality be
divorced from fraternity.
67. Without social union, political unity is difficult to be
achieved. If achieved, it would be as precarious as a summer
sapling, liable to be uprooted by the gust of wind. With mere
political unity, India may be a state. But to be a state is not to be a
nation and a state which is not a nation has small prospects of
survival in the struggle of existence. This is especially true where
nationalism – the most dynamic force of modern times, is seeking
everywhere to free itself by the destruction and disruption of all
mixed states. The danger to a mixed and composite state,
therefore lies not so much in external aggression as in the internal
resurgence of nationalities which are fragmented, entrapped,
suppressed and held against their will.
68. The idea of fundamental rights has become a familiar
one since their enactment in the American Constitution and in the
Constitution framed by the Revolutionary France. The idea of
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making a gift of fundamental rights to every individual is no
doubt very laudable. The question is how to make them effective?
The prevalent view is that once the rights are enacted in law then
they are safeguarded. This again is an unwarranted assumption.
As experience proves, rights are protected not by law but by
social and moral conscience of the society. If social conscience is
such that it is prepared to recognise the rights which law proposes
to enact, rights will be safe and secure. But if the fundamental
rights are opposed by the community, no Law, no Parliament, no
Judiciary can guarantee them in the real sense of the world. What
is the use of Fundamental rights to the Untouchables in India? As
Burke said, there is no method found for punishing the multitude.
Law can punish a single solitary recalcitrant criminal. It can never
operate against the whole body of people who choose to defy it.
Social conscience is the only safeguard of all rights, fundamental
or non-fundamental.
69. Rights are real only if they are accompanied by
remedies. It is no use giving rights if the aggrieved person has no
legal remedy to which he can resort when his rights are invaded.
70. Lost rights are never regained by appeals to the
conscience of the usurpers, but by relentless struggle…. Goats
are used for sacrificial offerings and not lions.
71. Life should be great rather than long.
72. For a successful revolution it is not enough that there
is discontent. What is required is a profound and thorough
conviction of the justice, necessity and importance of political
and social rights.
73. I feel that the constitution is workable, it is flexible
and it is strong enough to hold the country together both in
peacetime and in wartime. Indeed, if I may say so, if things go
wrong under the new Constitution, the reason will not be that we
had a bad Constitution. What we will have to say is that Man was
vile.
74. Equality may be a fiction but nonetheless one must
accept it as a governing principle.
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75. What are we having this liberty for? We are having this
liberty in order to reform our social system, which is full of
inequality, discrimination and other things, which conflict with
our fundamental rights.
76. Our object in framing the Constitution is rally twofold: (1) To lay down the form of political democracy, and (2) To
lay down that our ideal is economic democracy and also to
prescribe that every Government whatever is in power shall strive
to bring about economic democracy. The directive principles
have a great value, for they lay down that our ideal is economic
democracy.
77. If I find the constitution being misused, I shall be the
first to burn it.
78. On the 26th January 1950, we are going to enter into a
life of contradictions. In politics we will have equality and in
social and economic life we will have inequality. In politics we
will be recognizing the principle of one man one vote and one
vote one value. In our social and economic life, we shall by reason
of our social and economic structure, continue to deny the
principle of one man one value. How long shall we continue to
live this life of contradictions? How long shall we continue to
deny equality in our social and economic life? If we continue to
deny it for long, we will do so only by putting our political
democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction at the
earliest possible moment else those who suffer from inequality
will blow up the structure of democracy which this Constituent
Assembly has so laboriously built up.
79. here can be no gain saying that political power in this
country has too long been the monopoly of the few, and the many
are not beasts of burden but also beasts of prey.
80. The monopoly has not merely deprived them of their
chance of betterment; it has sapped them of what may be called
the significance of life. Those downtrodden classes are tired of
being governed. They are impatient to govern themselves. This
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urge of self-realization in the downtrodden must not be allowed to
devolve into class struggle or class war. It would lead to the
division of the House. That would indeed be a day of disaster. For,
as has been well-said by Abraham Lincoln: “A house divided
against cannot stand very long”. Therefore the sooner room is
made for realization of their aspiration, the better for the few, the
better for the country, the better for the independence and the
better for the continuance of its democratic structure. This can
only be done by the establishment of equality and fraternity in all
walks of life.
81. It is disgraceful to live at the cost of one’s self-respect.
Self-respect is the most vital factor in life. Without it, man is a
cipher. To live worthily with self-respect, one has to overcome
difficulties. It is out of hard and ceaseless struggle alone that one
derives strength, confidence and recognition.
82. Cultivation of mind should be the ultimate aim of
human existence.
83. Sincerity is the sum of all moral qualities.
84. Man is mortal. Everyone has to die some day or the
other. But one must resolve to lay down one’s life in enriching the
noble ideals of self-respect and in bettering one’s human life. We
are not slaves. Nothing is more disgraceful for a brave man than to
live life devoid of self-respect.
85. My social philosophy may be said to be enshrined in
three words: liberty, equality and fraternity. My philosophy has
roots in religion and not in political science. I have derived them
from the teachings of my master, the Buddha.
86. Emerson has said that consistency is a virtue of an ass.
No thinking human being can be tied down to a view once
expressed in the name of consistency. More important than
consistency is responsibility. A responsible person must learn to
unlearn what he has learned. A responsible person must have the
courage to rethink and change his thoughts. Of course there must
be good and sufficient reason for unlearning what he has learned
and for recasting his thoughts. There can be no finality in
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rethinking.
87. John Dewey said: “Every society gets encumbered
with what is trivial, with what is dead wood from the past and
what is positively perverse. As a society becomes more
enlightened, it realises that it is responsible not to conserve and
transmit the whole of its achievement, but only such as makes a
better future society”
88. There is nothing fixed, nothing eternal, nothing
sanatan; everything is changing, change is the law of life for
individuals as well as for society. In a changing society there must
be constant revolution of old values.
89. No civilized society of today presents more survivals
of primitive times than does the Indian society. Its religion is
essentially primitive and its tribal code, in spite of the advance of
time and civilization, operates in all its pristine vigor even today.
Indian society still savors of the clan system, even though there
are no clans.
90. An ideal society should be mobile, should be full of
channels for conveying a change taking place in one part to other
parts. In an ideal society there should be many interests
consciously communicated and shared.
91. The strength of a society depends upon the presence of
points of contacts, possibilities of interaction between different
groups that exist in it. These are what Carlyle calls “Organic
filaments”, i.e. the elastic threads which helps to bring the
disintegrating elements together and to reunite them.
92. Heroes and hero-worship is a hard fact in India’s
political life. I agree that hero-worship is demoralizing for the
devotee and dangerous to the country. I welcome the criticism so
far as it conveys the caution that you must know your man is
really great before you start worshipping him. This unfortunately
is not an easy task. For in these days with the Press in hand it is
easy to manufacture Great Men. Carlyle used a happy phrase
when he described the Great Men of history as so many bank
notes. Like bank notes they represent gold. What we have to see
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that they are not forged notes. I admit that we ought to be more
cautious in our worship of Great Men. For in this country we have
arrived at such a stage when alongside the notice boards saying
“Beware of pickpockets”, we need to have notice boards saying
“Beware of Great Men”. Even Carlyle who defended the worship
of Great Men warned his readers how: “Multitudes of Great Men
have figured in histories that were false and selfish “.
93. Hero-worship in the sense of expressing our unbound
admiration is one thing. To obey the hero is a totally different kind
of worship. There is nothing wrong in the former while the latter
is no doubt a most pernicious thing. The former is man’s respect
for which is noble and of which the great men are only an
embodiment. The latter is the serf’s fealty to his lord. The former
is consistent with respect, but the latter is a sign of debasement.
The former does not take away one’s intelligence to think and
independence to act. The latter makes one perfect fool. The
former involves no disaster to the state. The latter is a source of
positive danger to it.
94. In India, ‘Bhakti’ or what may be called the path of
devotion or hero-worship plays a part in politics unequalled in
magnitude by the part it plays in the politics of any other of the
world. ‘Bhakti’ in religion may be a road to salvation of the soul.
But in politics, ‘Bhakti’ or hero-worship is a sure road to
degradation and to eventual dictatorship.
95. The questions which President Roosevelt propounded
for the American public to consider will arise here, if they have
not already arisen: Who shall rule – wealth or man? Which shall
lead – money or intellect? Who shall fill the public stations –
educated and patriotic free men or the feudal serf’s of the
corporate capital? For the president, Indian politics, at any rate
the Hindu part of it, instead of being spiritualised has become
grossly commercialised, so much so that it has become a byword
for corruption. Many men of culture are refusing to concern
themselves in this cesspool. Politics has become a kind of sewage
system intolerably unsavory and insanitary. To become a
politician is like going to work in the drain.
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96. History bears out the proposition that political
revolutions have always been preceded by social and religious
revolutions. Social reform in India has few friends and many
critics.
97. Law and order are the medicine of the body politic and
when the body politic gets sick, medicine must be administered.
98. The world owes much to rebels who would dare to
argue in the face of the pontiff (high priest) and insist that he is not
infallible.
99. A people and their religion must be judged by social
standards based on social ethics. No other standard would have
any meaning.
98.
Ethnologists are of the opinion that men of pure rece
exist nowhere and that there has been admixture of all races in all
parts of the world- especially is this the case with the people of India.
Mr. D.R. Bhandarkar has stated: "There is hardly a class or caste in
India which has not a foreign strain in it. There is an admixture of
alien blood not only among the warrior classe - the Rajputs and
Marathas-but among the Brahmins who are under the happy
delusion that they are free from all foreign elements.
99. The question is not whether a community lives or dies, the
questions is on what plane does it live. There are different
modes of survival. But all are not equally honorable. For an
individual as well as a society, there is a gulf between merely
living and living worthily. To fight in a battle and live in a
glory is one mode. To beat a retreat to surrender and to live the
life of a captive is alsoa mode of survival.
100. The sovereignity of scriptures of all religions must come to an
end if we want to have a united integrated modern India.
101. Law and religion are two forces which govern the conduct of
men. At tines they act as handmaids to each other. At other
times they act as check and counter-check. Of the two forces,
Law is personal while religion is impersonal. Law being
personal it is capable of being unjust and iniquitous. But
religion being impersonal, it is capable of defeating the
inequity committed by law. Religion is believed to ennoble
man and not degrade him. Hinduism is an exception.
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102. I like the religion that teaches liberty, equality & fraternity.
103. The relationship between husband & wife should be one of
closest friends.
104. To open or not to open the temples is question for you to
consider & not for me to agitate. It u think it is bad manners not
to believe in the sancity of human beings, then throw open the
doors & be a gentleman, but if u wish to remain a orthodox
Hindu then shut the doors & damn youself, for I don't care to
come.
105. We are Indians. firstly & lastly.
106. Given the time & circumstances, nothing under the sun shall
stop this county from becoming a super power.
107. Being grateful has limitations, no man can be grateful at the
cost of his dignity,no woman at the cost of her chastity & no
country at the cost of its freedom.
108. I hope that Mr. Gandhi will not drive me to the necessity of
making a choice between his life & rights of my people, for I
shall never consent to deliver my people bound hand & foot
to the orthodox for generations to come.
109. A great man is different from an eminent one it that he is ready
to be the servant of the society.
110. So long as you do not achieve social liberty, whatever freedom
is provided by the law is of no avail to you.
111. On 26th jan. 1950, India will be an independent country. What
should happen to her independence? Will She maintain or will
she lose it again? This is the first though that comes to my
mind. It is not that India was never an independent country.
The point is that she once lost the independence she had. Will
she lose it a second time? It is this thought which makes makes
me most anxious for the future. What perturbs me greatly is
the fact that no only India has once beforelost her
independence, bu she lost it by treachery of some of her own
people...
Will history repeat itself? It is this thought which fills me with
anxiety. This anxiety is deepend by the realization of the fact
that in addition to our old enemies in the form of castes &
creeds, wer are going to have many political parties with
diverse & opposing political creeds. Will Indians place the
country above their creed or creed above their country? I do
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not know, But this much is certain that if the parties place
creed above country, our independence will be put in jeopardy
a second time & probably be lost forever. This eventuality we
all must resolutely guard against. We must be determined to
defend our independence with the last drop of our blood!
1 - PAY BACK TO THE SOCIETY
“If I fail to do away with the abominable thraldom and inhuman
injustice under which the class, into which I was born, has been
groaning, I will put and end to my life with a bullet.”
“If there is one lesson that you must learn from my life; it is this
that I have never disowned my community. I have been proud in
sharing their happiness and misery all through life and will continue
to do so all my life.”
“It is my solemn vow to die in the service and cause of those
down-trodden people among whom I was born, I was brought up
and I am living. I would not budge an inch from my righteous cause,
or care for the violent and disparaging criticism by my detractors.”
“It has fallen to my lot to be the villain of the piece. But I tell you I
shall not deter from my pious duty, and betray the just and legitimate
interests of my people even if you hang me on the nearest lamp - post
in the street.”
“Personally I do not think “ there is any work in India which can
be said to be nobler than the elevation of Scheduled Castes..... I have
always felt that as I have been born among these classes, it is my
duty that I should do something for them first..... no others will come
to take up this cause and it will remain in the same rotten condition in
which it has remained for the last two thousand years..... I have
struck to this cause as I regard it as a noble cause.”
“the educated, highly educated class, from among the dalits who
had betrayed me. I had expected that after acquiring education higher education - they will serve their down - trodden brothern, but
I am dismayed to see here crowd of clerks who are engaged in
feeding their own stomachs.”
(18th march 1956, Agra)
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2. ADVISE/MESSAGE TO STUDENTS
“Our boys should learn two things. Firstly, to prove that given
the opportunities they are inferior to none in intelligence and in
capacity. Secondly to prove that they are not merely to tread the path
of personal happiness but to lead their community to be free. to be
strong and to be respected.”
(Date 20-12-1946, New Delhi)
“..... al great things in the world were achieved by patient industry
and by undergoing toil and tribulations......... one should concentrate
one's mind and might on one's goal. Man must eat to live and should
live and work for the well-being of society.
.......education was a sword and being a double edged weapon,
was dangerous to wield. An educated man without charcter and
humility was more dangerous than a beast. If his education was
detrimental to the welfare of the poor, ........ the educated man was a
curse to society. Fire upon such an educated man!” “Character is
more important,” than education.”
“You should have very able leaders. Your's leaders must have the
courage and calibre to match the topmost leaders in any political
party. The party without efficient leaders comes to nil............
In any party, just as the honest leadership which can never be sold is
of vital importance, in the same way, devoted workers in the party is
the second important thing essential for the growth of the party.........
.......... you must have noticed that while a large mafority of our
students had been interesting themselves in political movements
they had not a clear realisation of what politics means, what
responsibilities if invoves and what methods must be pursued in
order to bring political activities to function. There was, as in
observe it, a complete dissociation of what we call academics life
from the practical problems of life and politics. You will have to do
two things:1. to enlarge your minds, your vision, your capacity to think your
ability to solve problems; and
2. to bring that capacity, that vision, that ability to form
judgement to bear upon the actual problems which the vast mass of
the people of this country are facing today.”
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believe in self-help which is the best help.”
3. ADVISE TO WOMEN
“I am a great believer in women's organization. I know what they
can do to improve the condition of society if they are convinced. In
the eradication of social evils they have rendered great serivces. I
will testify to the from my own experience. Ever since I began to
work among the Depressed Classes, I made it a point to carry
women along with men. That is why you will see that our conference
are always mixed progress, which women have achieved, and when
I see this assembly, I feel both convinced and happy that w have
progressed. I shall tell you 3 few things, which I think you should
bear in mind.
Learn to be clran; keep free from all vices. Give education to your
children. Instil ambition in them. Inculcate on their minds that they
are destined to be great. Remove from them all inferiority complex.
Don't be in a hurry to marry: marriage is a liability. You should not
impose it upon your children unless financially they are able to meet
the liabilities arising from marriage. Those who will marry will bear
in mind that to have too man children is a crime. That parental duty
lies in giving each child a better start than its parents had. Above all,
let each girl who marries stand up to her husband, claim to be her
husband's friend and equal, and refuse to be his slave. I am sure if
you follow this advise you will bring honour and glory to yourselves
and to depressed Classes.”
(Date, july 1942 D. C conference Nagpur)
4. ADVISE TO HIS FOLLOWERS
(i). Self help, self reliance & self respect
“My heart breaks to see the pitiable sight of your faces and to
hear your sad voices. You have been groaning from time
immemorial and yet you are not ashamed to hug your helplessness
as an inevitability. Why did you not perish in the prenatal stage
instead? Why do you worsen and sadden the picture of the sorrows,
poverty, slavery and burdens of the world with your diplorable,
despicable and detestable miserable life? You had better die and
relieve this world if you cannot rise to a new life and if you cannot
rejuvenate yourselves. As a matter of fact it is your birthright to get
food, shelter and clothing in this land in equal proportion with every
individual high or low. If you believe in living a respectable life you
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“You must abolish your slavery yourselves. It is disgraeful to
live at the cost of one's self-respect. Self-respect is a most vital factor
in life. Without it man is a mere cipher. To live worthily with selfrespect one has to overcome difficulties. It is out of hard and
ceaseless struggle alone that one derives strength, confidence and
recongnition....... Man is mortal. Every one is to die some day or
other. But one must resolve to lay down one's life in enriching the
noble ideals of self-respect and in bettering human life. We are not
slaves. We are a warrior clan. Nothing is more disgraceful for a
brave man than to live a life devoid of self-respect and without love
for the country.”
(Date 13-4-1929 Bombay)
“Deagging on life somehow or to live like a crow for a thousand
years is not the only and worthy way to live in this world. life can be
ennobled and immortalised by sacrificing it for a lasting good such
as the cause of truth, a vow, honour or country. For the protection of
human rights several great men have immolated themselves at the
altar of duty. Better to die in the prome of youth for a great cause than
like an oak and do nothing.”
“ That the caste-system must be abolished if the Hindu Society is to
be reconstructed on the basis of equality goes without saying.
Untouchability has its roots in the caste-system. They cannot expect
the Brahmins to rise in revolt against the caste-system, because that
system confers on them certain special privilegers and they will not
willingly give up their privileged position and the present
supremacy in the hierarchy of Hinduism as based on Smrities. It
would be too much to expect them to resign all their privileges as the
‘Samurais’ of Japan did. Also we cannot rely upon the nonBrahmins and ask them to fight our battle. Many of them are still
enamoured of the caste-system and are tools in the hands of the
Brahmins, and most of these others who resent the supremacy of the
Brahmins are more interested in levelling down the Brahmins than
in levelling up the suppressed classes. They too want a class of
people than in whom they can look down and have the astisfaction of
not being quite the under-dogs of the society. This means that we
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ourselves must fight our battles, relying on ourselves.”
(Date 25-12-1927 Mahad Dist Kolaba)
“........ we would believe neither the Congress nor the Hindus. We
believe in self-help and self-respect. We are not preparted to have
faith in great leaders and Mahatmas. Let me be brutally frank about
it. History tells that Mahatmas, like fleeting phontoms, raise dust,
but raise no level.”
(Date 6-8-1931 Bombay)
“Learn to live in this world with self-respect. You should always
cherish some amition to do some-thing in this world. They alone rise
who strive. Some of you nurse the wrong notion that you will not rise
in this world. But remember that the age of helplessness is ended. A
new epoch has set in. All things are now possible because of your
being able to participate in the legislatures of this country.”
(Date February 1933 Bombay)
(II) Struggle and struggle, sacrifice and sacrifice
“ ........greatness can be achieved only be struggle and sacrifice.
Neither manhood nor Godhood can be obtained without going
through the ordeal of fire. Fire purifies, fore strengthens, so does
struggle and suffering. No downtrodden man can achieve greatness
unless he is prepared for struggle and suffering. He must be ready to
sacrifice the comforts and even the necessities of the present for
building up his future...........
..........My message is struggle, and mor struggle, sacrifice and
more sacrifice. It is struggle and struggle alone without counting
the sacrifices or sufferings that will bring their emancipation.
Nothing else will.
“ ............liberty is never received as a gift; it has to be fought for
Self-elevation is not achieved by the blessing of others but only by
one's own struggle and deed.”
“ Lost rights are never regained by begging and by appeals to the
conscience of the userpers, but by relentless struggle.’ Goats are
used for sacrificial offerings and not lions.”
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(iii). Avoid superstition
“ The appearance of Tulsi leaves around your neck,” —” will not
relieve you from the clutches of the money lenders. Because you
sing songs of Rama, you will not get a concession in rent from the
landlords. You will not get salarties at the end of the month because
you make pilgrimages every year to Pandharpur. Because the major
part of the society is absorbed in these worthless mysteries of life,
supersitions and mysticism, the intelligent and self-centred people
get ample scope and opportunities to carry out their anti-social
designs.“I, therefore, appeal to you, ” ............“to act and utilize what
little political power is coming into your hands. If you are indifferent
and od not try to use it properly, your worries will have no end. Fear
lurks in my mind that the slavery, which we are fighting out, may
overtake us again.”
(Date 9-10-1932)
“ ........we want equality in Hindu religion. The Chaturvarna must be
rooted out. The principle that privileges for the higher classes and
poverty for the lower classes must end now.......
What you have lost, “others have gained. Your humiliations are a
matter of prided with others. you are made to suffer wants,
privations and humiliations not because it was preventing-ordained
by the sins committed in your previous birth, but because of the
overpowering tyranny and treachery of those who are above you.
You have no lands because others have usurped them : you have no
posts because others have monopolized them. Do not believe in fate.
Believe in your strength.”
(Date, 8 feb 1933)
(iv) Donto depend upon God or Superman
“ ..........you are deifying a common man like you. These ideas of
hero-worship will bring ruin on you if you do not nip them in the
bud. By deifying an individual, you repose faith for your safety and
salvation in one single individual with the result that you get into the
habit of dependence and grow indifferent to your duty. If you fall a
victim to these ideas, your fate will be no better than logs of wood in
the national stream of life. your struggle will come to naught.”
“ Do not disregard, ” ..... ” the political rights, the new epoch has
bestowed upon you. Your whole class was tramped down up-till
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now because you were filled with ideas of helplessness. i may add
that these ideas of heroworship, deification and neglect of duty have
ruined Hindu Society and are responsible for the degradation of our
country.......”
You must abolish your slavery yourselves. Do not depend for
its abolition upon God or Superman. Your salvation lies in
political powers and not in making pilgrimages and observance of
fasts. Devotion to scriptures would not free you from your bondage,
want and poverty. your forefathers have been doing it for
generations, but there has been no respite nor even a slight
difference in your misable life in any way. Loke your forefathers,
you wear rags. Like them, you subsist on thrown out crumbs; like
them, you perish in utter slums and hovels; and like them, you fall
easy victims to diseases with a death rate that rages among poultry.
Your religious fasts, austerities and penances have not saved you
from starvation.”
(Date, 4 march 1933, Bombay)
(V). Be a ruling race
“ We must resolve that in a free India of the future we will be a
ruling race. We refuse to continue to play a role of subservience or
accept a position in which we could be treated as servants, not
masters.”
(Date, 31 Jan 1944)
“ You should realise what our object is. our aim and aspiration is to
be a governing community. Let all the walls of your houses so that
every day you should
(vi). Capture the power of law making
“ It is the duty of the Legislature,” to provide for your food,
clothes, shelter, education, medicine and all the means of earnings a
livelihood. The work of law making and of its execution is to be
performed with your consent, help and will. In short, law is the
abode of all worldly happiness. You capture the power of law
making. It is therefore your duty to divert your attention from fast,
worship and penance and apply it to capturing law making power.
That way lies your salvation, That way will end your starvation.
Remember that it is not enough that a people are numerically in
majority. They must be always catchful, storing, well educated and
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self-respecting to attain and maintain success.”
(Date 4 march 1933, Bombay)
“ Political power is the key to all social progress and the Scheduled
Castes can achieve their salvation if they captured this power by
organizing themselves into a third Party and holding the balance of
power between the rival political parties-Congress and Socialists.
The Scheduled Castes cannot capture political power by joining
the Congress. It is a big organization and if we enter the Congress we
will be a mere drop in the ocean. Congressmen have great pride and
we cannot raise ourselves by joining the organisation. We will only
increase the strength of our enemies by joining the Congress.”
(Date, 25 April 1948, lucknow)
“ ........the Depressed Classes should not believe in the lead of the
Congress which was full of surrenders, it was a tool in the hands of
the capitalists and those socially indifferent; it never strove to
remove these disabilities and to redress their grievances. The
remedy lay in their hands and therefore they should capture the
political power, which was their life blood. They should develop
into a ruling race and guard their rights, otherwise they would
remain on paper.”
(vii). Realise your responsibility
“ You look upon me as ‘God’ but I am not God. I am human being
like you all. Whatever help you want fro me, I am prepared to give
you. I have decided to liberate you from your present hopeless and
degraded condition. I am not doing anything for my personal gain. I
will continue to struggle for your upliftment and to make your life
useful and meaningful. You must relise your responsibility and
follow it earnestly, it would not be difficult to achieve your goal.”
(Date, 17 May 1936, Kalyan)
(viii). Do not help the enemies of democracy
“ ...........there lies on us a very heavy duty to see that democracy
does not vanish from the earth as a governing principle of human
relationship. If we believe in it, then, we must both be true and loyal
to it. we must not only be staunch in our faith in democracy but we
must resolve to see that in whatever we do, we do not help the
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enemies of democracy to uproot the principles of liberty, equality
and fraternity.
...........if democracy lives, we are sure to reap the fruits of it. If
democracy dies, it will be our doom. On that there can be no doubt.”
(Date, 19 July 1942, Nagpur)
(ix). Educate, Agitate and Organise
“ With justice on our side, I don't see how we can lose our battle.
The battle to me is a matter full of joy. The battle is in the fullest
sense spiritual. There is nothing material or sordid in it. For ours is a
battle, not for wealth or for power it is a battle for freedom. It is a
battle for the reclamation of human personality, which has been
suppressed and mutilated by the Hindus social system and will
continue to be suppressed and mutilated, if in the political struggle
the Hindus win and we lose. My final word of advice to you are
educate, agitate and organise, have faith in yourselves and never
lose hope. I shall always be with you as I know you will be with me.”
(Date, 20 July 1942, Nagpur)”
“ I have built the house for you and it is for upto you to maintain it
in proper order. I have planted the tree, if you water it, you will
enjow the fruits and you will be able to enjow its shade, if not, you
will have to sit in the sun. Our community will be ruined. So every
Scheduled Caste should come under the banner of the Scheduled
Caste Federation and make it more powerful. Only if we unite, we
can achieve something. United we stand adn divided we fall.”
(Date, 27 Oct. 1951, Jalandhar)
(x). You must be more intelligent
“ .........you people always abuse Brahmins; but you never
imitate their virtues. Brahmins change their ideas according to the
exigencies of the times. They pursue knoledge and
money......Remember! Brahmins have brains within brains. If you
want to fight the Brahmins, you must be more intellingent than
them. you do not unite, instead you fight amongst yourselves and
chew the poisonous pill given by the Brahmins-that Mahars are
inferior to Marathas.”
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5. ADVISE/APPEAL TO (SC / ST / OBC)
“ The Scheduled Castes Federation would like to work in cooperaion with the Backward Classes and the Scheduled Tribes. For
they are more or less in the same position as the scheduled Castes.
These classes unfortunately have not developed that degree of
political consciousness, Which the Scheduled Casters have by
reason of political and social activity of the Scheduled Castes
Federation during the last Twenty years. The Constituation of Free
India has made the Backward Classes, the scheduled Tribes and
the Scheduled Castes virtually the masters of the country.
Hitherto the minority of Caste Hindus have made themselves the
rulers of the country. The fear of the Scheduled Castes Federation
is that the Backward Classes and the Scheduled Tribes by
reason of their want of consciousness may fall a prey to the
minority of caste Hindus and Continue to be their slaves instead
of becoming masters of their own. The Scheduled Castes
Federation's first concern is to help these Classes to get on their feet.
If they so wish, the Scheduled Castes Federation would be prepared
to Change the name and call itself the Backward Classes Federation
so as to include both sections in a common organization. If this is not
possible, the Scheduled Castes Federation would be ready and
willing to forge a working alliance with such organizations.”
(Election manifesto of SCF-1951)
“ I them thruned to the question of unity between the Scheduled
Casted and the so-called Backward Classes. This I did at the request
of the leaders of a pity that the two classes whose needs were
common did not join together. The reason was that the Bachward
Classes did not like to associate themselbes with the scheduled
Castes because they were afraid that such as association will bring
themselves down to the level of the Scheduled Castes.
I said that I was not anxious to establish interdining and intermarriage between the Scheduled Castes and the Backward Classes.
They may well remain separate social entities. There is no reason
why they shouldnot join hands to from a political party to remove
their backward condition. I pointed out how the Scheduled Castes
have improved their condition by playing their part in the politics of
the country and there is no reason why the Backward Classes should
not do the same.
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I said that Schduled Castes and the Backward Classes form majority
of the population of the country. There is no reason why they should
not rule this country. All that is necessary is to organize for the
purpose of capturing political power, Which is your own because of
adult suffrage People do not seem to buck up courage because they
are overwhelmed by the belief that the congress Government is
there forever. I said this is a wrong impression. In a popular
democracy no government is permanent and not even the
Government established by the two of the tallest Congressmen,
Pandit Nehru and Sardar Patel. If you organize you can even capture
that Government.”
“The Backward Classes had suffered because of their aloofness.
They must forge a united front in order to wrest political power from
the higher classes. The system of adult franchise has brought
political power to the masses and in my opinion if 1.5 crore
Scheduled Castes and one crore they could return 50% ot there
members to the legislature and capture political power. I shall have
no objection if the Backward Classes fom a separate front against
higher castes. It is deplorable that the Scheduled Castes and the
Backward Classes are not conscious of their power with the result
that higher castes were dominating the adminitration.
You must orgainse yourself under one leader, one party and
one programme............
“ The Aboriginal Tribes have not as yet developed any political
sense to make the best use of their political oppotunities and they
may easily become mere instruments in the hands either of a
majority or a minority and thereby distrub the balance without doing
any good to themselves. In the present stage of thier development it
seems to me that proper thing to do for these Backward
Communities is to establish a Statutory Commissiobn to administer
what or now called the ‘excluded areas’ on the same basis..............”
(Date : 6-5-1945)
6. ADVISE TO INDIANS
“ We must hold fast to constitutional methods of achieving our
social and economic objectives. It means that, we must abandon the
method of civil disobedience, non-Co-operation and Satyagraha.
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When there no way left for constitutional methods are open there
can be no justification for unconstitutional methods, these methods
are nothing but the grammer of Anarchy and the sooner they are
abondened they better for us.”
“ I insist that if O hate Mr. Gandhi and Mr.Jinnaha I dislike them,
I do not hate them - it is because I love India more. That is the true
faith of a nationalist. “ I have hopes that the men.”, that the worship
of Mr. Gandhi or Mr. Jinnah and service to India are two very
different things and may even be contradictory to each other.”
5. HIS WARNINGS
WARNINGS TO HIS FOLLOWERS
Avoid to form political party with Brahmins
“ ............I want to ask you, can the snake and the mongoose
(Ichneumon) live together. Can cat co-operate with the rat? Can
elephant live with ‘Birree’? Certainly, if the snake wants to mix up
with the mongoose (Ichneumon) and make any profit out of it, it is
mistaken. Moongoose will eat up the snake. Rat will be swallowed
by the cat, if it wants to join hands with the cat. Similarly, elephant
cannot enjoy the life with ‘Birree’’. Mongoose is the enemy of th
snake, cat is the enemy of rat and ‘Birree’ is the enemy of the
elephant. They cannot form a joint comany.
......Bania (Moneylender) will always try to extract what it can out of
the poor people. Brahmins will never show sympathy for the poor
Scheduled Castes and if they did so there will be nobody to serve
them...... will the snake, rat and elephant be safe there? Certainly
not. They will always be at the mercy of their masters. Similarly, if
the Depressed Classes join hands with the Brahmins and form a
political party, do you think that the Depressed Classes will be safe
there? I want you to be careful and give fullest consideration to this
matter. You should not be caught in the net spread by the Congress. If
you think that by joining hands with the high caste people you will
be better off, then you are mistaken. The high caste people will enjoy
the freedom whereas our people will remain as they are. Poor people
can never flourish under the rich and must unite separately to
achieve their purpose.”
Avoid ideas of Hero worshiping
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‘‘ ...........a society which idolized and raised a mere man to the
level of God was set well on the path of destruction.’’
‘‘ ...........ideas of hero-worship will bring ruin on you if you do
not nip them in the bud. By defying an individual, you repose faith
for your safety and salvation in one single individual with the result
that you get into the habit of dependence and grow indifferent to
your duty. If you fall a victim to these ideas, your fate will be no
better than logs of wood in the national stream of life. Your struggle
will come to naught.”
Shamlessly betrayed
“ The non-Brahmins have effaced the memory of Jyotiba Phule
completely. Not only that but that class has shamelessly betrayed his
philosophy.’’
Hindu Raj must be prevented at any cost
‘‘ If Hindu Raj does become a fact, it will, no doubt, be the
greatest calamity for this counry. No matter what the Hindus say,
Hinduism is a menace to liberty, equality and fraternity. On that
account it is incompatible with democracy. Hindy Raj mut be
prevented at any cost.’’
‘‘ .......... only when Hindu society becames a casteless society
that it can hope to have strenght enouth to defent itself. Without such
internal strenght, Swaraj for Hindus may turn out to be only a step
towards slavery.’’
WARNING TO INDIANS
Will history repeat itself?
‘‘On 26th January 1950, India will be an Independent Country.
What would happen to her indenpendence? Will she maintain her
independence or will she lose it again? This is the firts thought that
comes to my mind. It is not that India was never an independent
country. The point is that she once lost the independence she had.
Will she lose it a second time? It is this thought which makes me
most anxious for the future. What perturbs me greatly is the fact that
not only India has once before lost her independence, but she lost it
by the infidelity and treachery of some of her own people. In the
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invasion of Sind by Mohmmad-bin-Kasim, the military
commanders of king Dahar accepted bribes from the agents of
Mohammed-Bin Kasim and refused to fight on the side of their
King. It was Jaichand who invited Mohammed Ghori to invade and
fight against Prithiviraj and promised him the help of himself, and
the Solanki Kings. When Shivaji was fighting for the liberation of
Hindus, the other Maratha nobleman and Rajput kings were fighting
the battle on the side of Moghul Emperiors. When the British were
trying to destroy the Sikh Ruler Gulab Singh, their Principal
Commander sat silent and did not help to save the Sikh Kingdom. In
1857 when a large part of India had declared a war of Independence
against the British, the Sikhs stood and watched the event as silent
spectators.
Will history repeat itself? It is this thought which fills me with
anxiety.This anxiety is deepended by the realization of the fact that
in addition to our old enemies in the form of castes and creed we are
going to have many political parties with diverse and opposing
political creeds. Will Indians place the country above their creed or
will they place creed above country? I do not know, but this much is
certain that if the parties place creed above country, our
independence will be put in jeopardy a second time and probably be
lost for ever. This eventually we must all resolutely guard against.
We must be determined to defend our independence with the last
drop of our bloo (Cheers).’’
Democratic system India lost, will she lose it a second time?
‘‘On the 26th January 1950, India would be a democratic country
in the sense that India from that day would have a government of the
people, by the people and for the people. The same thought comes to
my mind what would happen to her democratic constitution? Will
she be able to maintain it or will lose it again. This is the second
though that comes to my mind and makes me as anxious as the first.
It is not that India did know what is Democracy. There was a time
when India was studded with republics and even where there
monarchies, they were either elected or limited. They were never
absolute. It is not that India did not know parliament or
parliamentary procedure. A study of the Buddhist Bhikshus Sanghas
were nothing but parliaments, but the Sanghas knew and observed
all the rules of parliamentry procedures known to modern times.
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They had rules regarding seating arrangements, rules regarding
Motions, Resolutons, Quorum, Whip, Counting of vote, voting by
Ballot, censure Motion, Regularisation, Res Judicata, etc. Although
these rules of parliamentary procedure were applied by the Buddha
to the meetings of the Sanghas, he must have borrowed them grom
the rules of the Political Assemblies functioning in the country in his
time.
This democratic system India lost will she lose it a second time? I
do not know, but it is quite possible in a country like India- Where
democracy from its long disuse must be regarded, as somthing quite
new - there is danger of democracy giving place to dictatorship. It is
quite possible for this new born democracy to retain its from but give
place to dictatorship in fact. If there is a landslide, the danger of the
second possibility becoming actuality is much greater.’’
How long shall we continue to deny equality ............ ?
‘‘ On 26th January 1950, we are going to enter into a life of
contradicition. In politics we will have equality and in social and
economic we will have inequality. In politics we will be recornizing
the principle of one-man one vote and one one value. In our social
and economic life, we shall by reason of our social and economic
structure continue to deny the principle of one-man one value. How
long shal we continue to live this life of contradictions? How long
shall we continue to deny equality in our social and economic life? If
we continue to deny if for long, we will do so only by putting our
political democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction at
the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer from
inequality will blow up the structure of political democracy which
this Assembly has so labouriously built up.
We must not be content with mere political democracy
............we must do is not be content with mere political
democracy. We must make our political democracy a social
democracy as well. Political democracy cannot last unless there lies
at the base of it social democracy. What does social democracy
mean? It means a way of life which recognizes liberty, equality and
fraternity as the principles of life. These principles of liberty,
equality and fraternity are not to be treated as separate items in a
trinity. They form a union of trinity in the sense that do divorce one
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from the other is to defeat the very purpose of democracy. Liberty
cannot be divorced from equality, eduality cannot be divorced from
liberty. Nor can liberty and equality he divorced from franternity.
Without equality, liberty would produce the supremacy of the few
over the many. Equality without liberty would kill individual
initiative. Without fraternity, liberty and equality could not become
a natural couse of things.’’
Down - trodden classes must be allowed to govern
themselves
‘‘ These are my refletions about the tasks that lie ahead of us. They
may not be very pleasant to some. But there can be gainsying that
political power in this country has to long been the monopoly of a
few and the many are not only beasts of butden, but also beasts of
prey. This monopoly has not merely deprived them of their chance
of batterment, it has sapped them of what may be called the
significance of life. These down - trodden classes are tired of being
governed. They are impatient to govern themselves. This urge for
self-realization in the down - trodden classes must not be allowed to
develop into a class struggle or class war. If would lead to a division
of the House. That would indeed be a day of disaster. For, as has been
well said by Abraham Lincoln, a house divided against itself can not
stand very long. Therefore the sooner room is made for the
realization of their aspiration the better for the maintenance for its
independence and the better for the continuance of its democratic
structure. This can only be done by the establishment of equality and
fraternity in all spheres of life. That is why I have laid so much stress
on them.’’
Have Government for the people
‘‘But let us not forget that this independence has thrown us great
responsibilities. By Independence, we have lost the excuse of
blaming the British for anything going wrong. If here after things go
wrong, we will have nobody to blame except ourselves. There is
great danger of things going wrong. Times is fast changing, people
including our own are being moved by new ideologies. They are
getting tired of government by the people, they are prepared to have
Government for the peope and are indifferent whether it is
Government of the people and by the people. If we wish to preserve
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the Constitution in which we have sought to enshrine the principle of
Government of the people, for the people and by the people, let us
resolve not be tardy in the recognition of the evils that lie across our
path and which induce people to prefer Government for the people
to Government by the people, nor to be weak in our initiative to
remove them. That is the only way to serve the country.’’

Part -4
Sir Isaac Newton
INTRODUCTION
Sir Isaac Newton was one of the finest minds to have ever lived.
He was born on the old calendar on Christmas day in 1642, but in
the new style of calendar, his birthday would be placed on
January 4, 1643. He was born in Lincolnshire in England.
He ended up being a prominent figure in many different aspects
of life, but his main body of work was as a physicist and
mathematician. He was a part of the scientific revolution in the
17th century, which would fundamentally change the way that
people would see the world. In the field of optics, Newton
advanced our understanding of light and how we saw it.
In mechanics, he would create his famous three laws of motion,
but it's in physics that he became most well-known for his
understanding of gravity and in mathematics for his discovery of
calculus, and his writing is perhaps the single most important
scientific book of all-time, the 'Principia,' which is still referenced
today. I
B O R N I N T O T RAG E DY
“We build too many walls and not enough bridges.” — SIR
ISAAC NEWTON
Isaac Newton's life was tragic before the young genius was even
born into the hamlet of Woolsthorpe. By the time Newton was
born, his father had already passed away three months before. As
a beautiful moment of passing the torch from one to the next,
Newton was born in the same year that Galileo died, and it could
be said that Newton picked up where the Italian had to lift off.
Newton was born as a small, premature baby who wasn't given a
great chance to live. Born without a father, he would soon also be
without a mother when he was three; his mother remarried and
abandoned Newton to be raised by his grandfather. The tragic loss
of his father and then the abandonment by his mother would
clearly play a key role in some of the personality traits that he
would develop.
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For the next 9 years, he would be separated from his mother until
his grandmother died. Newton resented his mother and hated his
stepfather. Hence wrote in his sins that he once threatened to burn
them and their house.
Newton would go on to be incredibly anxious and irrational, and
these traits would stay with him throughout his life. From the age
of 12 to 17, Newton spent time living with a man who provided
him lodgings while he studied at King's School in Grantham. This
would bathe point where Newton would first develop a real
interest in science as he developed a fascination with chemistry.
You'd think a man who would go onto become one of the greatest
minds of all-time would have done well in school, but he was
more interested in knowledge outside of the classroom and wasn't
a great student.
At this time, he was removed from school, and his mother made
an attempt to make him a farmer, but it was never going to work as
Newton hated farming. The master at King's School though must
have seen Newton's talent, and he persuaded his mother to send
him back to school. His mother agreed, and Newton's academic
performance increased, and he completed the year within an
impressive final report.
H I S LI F E I N CAM B R I D G E
In 1661, Newton would find himself in Trinity College in
Cambridge after excelling at his grammar school. He would still
find himself in the world of mathematics, but his education would
soon take a different path. Due to the delay in him getting to
university, due to looking after his mother's land, Newton was
slightly older than most of the undergraduates in the college. At
the time Newton set foot in Cambridge, there was already a
revolution going on in the world of science.
The likes of Copernicus and Kepler had already proven that the
sun is at the centre of the solar system, and Galileo had laid the
groundwork for understanding the laws of inertia. He was in an
age where the world was discovering that we weren't the centre of
the universe. This though wasn't an easy process, and the likes of
Cambridge were late in accepting this line of thinking as they still
got most of their funding from the church.
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This line of thinking had come from Aristotle, and that's who
Newton studied for much of his early years there. Whilst Aristotle
was a great mind himself, his views on the universe were outdated
as technology moved on from a man who had died in 322. While
Newton took onboard a lot of his work, it was time to move on
with some of these beliefs, but institutions like Cambridge were
reluctant to do so.
It was only when Newton furthered his reading that he began to
understand other ways of thinking. He read works by the likes of
Rene Descartes along with other philosophers who disagreed
with Aristotle's view of the world. These were people who
proposed that the world was made out of particles in motion and
that nature was simply a result of their mechanical interaction. It
was at this stage that Newton would search for the truth and start a
notebook with a slogan that read “Plato is my friend, Aristotle is
my friend, but my best friend is the truth, “which is a very
scientific approach where everything is questioned until it's
proved. It set the basis for a life where Newton would have his
ideas and then find a way to prove them.
These notes that he left showed that his thinking was changing to
that of the new world and was gaining all this knowledge from
every source that he could find to develop his own view on how
the world worked. It was at this stage where we see Newton
believing in a world of particles, but also around this time,
Newton's fascination with magic and alchemy would begin. This
was all recorded in his notebook, which he entitled “Certain
Philosophical Questions,” which detailed the books Newton read
and the ideas that he would have at the time.
What wasn't recorded in his notebook was that it was during his
period that his fascination with mathematical studies would
begin. Again, he would turn to a book written by Descartes called
La Geometries where he would start to learn the basics of algebra
and geometry before he would advance his reading. At this stage,
Newton must have known that it all came naturally to him as he
was reading difficult work with ease.
It only took Newton about a year to become a master of the
subject and had even started to look into his own line of critical
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mathematical thinking. It was at this stage that he would invent
the basics of what would become calculus as well as binomial
theorem where he would begin to work out how to calculate
space, curvature, and everything between it. In 1665, the
university had to be closed down due to the plague. Newton had
only just received his bachelor's degree and without any normal
training and gained his knowledge mostly from his books.
Newton had become one of the greatest minds in the world, but he
kept it to himself with his notebook. From here, we can see that
Newton, in the two years that the university was closed,
Was working on his ideas. He took his ideas of circular motion
and started applying them to the moon and the planets. He would
lay the foundations for his own work on gravitation, but for now,
he had kept all of these findings to himself. By 1669, Newton was
already writing about his findings in a manuscript entitled “On
Analysis by Infinite Series,” which began to get him known
within the mathematical community. This was the start of a point
where we see Newton's reluctance to release his work to a broader
scale, and a small number of his peers only knew his findings. At
this stage, even though not allot of people knew it; Newton was
already one of the greatest mathematicians in the world.
Upon his return to Cambridge after the plague, he was elected as a
fellowship in Trinity College. At this time, Newton's studies were
wide-ranging, and hew developing his understanding of optics,
mathematics, and chemistry. Also, Newton wrote a paper on
fluxion and other branches of mathematics and handed into his
professor Isaac Barrow. Barrow, with Newton's permission,
shared it with an esteemed colleague John Collins.
Collins admired the paper, and it led Barrow to call Newton an
“unparalleled genius,” which just goes to show how highly
regarded Newton was, and this isn't even listed with his most
exceptional achievements. In Cambridge, the role of 'Lucas a
Professor of Mathematics' was held by Barrow at that time who
had previously taken Newton's works to London. Barrow stepped
down from his role and recommended that Newton should
succeed him though.
The role meant that Newton didn't have to tutor, but he was asked
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to deliver series of lectures, and he chose his work in optics to
provide the basis for his first lectures. This allowed him to
develop an essay that he had written called “Of Colours” into a
full book, which would be his first of his “Opticks” series. The
lectures were hardly attended, but it still allowed Newton to
develop some of his most important work.III
T H E S TAR T O F H I S G E N I U S
“If I have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of
Giants.” — SIR ISSAC NEWTON
T H E B I R T H O F CALC U LU S
The story of calculus is not a simple one to tell, and Newton
himself would probably be bored telling it as it wasn't one of his
great passions and more of a means so that he could do his
calculation on the universal laws of gravity. It would, however,
lead him on a collision course to one of his famous rivalries. In its
simplest terms, calculus is a way of calculating the rate of change
and the areas, volumes and surface areas of complicated multidimensional shapes. It is for calculating the likes of a slope at any
random point and focusing in on any point, which is called a
derivative.
Also, if you have the likes of a cube, then it's easy to calculate its
volume and surface area, but with an odd shape, you need to use
calculus as it will work out those figures by cutting the object
down into infinitesimally small parts and adding them all
together to get the correct figure. At its heart, calculus can do
calculations with the types of shapes and curves that algebra and
geometry can't cover. To work all that out at the age of 24 was an
incredible achievement and calculus now forms an everyday part
in our lives in more ways than many could imagine, playing an
essential role in all the sciences, economics, and all branches of
engineering.
One of the marks of his genius was that he didn't actually set out of
inventing calculus, but rather he saw it as a means when he
reached a point in physics where he couldn't go any further until
he solved the question of calculus. Newton wanted to work out
why the speed of a falling object increases overtime and found out
that there was no mathematical rule to work this out. Newton
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wanted to use this to not only work out this problem but also to
workout planetary motion.
He desperately wanted to know why the planets moved in ellipses
and not in a perfect circle as most planets when they are closer to
the sun than at other moments. Comets especially have a strange
orbit as they got close to the sun before being flung back out into
far orbit. Newton broke it down into the orbit being a section on
cones and was able to describe how the planets moved.
To invent a completely new way of doing mathematics was a
mark of Newton's genius, especially as he learned that new way
of doing mathematics just so that he could work out planetary
motion. In his Principia where Newton would explain calculus,
he simply put it at the front so that he could explain everything
that came after it. It was perhaps the fact that Newton saw
calculus as a means to work out planetary motion, or it could be
the fact that Newton was always hesitant to
Publish his own work. But he wasn't the first one to publish a
paper on calculus as Gottfried Leibniz first did it in 1684, long
after Newton has started work on the subject. Newton was able to
show that he had first invented it years before, but his lack of
publication cost him dearly. It would start a very long debate at
who actually invented calculus, and it turned out to be one of
Newton's great rivalries, but now we understand that the two men
had discovered it separately of each other. Newton, though, used
his knowledge of calculus to advance his work on the planetary
motion, which was his primary goal and eventually would make
groundbreaking claims in the subject.
Perhaps the most exceptional example of Newton's genius is that
he wanted to solve the problem of gravitation and planetary
motion and created a whole new branch of mathematics to do it.
For what some people would be the crowning glory of all their
life's work was just a means for Newton to answer the question
that he really wanted answers. The invention calculus by Newton
has arguably made more of an impact than any other due to its use
in so many things that we know of today. Calculus issued in the
world around us every single day, and it's a branch of
mathematics that didn't exist until around 350 years ago. I
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N E WT O N I N V E N T SAN E WT E LE S C O PE
T is perhaps a mark of the genius of the man that he isn't more
well-known as being the inventor of the reflecting telescope as it
would change the way that the world was going to be able to look
at the sky. The reflector telescope is one that uses mirrors, which
may seem obvious now, but before Newton, the only way we
could see long distances was with lenses that would bend the
light. Newton's telescope would provide a much greater viewing
distance and was also a lot easier to make. Not only that, they
could be made much larger than the lens telescopes, which were
called refractor telescopes.
The genius was through the lack of distortion. Anyone who looks
through any glass knows that it can distort light; look through a
glass at home, and you'll be able to see the problems caused by
curved glass. If you're reading this through your glasses, you'll
know how glass can alter light for the better. Those distortions
meant that refractor lenses have huge limitations. The effect is
called 'chromatic aberration,' and it's where light is split intuits
various wavelengths just as it is in a prism, but to a much lesser
extent.
Newton rightly thought that it wouldn't be possible to get rid of
the effect of chromatic aberration while still using a lens. As light
doesn't pass through a mirror, this made Newton's telescope a lot
more reliable. He experimented with numerous different metals
and polishing techniques until he found the effect that he was
looking for. The man didn't use this telescope to discover
anything in respect of new planets or new moons. Instead,
Newton used it to develop his understanding of gravitation and
set out to mathematically prove the relationship that they had
between each other.
The actual telescope that Newton first made has survived and is in
the care of the Royal Society that is situated in London. Newton
wasn't the first to think that mirrors would be a good idea for the
inside of a telescope, but he was the first to make a working and
usable reflective telescope. It wouldn't be for another 50 years
that Newton's mirror would be improved upon by a man called
John Hadley, who changed the shape of the mirror inside the
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telescope. Newton has just invented a device that would
accelerate our understanding of the world. Not only that, but he
would also use that device and the knowledge he had found to
achieve some of the greatest findings ever known to man.
It's a wonder what Newton would think today of the Hubble
Telescope, which has been floating around Earth since 1990,
taking some of the most amazing pictures of all-time with
reflector mirrors that he first used in 1668when he was just 25
years old. The telescopes of today have the technology that not
even Newton would have dreamed of at the time, but the original
mirror telescope was by him, and that's an incredible legacy to
leave in itself
H I S FAM O U S W O R K O N L I G H TAN D C O L O R
Optics and the nature of light were a richly debated topic since
Kepler's“Paralipomena” in 1604, and Descartes moved that
theory on to making light the centre of his philosophy on nature
and had argued that it consisted of motion, being transmitted
through a materialistic medium. Newton accepted the theory of
Descartes and started working on the different colours that could
be found within the light. Newton would show in 1666 that light
was not simple, and it is instead a mixture of different colours
with different properties that all come together to form a more
complicated particle than the one that Descartes had thought.
From this, Newton was able to claim that the eye separates these
colours, and his work would become the foundation of optics
from thereon, and it was at this time that Newton invented the first
reflecting telescope in 1668. Newton began experimenting with a
prism in his early years, which involved a series of experiments
that he had where he would see how light reacted with it. This, as
we know now, resulted in splitting the light into all the colours of
a rainbow - red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.
The thinking at the time was that light was just made up of light
and darkness, and that the colour, which came out of a prism,
wasn't the splitting of light, but rather that colour came from the
prism itself. Robert Hooke thought that the red light, for example,
like simple white light that had most obits darkness remaining,
Newton disagreed. What Newton did to disprove this theory was
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to set up a prism near his window, which projected a large
spectrum 22 feet away on his wall. To further prove that the prism
was not colouring the light, he refracted the light back together.
This was a demonstration that light was responsible for all the
light that we see.
At this time as well, there was a debate as to whether the light was
waves or whether it was a series of particles. No-one before had
proved this, but through Newton's experiment, he was able to
prove that light was indeed made from a series of particle and a
series of colours that all combined to produce white light. It was
Newton who first came up with the term 'colour spectrum' and
divided those colours into their separate parts. He was able to
show that each colour had its own angle of refraction, which can
only be shown and calculated using a prism. Newton also had the
thought that all objects are the colour they are duet the beam of
light that illuminates them. As a beam of refracted light never
changed colour, then the colour must be the light reflected from
an object, and not a property of an object. Therefore, if something
is blue, then that is three-colour that it reflects.
Again, Newton's revolutionary work on light was relatively
unknown at the time. His work was delivered to the world
through the recently established Royal Society of London, which
had opened in 1660. The paper was all well received, just as his
telescope was, but Newton had opened himself up to a world of
judgment and critics. It was at this time that his rivalry with
Robert Hooke would start as he was a prominent member of the
Royal Society and had just published his own paper on light,
which still claimed that light was made out of a series of waves.
Hooke's name carried a lot of weight in the Royal Society, and
many of their members agreed with Hooke's ideas and doubted
the existence of Newton's spectrum as people had tried and failed
to replicate Newton's experiment. Prisms at the time were seen as
something of a toy and not taken seriously as scientific
instruments. They were merely seen as a form of entertainment,
so when Newton tried to use one to prove a scientific theory, there
was naturally some scepticism. The glass-making abilities of the
time weren't exceptional,
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And even the most well-made glass contained flaws and air
bubbles. This was one of those times where Newton didn't help
himself as he had concealed the details of his experiment. Only
four years after would Newton repeats the experiments and give
more detail, so people could actually do the experiments for
themselves. Newton couldn't handle the constant questioning of
his experiments and withdrew his thoughts from public debate.
It was 11 years later in 1971 that the words of Newton's reflecting
telescope had come, and the members wanted to see it for
themselves. The response to the telescope was very positive, and
it gave Newton the confidence to give them his paper on light and
colour. This was also the time when Hooke died, and Newton
knew that his biggest critic in the field could no longer challenge
him.
In 1704, a year after Hooke's death, Newton published “Opticks,”
which detailed Newton's complete theory of light. At the start of
the book, Newton finally placed a detailed account of how to
reconstruct his experiments in fine detail. This led to many more
successful reconstructions of this theory, and it seems like
Newton had learned from these previous mistakes. There were
parts of Newton's theory that have proved to be wrong though, as,
at this time, he still thought that particles of light created waves in
the ether.
The ether had originally been thought of as an elastic substance,
which could permeate through all of space, including between the
particles of matter. Therefore, it was believed that light was able
to travel through this ether, and Newton thought that the wave
properties of light were waves in the ether and not the light itself.
The theory of ether, which was originally theorized by Aristotle,
obviously turned out to be false. It wasn't until another genius
who came along and eventually settled the debate at the end of the
19th century. So, was light awake or a particle? Well, it turned out
that everyone was right in away. Lights both a wave and a particle
as light are made of photons, which is a particle, and photons flow
in a wave. The man who settled the debate was a certain Albert
Einstein.
Newton though in his lifetime may not have truly got to grips with
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the nature of light, but he did prove the properties of colour and
explained how we see objects in the colour that we do. His work
was revolutionary, and he was the first person ever to see colour
for what it really
When Francis Bacon started his cruise against the myths and
hypnosis created by mythologies, he had declared that science
would take control of humanity in the future. This was an era of
enlightenment and we see that Copernicus, Galileo and
especially Newton engaged in similar mission seriously. This
was a paradigm shift, which changed the thinking of the whole
western society, and after this, the west has created
‘science’.Later sociology and anthropology began to
understand the myths in a new way and began to discover "the
science of myths". Unfortunately, in India no Newton was
born, no Copernicus or Galileo was born, only so-called
mystics and priests propagating irrational believes were born.
The result is before us, we could not produce science and
scientific temperament. We have borrowed western science but
could not develop the wisdom to use that science and
technology in a scientific way.The way west created the
"Science" and "Science of Myth", India created "Myth of
Science" while sterilizing the science. Today we are living in
this period. Ken Wilber has written rightly if a society borrows
or imports the science and democracy, it will not lead to a real
success, such a society cannot create science and democracy as
it has not consciously gone through the trouble and pain of
revolutions and reforms in their own countries. That is why
these societies do not really understand science and democracy.
They practice science and democracy in the same way as
religious superstitions.
- Sanjay Sharmanjothe
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PART-5
DR. AMBEDKAR'S LAST SPEECH IN THE
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
ON ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTION
(NOVEMBER 25, 1949)
The Honourable Dr. B.R. Ambedkar : Sir, looking back on the
work of the Constituent Assembly it will now be two years,
eleven months and seventeen days since it first met on the 9th of
December 1946. During this period the Constituent Assembly
has altogether held eleven sessions. Out of
these eleven sessions the first six were spent in passing the
ejectives Resolution and the consideration of the Reports of
Committees on Fundamental Rights, on Union Constitution, on
Union Powers, on Provincial Constitution, on Minorities and on
the Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes. The seventh, eighth,
ninth, tenth and the eleventh sessions were
devoted to the consideration of the Draft Constitution. These
eleven sessions of the Constituent Assembly have consumed 165
days. Out of these, the Assembly spent 114 days for the
consideration of the Draft Constitution.
Coming to the Drafting Committee, it was elected by the
Constituent Assembly on 29th August 1947. It held its first
meeting on 30th August. Since August 30th it sat for 141 days
during which it was engaged in thepreparation of the Draft
Constitution. The Draft Constitution as prepared by the
Constitutional Adviser as a text for the Draft Committee to work
upon consisted of 243 articles and 13 Schedules. The first Draft
Constitution as presented by the Drafting Committee to the
Constituent Assembly contained 315 articles and 8 Schedules. At
the end of the consideration stage, the number of articles in the
Draft Constitution increased to 386.
In its final form, the Draft Constitution contains 395
articles and 8 Schedules. The total number of amendments to the
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Draft Constitution tabled was approximately 7,635. Of them, the
total number of amendments actually moved in the House was
2,473.
I mention these facts because at one stage it was being
said that the Assembly had taken too long a time to finish its work,
that it was going on leisurely and wasting the public money. It was
said to be a case of Nero fiddling while Rome was burning. Is
there any justification for this Page327
complaint? Let us note the time the consumed by Constituent
Assemblies in other countries appointed for framing their
Constitutions. To take a few illustrations, the American
Convention met on May 25th 1787 and completed its work on
September 17, 1787 i.e., within four months.
The Constitutional Convention of Canada met on the 10th
October 1864 and the Constitution was passed into law in March
1867 involving a period of two years and five months. The
Australian Constitutional Convention assembled in March 1891
and the Constitution became law on the 9th July 1900, consuming
a period of nine years. The South African Convention met in
October, 1908 and the Constitution became law on the 20th
September 1909 involving one year's labour. It is true that we
have taken more time than what the American or
South African Conventions did. But we have not taken more time
than the Canadian Convention and much less than the Australian
Convention. In making comparisons on the basis of time
consumed, two things must be remembered. One is that the
Constitutions of America, Canada, South Africa and Australia are
much smaller than ours. Our Constitution as I said contains 395
articles while the American has just seven articles, the first four of
which are divided into sections which total up to 21, the Canadian
has 147, Australian 128 and South African 153 sections. The
second thing to be remembered is that the makers of the
Constitutions of America, Canada,
Australia and South Africa did not have to face the problem of
amendments. They were passed as moved. On the other hand, this
Constituent Assembly had to deal with as many as 2.473
amendments.
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Having regard to these facts the charge of dilatoriness
seems to me quite unfounded and this Assembly may well
congratulate itself for having accomplished so formidable a task
in so short a time.
Turning to the quality of the work done by the Drafting
Committee, Mr. Naziruddin Ahmed felt it his duty to condemn it
outright. In his opinion, the work done by the Drafting Committee
is not only not worthy of commendation, but is positively below
par. Everybody has a right to have his opinion about the work
done by the Drafting Committee and Mr. Naziruddin is welcome
to have his own. Mr. Naziruddin Ahmed thinks he is a man of
greater talents than any member of the Drafting Committee. The
drafting Committee does not wish to challenge his claim, on the
other hand. The Drafting Committee would have welcomed him
in their midst if the Assembly had thought him worthy of being
appointed to it. If he had no Page328 place in the making of the
Constitution it is certainly not the fault of the Drafting
Committee.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmed has coined a new name for the
Drafting Committee evidently to show his contempt for it. He
calls it a Drifting committee. Mr. Naziruddin must no doubt be
pleased with his hit. But he evidently does not know that there is a
difference between drift without mastery and drift with mastery.
If the Drafting Committee was drifting, it was' never without
mastery over the situation. It was not merely angling
with the off chance of catching a fish. It was searching in known
waters to find the fish it was after. To be in search of something
better is not the same as drifting. Although Mr. Naziruddin
Ahmed did not mean it as a compliment to the Drafting
committee, I take it as a compliment to the Drafting Committee.
The Drafting Committee would have been guilty of
gross dereliction of duty and of a false sense of dignity if it had not
shown the honesty and the courage to withdraw the amendments
which it thought faulty and substitute what it thought was better.
If it is a mistake, I am glad that the Drafting Committee did not
fight shy of admitting such mistakes and coming forward to
correct them.
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I am glad to find that with the exception of a solitary
member, there is a general consensus of appreciation from the
members of the Constituent Assembly of the work done by the
Drafting Committee. I am sure the Drafting Committee feels
happy to find this spontaneous recognition of its labours
expressed in such generous terms. As to the compliments that
have been showered upon me both by the members of the
Assembly as well as by my colleagues of the Drafting Committee
I feel so overwhelmed that I cannot find adequate words to
express fully my gratitude to them. I came into the Constituent
Assembly with no greater aspiration than to safeguard the
interests of he Scheduled Castes. I had not the remotest idea that I
would be called upon to undertake more responsible functions. I
was therefore greatly surprised when the Assembly elected me to
the Drafting Committee. I was more than surprised when the
Drafting Committee elected me to be its Chairman. There were in
the Drafting Committee men
bigger, better and more competent than myself such as my friend
Sir Alladi KrishnasWami Ayyar. I am grateful to the Constituent
Assembly and the Drafting Committee for reposing in me so
much trust and confidence and to Page329
have chosen me as their instrument and given me this opportunity
of serving the country. (Cheers.) The credit that is given to me
does not really belong to me. It belongs partly to Sir B.N. Rau, the
Constitutional Adviser to the Constituent Assembly who
prepared a rough draft of the Constitution for the consideration of
the Drafting Committee. A part of the credit must go to the
members of the Drafting Committee who, as I have said, have sat
for 141 days and without whose ingenuity of devise new formulae
and capacity to tolerate and to accommodate different points of
view, the task of framing
the Constitution could not have come to so successful a
conclusion. Much greater, share of the credit must go to Mr. S.N.
Mukherjee, the Chief Draftsman of the constitution. His ability to
put the most intricate proposals in the simplest and clearest legal
form can rarely be equalled, nor his capacity for hard work. "He
has been as acquisition to the Assembly.
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Without his help, this Assembly would have taken many
more years to finalise the Constitution. I must not omit to mention
the members of the staff working under Mr. Mukherjee. For, I
know how hard they have worked and how long they have toiled
sometimes even beyond midnight. I want to thank them all for
their effort and their co- operation. (Cheers.) The task of the
Drafting Committee would have been a very difficult one if this
Constituent Assembly has been merely a motely crowd, a
tessellated pavement without cement, a black stone here and a
white stone there is which each member or each group was a law
unto itself. There would have been nothing but chaos. This
possibility of chaos was reduced to nil by the existence of the
Congress Party inside the Assembly which brought into its
proceedings a sense of order and discipline. It is because of the
discipline of the Congress Party that the Drafting Committee was
able to pilot the Constitution in the Assembly with the sure
knowledge as to
the fate of each article and each amendment. The Congress Party
is, therefore, entitled to all the credit for the smooth sailing of the
Draft Constitution in the Assembly.
The proceedings of this Constituent Assembly would
have been very dull if all members had yielded to the rule of party
discipline. Party discipline, in all its rigidity, would have
converted this Assembly into a gathering of yes' men.
Fortunately, there were rebels. They w Page330
Kamath, Dr. PS. Deshmukh, Mr. Sidhva, Prof. Saxena & Pandit
Thakur, Das Bhargava alongwith they I must mention Prof. K.T
Shah and Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru. The points they raised
were mostly ideological. That I was not prepared to accept their
suggestions does not diminish the value of their suggestions nor
lessen the service they have rendered to the Assembly in
enlivening its proceedings. I am grateful to them. But for
them, I would not have had the opportunity which I got for
expounding the principles underlying the Constitution which was
more important than the mere mechanical work of passing the
Constitution. Finally, I must thank you Mr. President for the way
in which you have conducted the proceedings of this Assembly.
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The courtesy and the consideration which you have shown to the
Members of the Assembly can never be forgotten by those who
have taken part in the proceedings of this Assembly. There were
occasions when the amendments of the
Drafting Committee were sought to be barred on grounds purely
technical in their nature. Those were very anxious moments for
me. I am, therefore, especially grateful to you for not permitting
legalism to defeat the work of Constitution-making.
As much defence as could be offered to the constitution
has been offered by my friends Sir Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar
and Mr. TT Krishnamachari. I shall not therefore enter into the
merits of the Constitution. Because I feel, however good a
Constitution may be, it is sure to turn out bad because those who
are called to work it, happen to be a bad lot. However bad a
Constitution may be, it may turn out to be good if those who are
called to work it, happen to be a good lot. The working of a
Constitution does not depend wholly upon the nature of the
Constitution.
The Constitution can provide only the organs of State
such as the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary. The
factors on which the working of those organs of the State depends
are the people and the political parties they will set up as their
instruments to carry out their wishes and their politics. Who can
say how the people of India and their purposes or will they prefer
revolutionary methods of achieving them? If they adopt the
revolutionary methods, however good the Constitution may be, it
requires no prophet to say that it will fail. It is, therefore, futile
Page331to pass any judgement upon the Constitution without
reference to the part which the people and their parties are likely
to play.
The condemnation of the Constitution largely comes
from two quarters, the Communist Party and the Socialist Party.
Why do they condemn the Constitution? Is it because it is really a
bad Constitution? I venture to say no'. The Communist Party want
a Constitution based upon
the principle of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. They condemn
the Constitution because it is based upon parliamentary
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democracy. The Socialists want two things. The first thing they
want is that if they come in power, the Constitution must give
them the freedom to nationalize or
socialize all private property without payment of compensation.
The second thing that the Socialists want is that the Fundamental
Rights mentioned in the Constitution must be absolute and
without any limitations so that if their Party fails to come into
power, they would have the unfettered freedom not merely to
criticize, but also to overthrow the State.
These are the main grounds on which the Constitution is
being condemned. I do not say that the principle of parliamentary
democracy is the only ideal form of political democracy. I do not
say that the principle of no acquisition of private property
without' compensation is so sacrosanct
that there can be no departure from it. I do not say that
Fundamental Rights can never be absolute and the limitations set
upon them can never be lifted. What I do say is that the principles
embodied in the Constitution are the views of the present
generation or if you think this to be an overstatement, I say they
are the views of the members of the Constituent
Assembly. Why blame the Drafting Committee for embodying
them in the Constitution? I say why blame even the Members of
the Constituent Assembly? Jefferson, the great American
statesman who played so great a part in the making of the
American constitution, has expressed some very
weighty views which makers of Constitution, can never afford to
igno Page332
“The idea that institutions established for the use of the
national cannot be touched or modified, even to make them
answer their end, because of rights gratuitously supposed in those
employed to manage them in the trust for the public, may perhaps
be a salutary provision against the abuses of a monarch, but is
most absurd against the nation itself Yet our lawyers and priests
generally inculcate this doctrine, and
suppose that preceding generations held the earth more freely
than we do; had a right to impose laws on us, unalterable by
ourselves, and that we, in the like manner, can make laws and
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impose burdens on future generations, which they will have no
right to alter; in fine, that the earth belongs to the dead and not the
living”.
I admit that what .Jefferson has said is not merely true, but
is absolutely true. There can tie no question about it. Had' the
Constituent Assembly departed from this principle laid down by
Jefferson it would certainly be liable to blame, even to
condemnation. But I ask, has it? Quite the contrary. One has only
to examine the provision relating to the amendment of the
Constitution. The Assembly has not only refrained from
putting a seal of finality and infallibility upon this Constitution as
in Canada or by making the amendment of the Constitution
subject to the fulfilment of extraordinary terms and conditions as
in America or Australia, but has provided a most facile procedure
for amending the Constitution. I challenge any of the critics of the
Constitution to prove that any Constituent
Assembly anywhere in the world has, in the circumstances in
which this country finds itself, provided such a facile procedure
for the amendment of the Constitution. If those who are
dissatisfied with the Constitution have only to obtain a 2/3
majority and if they .cannot obtain even a two-thirds
majority in the parliament elected on adult franchise in their
favour, their dissatisfaction with the Constitution cannot be
deemed to be shared by the general public.
There is only one point of constitutional import to which I
propose to make a reference. A serious complaint is made on the
ground that there is too much of centralization and that the States
have been reduced to Municipalities. It is clear that this view is
not only an exaggeration, but is also founded on a
misunderstanding of what exactly the Constitution
contrives to do. As to the relation between the Centre and the
States, it is Page333 necessary to bear in mind the fundamental
principle on which it rests. The basic principle of Federalism is
that the Legislative and Executive authority is partitioned
between-the Centre and the States not by any law to be made
by the Centre but by the Constitution itself. This is what
Constitution does. The States under our Constitution are in no
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way dependent upon the Centre for their legislative or executive
authority. The Centre and the States are coequal in this matter. It is
difficult to see how such a Constitution-can be called centralism.
It may be that the Constitution assigns to the Centre too large a
field for the operation of its legislative and executive authority
than is to be found in any other federal Constitution. It may be that
the residuary powers are given to the Centre and not to the States.
But these features do not form
the essence of federalism. The chief mark of federalism as I said
lies in the partition of the legislative and executive authority
between the Centre and the Units by the Constitution. This is the
principle embodied in our constitution. There can be no mistake
about it. It is, therefore, wrong to say that the States have been
placed under the Centre. Centre cannot by its own
will alter the boundary of that partition. Nor can the Judiciary. For
as has been well said: “Courts may modify, they cannot replace.
They can revise earlier interpretations as new arguments, new
points of view are presented, they can shift the dividing line in
marginal cases, but there are barriers they
cannot pass, definite assignments of power they cannot
reallocate. They can give a broadening construction of existing
powers, but they cannot assign to one authority powers explicitly
granted to another” The first charge of centralization defeating
federalism must therefore fall.
The second charge is that the Centre has been given the
power to override the States. This charge must be admitted. But
before condemning the Constitution for containing such
overriding powers, certain considerations must be borne in mind.
The first is that these overriding powers do not form the normal
feature of the constitution. Their use and operation are expressly
confined to emergencies only. The second consideration is:
Could we avoid giving overriding powers to the Centre when an
emergency has arisen? Those who do not admit the justification
for such overriding powers to the Centre even in an emergency,
do not seem to have a Page334
clear idea of the problem which lies at the root of the matter. The
problem is so clearly set out by a writer in that well-known
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magazine "The Round Table" in its issue of December 1935 that I
offer no apology for quoting the following extract from it. Says
the writer: “Political systems are a complex of rights and duties
resting ultimately on the question, to whom, or to what authority.
Does the citizen owe allegiance? In normal affairs the question is
not present, for the law works smoothly, and a man, goes about his
business obeying one authority in this set of matters and another
authority in that. But in a moment of crisis, a conflict of claims
may arise, and it is then apparent that
ultimate allegiance cannot be divided. The issue of allegiance
cannot be determined in the last resort by a juristic interpretation
of statutes. The law must conform to the facts or so much the
worse for the law. When all formalism is stripped away, the bare
question is what authority commands the residual loyalty of the
citizen. Is it the Centre or the Constituent State?” The solution of
this problem depends upon one's answer to this question which is
the crux of the problem. There can be no doubt that in the opinion
of the vast majority of the people, the residual loyalty of th
Page335 the future.
What perturbs me greatly is the fact -that not only India
has once before lost her independence, but -she lost it by the
infidelity and treachery of some of her own people. In the
invasion of Sind by Mahommed-Bin-Kasim, the military
commanders of King Dahar accepted bribes from the agents of
Mahommed-Bin-Kasim and refused to fight on the side of their
King. It was Jaichand who invited Mahommed Gohri to invade
'India and fight against Prithvi Raj and promised him the help of
himself and the Solanki Kings. When Shivaji was fighting for the
liberation of Hindus, the other Maratha noblemen and the Rajput
Kings were fighting the battle on the side of Moghul Emperors.
When the British were trying to destroy the Sikh Rulers, Gulab
Singh, their principal commander sat silent and did not help to
save the Sikh Kingdom. In 1857, when a large part of India had
declared a war of independence against the British, the Sikhs
stood and watched the event as silent spectators.
Will history repeat itself? It is this thought which fills me
with anxiety. This anxiety is deepened by the realization of the
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fact that in addition to our old enemies in the form of castes and
creeds .we are going to have many political parties with diverse
and opposing political creeds.
Will Indian place the country above their creed or will
they place creed above country? I do not know. But this much is
certain that if the parties place creed above country, our
independence will be put in jeopardy a second time and probably
be lost for ever. This eventuality we must all
resolutely guard against. We must be determined to defend our
independence with the last drop of our blood.(Cheers.)
On the 26th of January 1950, India would be a democratic
country in the sense that India from that day would have a
government of the people, by the people and for the people. The
same thought comes to my mind.
What would happen to her democratic Constitution? Will
she be able to maintain it or will she lost it again this is the second
thought that comes to my mind and makes me as anxious as the
first. It is not that India did not know what Democracy is. There
was a time when India was studded with republics, and even
where there were monarchies, they were either elected or limited.
They were never absolute.
It is not that India did not know Parliaments or
Parliamentary Procedure. A study of the Buddhist Bhikshu
Sanghas discloses that not only there were Page336
Parliaments-for the Sanghas were nothing but Parliaments - but
the Sanghas knew and observed all the rules of Parliamentary
Procedure known to modern times. They had rules regarding
seating arrangements, rules regarding Motions, Resolutions,
Quorum, Whip, Counting of Votes, Voting by Ballot, Censure
Motion, Regularization, Res Judicata, etc.
Although these rules of Parliamentary Procedure were
applied by the Buddha to the meetings of the Sang has, he must
have borrowed them from the rules of the Political Assemblies
functioning in the country in his time.This democratic system
India lost.
Will she lose it a second time? I do not know. But-it is
quite possible in a country like India - where democracy
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from its long disuse must be regarded as something quite new there is danger of democracy giving place to dictatorship. It is
quite possible for this new born democracy to retain its form but
give place to dictatorship in fact. If there is a landslide, the danger
of the second possibility becoming· actuality is much greater.
If we wish to maintain democracy not merely in form, but
also in fact, what must we do? The first thing in my judgement we
must do is to hold fast to constitutional methods of achieving our
social and economic objectives. It means we must abandon the
bloody methods of revolution. It means that we must abandon the
method of civil disobedience, noncooperation and satyagraha.
When there was no way left for
constitutional methods for achieving economic and social
objectives, there was a great deal of justification for
unconstitutional methods. But where constitutional methods are
open, there can be no justification for these unconstitutional
methods. These methods are nothing but the Grammar of
Anarchy and the sooner they are abandoned, the better for us.
The second thing we must do is to observe the caution which John
Stuart Mill has given to all who are interested in the maintenance
of democracy, namely, not “to lay their liberties at the feet of even
a great man, or to trust him with power which enable him to
subvert their institutions.”There is nothing wrong in being
grateful to great men who have rendered life-long services to the
country. But there are limits to gratefulness, As has been well said
by the Irish Patriot Daniel O’Connell, no
man can be grateful at the cost of his honour, no woman can be
grateful at Page337 the cost of her chastity and no nation can be
grateful at the cost of its liberty. This caution is far more necessary
in the case of India t Page338 continue to deny equality in our
social and economic life?
If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by
putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this
contradiction at the earliest possible moment or else those who
suffer from inequality will blow up the structure of political
democracy which is Assembly has to laboriously built up.
The second thing we are wanting in is recognition of the principle
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of fraternity. What does fraternity mean? Fraternity means a
sense of common brotherhood of all Indians-if Indians being one
people. It is the principle which gives unity and solidarity to
social life. It is a difficult thing to achieve.
How difficult it is, can be realized 'from the story related by James
Bryce in his volume on American Commonwealth about the
United States of America. The story is- I propose to recount it in
the words of Bryce himselfthat- “Some years ago the American
Protestant Episcopal Church was occupied at its triennial
Convention in revising its liturgy. It was thought
desirable to introduce among the short sentence prayers a prayer
for the whole people, and an eminent New England divine
proposed the words ‘O’ Lord, bless our nation'. Accepted one
afternoon, on the spur of the moment, the sentence was brought
up next day for reconsideration, when
so many objections were raised by the laity to the word nation' as
importing too definite a recognition of national unity, that it was
dropped, and instead there were adopted the words' 0 Lord, bless
these United States.”
There was so little solidarity in the U.S.A. at the time
when this incident occurred that the people of America did not
think that they were a nation. If the people of the United States
could not feel that they were a nation, how difficult it is for
Indians to think that they are a nation. I remember the days when
politically- minded Indians, resented the expression "the people
of India." They preferred the expression the Indian
nation." I am of opinion that in believing that we are a nation, we
are cherishing a great delusion. How can people divided into
several thousands of castes be a nation? The sooner we realize
that we are not as yet a nation in the social and psychological
sense of the world, the better for us. For then
only we shall realize the necessity of becoming a nation and
seriously think Page339 of ways and means of realising the goal.
The realization of this goal is going to be very difficult - far more
difficult than it has been in the United States.
The United States has no caste problem. In India there are castes.
The castes are anti-national. In the first place because they bring
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about separation in social life. They are anti-national also because
they generate jealousy and antipathy between caste and caste. But
we must overcome all these difficulties if we wish to become a
nation in reality. For fraternity can be a
fact only when there is a nation. Without fraternity equality and
liberty will be no deeper than coats of paint.
These are my reflections about the tasks that lie ahead of
us. They may not be very pleasant to some. But there can be no
gainsaying that political power in this country has too long been
the monopoly of a few and the many are only beasts of burden, but
also beasts of prey. This monopoly has not merely deprived them
of their chance of betterment; it has sapped
them of what may be called the significance of life. These downtrodden classes are tired of being governed. They are impatient to
govern themselves. This urge for self-realization in the downtrodden classes must no be allowed to devolve into a class
struggle or class war. It would lead to a division of the House.
That would indeed be a day of disaster. For, as has
been well said by Abraham Lincoln, a House divided against
itself cannot stand very long. Therefore the sooner room is made
for the realization of their aspiration, the better for the few, the
better for the country, the better for the maintenance for its
independence and the better for the continuance of its democratic
structure. This can only be done by the establishment of equality
and fraternity in all spheres of life. That is why I have laid so much
Stresses on them.
I do not wish to weary the House any further.
Independence is no doubt a matter of joy. But let us not forget that
this independence has thrown on us great responsibilities. By
independence, we have lost the excuse of blaming the British for
anything going wrong. If hereafter’ things go wrong, we will have
nobody to blame. Except ourselves. There is great
danger of things going wrong. Times are fast changing. People
including our own are being moved by new ideologies. They are
getting tired of Government by the people. They are prepared to
have Governments for the people and are indifferent whether it is
Government of the people and by
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Page340 the people. If we wish to preserve the Constitution in
which we have sought to enshrine the principle of Government of
the people, for the people and by the people, let us resolve not to
be tardy in the recognition of the evils that lie across our path and
which induce people to prefer Government for
the people to Government by the people, nor to be weak in our
initiative to remove them. That is the only way to serve the
country. I know of no better,
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BUILD YOUR SELF FOR A LEADERSHIP
If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are a leader.” ~ John Quincy Adams
“A leader is best when people barely know he exists, when
his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say: we did it ourselves.”
~ Lao Tzu
“It is better to lead from behind and to put others in front,
especially when you celebrate victory when nice things occur. You
take the front line when there is danger. Then people will appreciate
your leadership.”
~ Nelson Mandela
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be
kind, but not weak; be bold, but not bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy;
be humble, but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have humour, but
without folly.”
~ Jim Rohn
“The supreme quality for leadership is unquestionably
integrity. Without it, no real success is possible, no matter whether it
is on a section gang, a football field, in an army, or in an office.”
~ Dwight D. Eisenhower
“The leaders who work most effectively, it seems to me,
never say ‘I’. And that’s not because they have trained themselves not
to say ‘I’. They don’t think ‘I’. They think ‘we’; they think ‘team’. They
understand their job to be to make the team function. They accept
responsibility and don’t sidestep it, but ‘we’ gets the credit…. This is
what creates trust, what enables you to get the task done.”
~ Peter F. Drucker
“Leaders aren’t born, they are made. And they are made just
like anything else, through hard work. And that’s the price we’ll have
to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal.”
~ Vince Lombardi
“A great person attracts great people and knows how to hold
them together.”
~ Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
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“A leader is someone who demonstrates what’s possible.”
~ Mark Yarnell“
The hero is one who kindles a great light in the world, who
sets up blazing torches in the dark streets of life for men to see by. The
saint is the man who walks through the dark paths of the world,
himself a light.”
~ Felix Adler
“I will speak ill of no man, and speak all the good I know of everybody.”
~ Benjamin Franklin
“Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.”
~ John F. Kennedy
“A good leader inspires others with confidence in him; a great
leader inspires them with confidence in themselves.” ~ Unknown
“Leadership is a two-way street, loyalty up and loyalty down.
Respect for one’s superiors; care for one’s crew.”
~ Grace Hopper
“The price of greatness is responsibility.” ~ Winston Churchill
“When the effective leader is finished with his work, the
people say it happened naturally.”
~ Lao Tzu
“A leader leads by example not by force.”

~ Sun Tzu

“Become the kind of leader that people would follow voluntarily; even
if you had no title or position.”
~ Brian Tracy
“Example is not the main thing in influencing others, it is the
only thing.”
~ Albert Schweitzer
“The older I get the less I listen to what people say and the
more I look at what they do.”
~ Andrew Carnegie
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Two opposite points of view are expressed with equal intensity, the
truth does not necessarily lie exactly halfway between them. It is
possible for one side to be simply wrong.
-Unknown
“It is better to lead from behind and to put others in front, especially
when you celebrate victory when nice things occur. You take the
front line when there is danger. Then people will appreciate your
leadership.”
- Nelson Mandela
“Man makes holy what he believes as he makes beautiful what he
loves.”
-Earnst renen
Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody’s going to
know whether you did it or not. -Oprah Winfrey
Where is there dignity unless there is Honesty? - Cicero
The shortest and surest way to live with honor in the world is to be in
reality what we would appear to be.
-Socrates
“The price of greatness is responsibility.” - Winston Churchill
It is the responsibility of intellectuals to speak the Truth and expose
lies.
-Noam Chomsky
Integrity is doing the right thing, even if nobody is watching.
- unknown author
We tell lies when we are afraid….afraid of what we don’t know,
afraid of what others will think, afraid of what will be found out
about us. But every time we tell a lie, the thing that we fear grows
stronger.
-Tad Williams
Live so that when your children think of fairness and integrity, they
think of you.
-H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
Live so that when your children think of fairness and integrity, they
think of you.
-H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
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Sample Question
1)

2)

"All the armies of Europe, Asia & Africa combine, with a Napolean
Bonaparte for a commander, could not by force take a drink
from Ohio, or make a track on the Blue Ridge in a trial of a
thousand year". Who said these patriotic words?
A) Napolean Bonaparte
B) Abraham Lincoln
C) Pendliton Harring
D) Dr. Ambedkar
"We Owe a cock to Aesculapius, Discharge the debt , and by no
mean omit it" tell the name of the philosopher who said this as
his last words?
A) Crito
B) Socrates C) Aristotle
D) Plato
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